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He wants to 
be alone 
But Kevin Shone has created multiple 
personalities of such subtle nuance and integrity 
that they've more or less taken on a life of their 
own. They've also taken over the stage at The 
No Control Theater in Portland, where Kevin 
and his tightknit cast are performing in his one-
man show, "Shone Alone." 
See page 2S 






This summer, the 
Portland Museum of Art is 
putting on its biggest 
blockbuster show ever, 
anticipating that more 
money and people than 
ever before will be coming 
through the doors. 
Some say this will be the 
Big Bang that's finally 
going to launch the mu-
seum into popularity and 
solvency. 
Others claim it's merely 
the latest shudder in a long 
history of confusion and 
factionalism. See page 14 
When buses ran through 
Portland in the late 1930s, 
they congregated right 
where the trolleys did: 
smack in the middle of 
Monument Square. 
Soon METRO's "Pulse," 
the central bus stop of the 
transit company that 
descended from those bus 
and trolley systems, will 
return to the Monument 
Square area. See page 4 
What does the Demo-
cratic Party want to be 
when it grows up? The 
answer is no clearer than it 
was before the Democratic 
State Convention in Bangor 
May 15-17, which was 
characterized by confusion, 
disorganization and delay. 
Find out what happened -
and why. See page 13 









Clean team returns 
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SPECIAL PURCHASE 
Summer Sportcoats 
Sale $139 Value $238 
/.,;J?.rp;;:::-;r::;~-:e--
A.H. BENOIT & CO. 
188 Middle St .. In the Old Port 
Beasts by Devta Doolan 
abacus 
american crafts 
44 Exchange Street 
Portland, ME (2(J7) m-4880 
Since 1971 abacus has been Maine's favorite 
source for fine American crafts and jewelry, all 
lovingly crafted by some of America's most 
talented designers. 
18k Gold Single Loop Earrings by Michael Good 
u 0 T WASN'T UNTIL AnE. 
~ I STARTED GEnlNG DEEP 
t" ' Come to the professional 
CLEANSING TREATMENTS AT 
skin care clinic -
L'ESTHETIQUES THAT MY 
recommended by 
SKIN REALLY CLEARED UP." 





Skin Care Clinic 
4 Kelly Road (just off Route 1) 
Falmouth 781-5100 
ALlspeec:/ Bicycle & Ski 
All Fuji mountain bikes in 
stock on sale! 
From the new Fuji Thrill to the 
Shimano DX equipped Fuji Sundance 
Haven't You Been An 
Adult Long Enough? 
Try the Thrill of a lifetime, 
mountain biking on a Fuji ATB. 
~FUdl 
1041 Washington Ave., Portland, ME, 878-8741 
A review of the top news stories affect-.,g 
Greater Portl .... d: May 1 J through 19, 1992. 
Coast Guard stalls new bridge plans 
The u.s. Coast Guard won't issue permits needed to begin 
building a new Portland Bridge until planners add at least 20 
feet to the width of the ship passage. Angry city officials said 
the decision could postpone the creation of thousands of jobs. 
"We're talking some of the basics of marine safety," said 
William Heming, bridge administrator for the Coast Guard's 
northeastern district. Heming said a tanker with two or three 
tugboats couldn't fit through the proposed 200-foot-wide 
bridge. 
"Even in the (state's) original document ... they had shown a 
bridge with a navigational channel of 220 feet," he said. "When 
we started looking at the concerns of mariners and pilots - as 
well as the oil terminals - we supported that. We concurred 
with the 220 foot (width) that oil companies and pilots ap-
proved in 1987." 
"Hopefully we can convince them to change their mind ... 
but I'm prepared to enlist political support if necessary," 
responded Portland City Manager Robert B. Ganley. 
"This is crazy," continued Ganley. "Here's a major, major 
development project - a lot of money, a lot of jobs - and in a 
recession, we ought to be moving this forward." 
State officials have said the.$165 million bridge project would 
create about 7.000 local jobs. 
The existing bridge was constructed in 1916 for about $1 
million, and is often referred to as the "Million Dollar Bridge." 
Safety and maintenance concerns led to a push for a new bridge 
in the late '70s. 
Gay rights foes start recall drive 
Opponents of Portland's recently passed gay rights ordi-
nance are furiously circulating petitions in an effort to delay its 
implementation and force a citywide vote in November. They 
must gather 1,500 Signatures by 5 p.m. on June 11 to do so. 
"I felt that the vote taken on the City Council did not repre-
sent the will of the people of Portland," said James Duran, a 
Christian Civic League of Maine member who is leading the 
drive. "I think we're doing a service to the city of Portland by 
being able to let the people vote." 
Duran predicted his group would gather the required 
number of signatures in time. 
Rita Kissen, a spokeswoman for Parents and Friends of 
Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG), said she expected the question to 
go to ballot, but to fail. 
'We will make this an opportunity to widen the circle of 
support," she said. "I think people in Portland understand that 
this ordinance affirms everybody'S human and civil rights. So 
many people - from the council and the community at large-
supported it. People aren't going to want to discriminate 
against their friends and relatives." 
The Portland City Council approved the ordinance on May 11 . 
Riverboat gambling floated In So Po 
After Portland city officials failed to test the waters, Stephen 
L. Griswold rowed his riverboat gambling proposal across the 
river. Griswold plans to float his idea to the South Portland City 
Council on May 27 or June 8. 
"On the surface, I'm not really enthusiastic about gambling," 
said South Portland Mayor Ralph Howard. 
Griswold, a Lewiston developer, told Portland officials and 
business leaders in February that a floating casino in the harbor 
would pump about $80 million a year into the economy. He 
also said it would provide at least $1 million in annual revenue 
for the city and create hundreds of jobs. But city councilors and 
others sank the idea. 
Griswold's proposal is based on similar gambling operations 
in Iowa, which restricts individual bets to $5 and total losses per 
trip to $200. Even with those restrictions, the proposal would 
require a change in Maine' law, which forbids gambling within 
three miles of shore. 
Windham de-Ink plant at Issue 
Windham's Planning Board will weigh the pi-os and cons of 
siting a controversial de-inking plant along the Presumpscot 
River during a crucial June 1 meeting riverside residents have 
vowed to attend. 
I .... 
"BaSically, they're looking 
for a site plan permit," said 
Planning Board Chairman 
James Saunders . 
Under the town's right of 
delegated site review, the 
board can send a positive 
recommendation to the 
Maine Department of 
Environmental Protection 
(DEP), which must also issue 
permits for the plant's 
construction. DEP would 
have five days after the vote 
to rule on the permits. 
Windham's Town Council 
voted on May 5 to create a 
special development district 
in the Gambo Road area that 
would be funded with tax 
increment financing from the 
de-inking plant. That decision 
sets up a June 9 vote on the 
district - and, in essence, the 
plant - but failure to gain 
Planning Board approval 
would scuttle the facility 
before the vote could take 
place. 
The planning board 
meeting, which is open to the 
public, takes place June 1 at 7 
p.m. in the gymnaSium of 
Windham's Communi ty 
Center on School Road. 
Scarborough reins 
in 'Downs' plan 
The town of Scarborough's 
Zoning Board of Appeals has 
rejected a concert promoter's 
plan to stage concerts at 
Scarborough Downs race-
track this summer. 
But an attorney for Don 
Law Co. said the promoter 
will appeal the decision to 
Superior Court, and also 
press forward with a second 
appeal on different grounds 
before the zoning board. The 
promoter wants to hold up to 
four concerts a year at the 
racetrack, each attracting up 
to 45,000 people. 
The appeals board had 
upheld a ruling requiring the 
location for the concerts to 
have a roof, not just the 10-
foot-high fence now encir-
cling the site. Law's attorney 
countered that a fence would 
take care of any safety and 
crowd-control issues. 
Joseph Ricci, owner of 
Scarborough Downs, said the 
town would also reap a large 
economic benefit from even a 
few concerts. "If 40,000 
people come here and they 
each spend $60 outside the 
concert, that is a $2.4 million 
economic impact from each 
\ event," he said. 
Residents oppose allowing 
concerts at the track. Said 
neighbor Gary Kimball, "I 
personally don't want to hear 
concerts in my bedroom 
window." 
Portland Planning 
Board splits on 
group homes .•. 
Portland's Planning Board 
couldn't decide May 12 
whether or not group homes 
for handicapped People 
should be spread throughout 
the city. As a result, the City 
Continued on page 5 
"I was principal at Lincoln Academy for 
seventeen years and enjoyed every minute of 
it. Now, I'm working in the classroom at The 
M.y 21, 1992 
Deck House School in Edgecomb, and 1 enjoy 
that experience very much ... working with 
young people." 
"A field trip to the Energy Information Center is an 
excellent learning experience for young people:' 
"I feel strongly that young people should learn as 
much as possible about their surroundings ••• " 
" ... and we don' t ha ve to go very far. We just 
can look a couple of miles across the 
Sheepscot River, and see Maine Yankee, and 
say There's an opportunity to find out about 
nuclear electricity ... about various sources 
of energy.' I found in my visit there that the 
staff was very professional, and that the 
whole field trip to the Information Center is 





Just stop in anytime, Monday through Saturday, 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m., or Sundays 12 noon to 4 p.m. We're 
located four miles south of Wiscasset off Route 1. For 
more information, call us toll free at 1-800-458-0066. 
Maine Yankee 
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METRO finds its Pulse, ~ight where it used to be 
• By Paul Kilrr 
When buses ran through Portland in the late 
1930s, they congregated right where the trolleys did: 
smack in the middle of Monument Square. 
Soon METRO's "Pulse," the central bus stop of the 
transit company that descended from those bus and 
trolley systems, will return to the Monument Square 
area. 
The center of the world 
"Monument Square was the center of the world 
for the bus system," said John Tibbetts, METRO's 
assistant general manager. 
'There was a starter standing there in the square 
at all times. Buses would Plme from the west and the 
east, and anybody that needed to make a transfer 
would make it there." Buses would circle the monu-
ment, then head off in different directions across the 
city. 
But in the earl y 70s, Portland built a cobbled 
pedestrian area around the statue. The buses were 
evicted to a pair of central stops at Lincoln Park and 
a High Street drugstore. 
Just a few years later, the city made High and 
State streets one-way to handle traffic overload while 
Lincoln Park was suffocated by an arterial. The buses 
were displaced again, this time to points on Forest 
Avenue. 
Not until 1982, when South Portland withdrew 
from the METRO system, did METRO get its act back 
together. METRO's smaller fleet could all line up 
along the Forest-Congress junction at once. The Pulse 
was reborn. 
In the decade since, there have been complaints 
about that location. The buses clogged traffic and 
displaced parking. Noise and fumes from idling 
buses bothered residents of an elderly housing 
complex. And this spring's endless Forest Avenue 
reconstruction project was the final straw. It was time 
for yet another Pulse move. 
On May 18, the Portland City Council approved a 
It's the best time by far to 
get the best sunroof for 
your car! 
Five different models to choose 
from ... with green tinted glass to 
keep out the sun's burning 
rays ... multi-position handle to 
cut down the rocking 
vibrations ... even removable glass 
that makes your car feel just like 
a convertible ... plus cool options 
like sun shades, wind deflector, 
color interior or a solar fan. 
master plan designed to improve downtown park-
ing. That plan includes relocating the Pulse from the 
juncture of Forest and Congress streets to the city-
owned garage that sits directly across Elm Street 
from the Portland Public Library. METRO expects to 
begin using the new site sometime in July. 
"We've been toying with this idea for a long 
time," said METRO General Manager Sarah deDoes. 
So has the city. When original plans for the Elm 
Street garage were drawn up in the late 198Os, it was 
designed as a potential bus station. It was to have 
space for diagonal bus parking and an overhanging 
second floor to shelter patrons from the weather. The 
design was later scrapped. 
Maps and Mars bars 
Following the council's approval, city workers 
will immediately begin expanding an existing 
storage area in the Elm Street Garage into a heated 
waiting area with a ticket counter, something 
METRO has long coveted. 
"What we see happening," said deDoes, "is 
putting in an exterior door and a large window 
facing Elm Street, with another window facing the 
entrance to the garage so the garage attendant could 
view the waiting room." 
A combination dispatcher-ticket salesperson will 
work out of a small office, using two-way radios to 
start the buses on time. He or she will also sell 
METRO tickets and passes, make change and hand 
out travel information. 
The ~ity may also install a pay phone near the new 
waiting area, and is considering adding amenities 
like vending machines. 
Passengers will sit on flip-up plastic seating, 
waiting for METRO buses to make brief stops at the 
garage. Then the buses will head down Elm Street a 
short distance to the new Pulse at the comer of 
Cumberland Avenue. 
The new location, deDoes said, offers significant 
advantages over the present one. There won't be a 
line of buses idling in front of residences or restau-
JIG F· 700 series pop-up sunroof 
rants. In addition, as many as five buses can line up 
along Elm Street - three more than at any other 
Pulse location. 
"I would think this particular stop would be more 
inviting to people," said deDoes. "It will be the first 
time we've had an interior space for people to wait 
in, versus (an outside) bus shelter." 
The central location will also benefit shoppers, 
visitors and other potential METRO users, she said. 
"A lot of people need METRO information when 
they're in the downtown area, but right now there's 
no way to get it." 
"I think people will gravitate to that location, 
especially if there is a waiting room," Tibbetts 
agreed. "People like to wait for the bus where there is 
some shelter." 
City supports move 
The conversion of the storage room to a Pulse 
waiting area will cost the city about $3,000, said 
Assistant City Manager Mark Green. 
"It'll be a minimal cost for something we've 
needed for such a long time," said deDoes. 
Green said the city has examined possible prob-
lems with the new Pulse location, but can't detect 
any great flaws. 
"So far, everyone's been all for it," he said. "It's 
pretty much a win-win-win situation. It won't really 
hurt the operation of the garage at all ." Green said 
the city's main concern is ensuring that cars won't be 
blocked from the public garage's entrance by buses. 
Even if the move goes well, the possibility of a rail 
terminus for Portland-ta-Boston passenger service 
might eventually require another move from the Elm 
Street location, deDoes said. 
"It's going to be interesting to see how a train 
station would change this," she said . "That might 
mean we have more than one Pulse." 
For now, though, the Pulse is headed back home. 
"We started in Monument Square, and here we 
are in Monument Square again," deDoes said .• 
as! 
So c'mon - it's time to raise the 
roof! Get over to your nearest 
Portland Glass store and get the 
sunroof of yom dreams, now on 
sale at up to $60 off! 
~CJ1Ildoit! PG 
Portland Glass. 
Look for the Portland Glass Store nearest 
you in the NYNEX Yellow Pages under GlASS. 
Continued from page 3 
Council will have to decide 
the matter later. 
'1t's too bad they couldn't 
come to a clear consensus" 
said Jane Morrison, executive 
director of Ingraham Volun-
teers, Inc., "especially since 
the second amendment was 
clearly illegal. It's disappoint-
ing." 
The board had considered 
two plans that could have 
required better distribution of 
group homes around the city. 
... but Whittier 
House abandoned 
by Ingraham 
Ingraham Volunteers, Inc. 
has withdrawn its effort to 
open a group home at the 
Whittier House at 743 
Congress St. 
Ingraham Executive 
Director Jane Morrison 
agreed April 17 to terminate 
the purchase contract and 
requested a refund of the 
group's depOSit, according to 
a letter signed by Morrison 
and Peoples Heritage Bank 
executive Catherine Williams. 
On May 1, Ingraham received 
a refund check for $1,044_63. 
"We couldn't get clear 
title," said Morrison. The 
Whittier building, she said, 
overhangs the adjacent Hay 
& Peabody Funeral Home by 
six inches - enough to create 
future legal problems if the 
funeral home chose to claim 
its "air rights." 
"When it was surveyed," 
Morrison noted, "it was 
apparently done incorrectly. 
It's just a paper thing. But 
Hay & Peabody, for whatever 
reason, decided not to sell 
those air rights or do any-
thing but stall." 
Ingraham is currently 
exploring another potential 
site which is not in the 
Parkside neighborhood. 
The pullout could affect a 
previous ruling that had 
cleared the way for 
Ingraham's group home. 
Peter Cary, an attorney for 
the Parkside Neighborhood 
Association, filed a motion 
May 19 to vacate, or nullify, a 
May 5 decision by Superior 
Court Justice Kermit Lipez. 
Lipez had upheld an 
earlier Portland Planning 
Board ruling that left the 
home subject to less restric-
tive zoning laws. 
''That doesn't change the 
interpretation of (Lipez' s) 
judgement that we are indeed 
a handicapped family unit," 
replied Morrison. 
Study shows CMP 
Is top-heavy 
An internal study commis-
sioned by Central Maine 
Power Co. (CMP) has 
concluded that the power 
utility is top-heavy with 
Continued on page 6 
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OPEN SUNDAY 12:30-4:30 
(207) 883-4173 
---Ne,,; En~land 
(Hi-Fi) lI.sit (joD\pany 
May 22-25 25 % off 
selected it~ms 





,.-11 A Factory Outlet· Freeport Fashion Mall 
..,.. 2 Depot Street, Freeport· 865-0462 
May 21 , 1992 5 
((capture tlie sparkle II 
crystal castfes, 
prisms & wintfcliiw.s 
Classic ImIJressions 
Old Port 51 Exchange ftreet 874-6980 
Also featuring a wide 
variety of Ecological Products 
• Earth friendly cleaning products 
(sold in bulk in refillable containers) 
• Recycled paper products 
• Mercury-free ootteries. Nuclear-free light bulbs 
• Organic cotton clothing 
• and much. much more! 
Tom's of Maine Factory Outlet 
Lafayette Center 
Downtown Kennebunk. ME • (207) 985-3874 
Open Man-Sat 9 :30 to 5:00 
• Onla® 
Outlet 
MEMORIAL WEEKEND SALE! 
Thursday, May 21- Monday, May 25 




Baggies"'Shorts $32.00 $19.00 SI0.DO 
Baggies"Longs 36.00 21 .00 11.DO 
LW Stand Up Shorts' (Iris only) 42.00 24.50 IS.DO 
LW Synchilla' Snap T (Special Make Up) 50.00 SO.DO 39.DO 
Rev. Glissade Pullover (Special Make Up) 99.50 99.50 49.DO 
Featherweight Jacket 125.00 8S.DO S9.DO 
Visibility Windshirt 85.00 42.50 3S.DO 
Long Sleeved Snap Shirt 6O.DO 29.DO IS.DO 
Kids' Climbing Pants 11 40.00 17.SO 12.DO 
Kids' Logo T-Shirt IS.DO 9.SO 5.DO 
Baby Sun Hat 12.DO 8.50 5.00 
Other sale items will be announced the first day of the sale. 
' Based on suggested retail if item is a "first". 
Sale items limited to stock on hand. 
The Area's Largest Selection of: 
patagonict 
Close-outs· Overruns· Seconds 
#9 Bow Street 
Freeport, ME 
PH (207) 865-0506 
FAX (207) 865-0716 
Thursday 10 a.m. - 8 p .m. 
Friday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m . 
Saturday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Sunday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Monday 10 a.m. - 8 p .m. 
Settler's Green· Route 16 
North Conway, NH 
PH (603) 356-3363 
FAX (603) 356-3910 
Thursday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Friday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Saturday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Sunday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Monday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
,. 
\ . 
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At the King Pine Base Lodge, E. Madison, N.H. 
Admission: $3 (children 12 & under free) 
BOOTHS STILL AVAILABLE: $40 & $50 
SEMINARS INCLUDE: 
*Ramona Garcia- Life After Death- Spiritualism & Reincarnation 
*Paula Cercel- The Aura As A Diagnostic Tool * Spirituality & Shamanism, Spirit of the Warrior 
*Becky Mulkern- Healing Naturally * Jay Constant- Iridolioy-iris Analysis 
*Gail Edwards- The Wise Woman Healing Tradition of Herbs 
*Ansara- Astrology as a Way of Identifyino Your Soul Contract 
.... ';". 
Weekend Getaway June 5, 6 & 7 • 
In6kidft~ *2 nlght~lodglng,*5 meals *F,;day Night Wine & Cheese 
SocTal wI Klyra & AtlSara ptesentlng a channel!ng fOr:\Jfll * Entrance . 
••.• into the fair & seminarS *Satnight.Seminar wi Ivan BUrnell: Getting 
• What You Really Want.,. Challenge of a Ufeti~!Use of all filciHt~ 
1-800-367 -8897 
~:3.1111~"'" ~~;~~~r,;t~fn:::~:! i$' 20~pja& 
Rt. 153 • E. Mad,soll. NH 03849 ,.. tiuf&gratultl •• 
Ivy Rayon Summer Separates ... $15 
shirts, skirts, pants, skirts 
Rayon Shorts by Espionage ... $10 
Rayon Tank Tops by Espionage ... $5 
Rayon Print Rompers by Erica ... $12 
Rayon Dresses by Fitnit. .. $10 
Fashion Knit Tops ... $5 to $8 
by Justin Allen and Color Works 
Erica Flounce Tops ... $7 
Classic New England 
Anarak Tops ... $12 
Ivy Knit Dresses ... $20 
Dottie Bea ch Cove r-u ps ... $15 
Cotton Shorts by Justin Allen, 
Chic and David Wayne ... $8 
Denim Shortalls ... $15 
Chic Lexington Cotton Pants ... $10 
Print Beach Pants ... $8 
Lee & Levis Jeans ... $15 
Lee, Levi and Jourdache 
Jean Jackets ... $20 
Levi Jean Fashion Jackets ... $20 
Sweatshirts ... $3 
LEVINSKY'S 
OPEN DAilY 9AM - 9PM • SUN 11AM - 5PM 
with 
New Fashions From 
JONES NEW YORK 
New arrivals 
daily! 
Open seven days 
31 Main Street • The Mikasa Building 
Freeport, ME • 865-3158 
Swimsuits ... $7 
Ocean Pacific and Salem Sport 
T-Shirts ... $6 
Jourdache Fashion and 
Classic Jeans ... $16 
Tones Short Sleeve Sport Shirts ... $8 
Printed Beach Pants ... $12 by 
Ocean Pacific, Sizzle and Saturday! 
Northern Isle Handknit 
CoHon Sweaters ... $20 
Spring Jackets by Peter J., Columbia, 
Sports Master and Woolrich ... $25 
Casual and Dress Pants ... $8 
~INIIS~ 
Spring Jackets ... $10 to $14 
~n 
Levi Dockers Shorts & Tops ... $8 
Levi Sport Jeans ... $15 
Continued from page 5 
management and costs too 
much to operate. 
"In some areas of CM!', 
seven to eight layers of 
management exist between 
the president and workers," 
wrote consultants from 
Temple, Barker and Sloane 
Inc., a Boston utility consult-
ant. 
The report also noted that 
CMP charges significantly 
more for its electricity than 
comparable utilities do. 
"(CMP) is structured like a 
1950s factory," commented 
Richard Barringer, a public 
policy analyst with the 
University of Southern 
Maine. '1t's an extraordinar-
ily hierarchical organization, 
and absolutely contrary to 
contemporary concepts of 
management worldwide." 
PUC saws down 
Pine Tree rates 
Maine's Public Utilities 
Commission (PUC) ruled 
May 12 that.I'ine Tree 
Telephone & Telegraph must 
expand its calling area for 
customers - a victory for 
residents who battled Pine 
Tree President Timothy 
Hutchinson. 
The company, which 
serves the Gray-New 
Gloucester area, had charged 
toll calls to customers who 
made calls to nearby commu-
nities. Thanks to the ruling, 
Pine Tree's 5,000 customers 
will no longer have to pay for 
calls to towns like West Gray 
or Raymond. 
Charles Jacobs, a spokes-
man for the PUc, said the 
commission is also investigat-
ing other areas in the state 
with restricted calling areas. 
Due to population shifts, 
shopping patterns and 
commuting, calling areas 
have become "historical 
accidents," he said. 
"The changes in communi-
ties render current calling 
areas outdated," said Jacobs. 
Hutchinson was unavail-
able for comment. 
Owner: flatten 
Tracey-Causer 
On June 11 Portland's 
Zoning Board of Appeals will 
consider the demolition of 
the 125-year-old Tracey-
Causer building. Gerald 
Fineberg of Boston, owner of 
the Fore Street building, has 
asked fora hardship exemp-
tion from the city's historic 
preservation ordinance. 
The building needs more 
than $100,000 in repairs, 
ranging from repair of the 
foundation to brick work, 
according to Gary Vogel, a 
Portland lawyer who repre-
sents Fineberg. Vogel said the 
city's $20,000 repair estimate 
is low, and that Fineberg 
can't afford the actual cost. 




COG wants commuters to car pool 
The Greater Portland Council of Governments (COG) wants 
to work with southern Maine employers and commuters to 
form thousands of car pools. 
COG, which contends that only about one in 10 Mainers 
shares a ride to work, wants to employ car pools to help the 
state comply with the new transportation policy approved by 
voters in a statewide referendum last November. 
Joseph Kott, the planner behind the proposal, is applying for 
$98,000 from the state transportation department to operate the 
program and will seek another $98,000 from private sources for 
advertising. The state Department of Transportation is expected 
to decide on the application for funding in June. 
A driver with a l00-mile commute stands to save more than 
$3,000 a year by sharing the commute with a co-worker, said 
Donna Smallwood, research director at a Boston ride-share 
agency. She added: "That pays for a great vacation some-
where." 
Employers' incentives are financial- fewer drivers mean 
fewer parking spaces. 
NE states to plan together ... 
The six New England states have agreed to coordinate major 
interstate transportation projects such as airports, passenger rail 
service, highways and port improvements. 
The agreement calls for development of both a medium (five-
to 10-year), and a long-range (20" to 25-year) transportation 
agenda based on a consultant's study of regional issues. 
"Working together, we can build a regional transportation 
network that supports and leads our eronomic growth while 
helping the New England states fulfill their mandate under the 
Clean Air Act," said Massachusetts Transportation Secretary 
Richard Taylor. 
Taylor said the New England states, through Massachusetts, 
have applied for a grant from the u.s. Department of Transpor-
tation, to pay for the study. The study will focus on intercity 
transportation alternatives, their environmental and economic 
impacts and their costs. 
Among the first issues to be addressed would be: 
• Ways to deal with congestion of truck and passenger 
vehicles on major roads such as interstates 95, 90 and 84. 
• East-west highway travel through Maine, New Hamp-
shire and Vermont. 
• High-speed passenger rail service from Boston to New 
York City. 
• Extension of passenger rail service to Portland, Maine. 
• Airport improvements in several New England loca-
tions, including the future of Pease Air Force Base in New 
Hampshire. 
• Dredging and harbor improvements. 
... but Maine, N.H., Vt. could lose $$ 
Unless all motorcyclists wear helmets and more motorists 
strap on safety belts while riding on Northern New England 
roads, all three states will see some of their highway construc-
tion funds diverted to safety programs. 
Federal law says states must have universal helmet laws on 
the books by 1994. They must also require anyone in the front 
seats of other vehicles to wear seat belts by the same year - or 
risk "sanctions" that could drain federal highway money. 
In states without such laws, 1.5 percent of their federal 
highway-improvement money would be shifted to their 
highway-safety programs. The law doubles the amount to 3 
percent in 1995. 
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are all out of compli-
ance and would have to change their laws this or next year in 
order to keep the money coming in at current levels. 
Maine only requires motorcycle permit holders, first-year 
operators, passengers of novice operators and all riders under 
age 15 to wear helmets. And Maine's seat belt law only applies 
to those under age 19. . 
Maine officials do not appear to be alarmed about the 
impending shift of funds, which could total $700,000 in 1994 
and as much as $2 million a year after that, a transportation 
department official said. 
"It's another one of those (cases) of the federal government 
encroaching on states' rights," said Paul Vestal, an avid motor-
cyclist from Maine and president of the Motorcycle Riders' 
Foundation. 
The Washington-based group is trying to persuade Congress 
to repeal the law. 
The United Bikers of Maine, whose lobbying has helped to 
beat back past attempts to mandate helmets, stands ready to 
fight off new legislation expected next year, said Vestal, also 
that group's long-time leader. 
The Associated Press 
Super value for a beautifully finished hardwood 
frame made in the U.S.! Workmanship guaranteed. 
Also available without arms. In stock. While 
quantities last. 
Compare our quality and value. 
Futons made specially for us by ~ 
"" Q.IIIArfH .... M. IN lLU., 
FUTON FURNISIDNGS 
The Futon Store 
343 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 871-0578 
May 21 . 1992 
Mon & 11m.rs 10-8, Toes, wed & Fri 10-7, Sat SW112-5 
JIlsa, MasterCard, AnIerlcan Express. DIscover and weloome 
Sariifadkm Guaranteed· Exit 6B RI. 295 • 
~ 
7 
BOR DAY WEEKEND 
I 
• 
Season Prices This Memorial Day Weekend! 
• All Rollerblade Clothing 25% oH! 
!!~~n!, ~e!~le! I· All Tennis Equipment is 50% off! 
an~n ;i~:I~::::::e,!::~ 1 .t~ . ! •• waterski Accessories 250/0 oH! 
at The Skiers Choice in ~ 
Ftt:eport is having their end 1.'1 • Summerwear is up to 75% oH! 
of the season Labor Day ,. 
Weekend Liquidation during '~ Wi t CI th- t 750l HI 
Memorial Day Weekend. • Il • In er 0 Ing up 0 70 0 • 
We wanted people to get the ,~ 
most out of their summer.: ." ~ . Ski Equipment is up to 750/0 oil! 
stated stott: manager K,m J 
;:~:ca~o :hi~ B~astli~w~::::I~ ~ • Mountain Bikes $50 to $200 off! 
they can afford to get ALL :~ 
the equipment they need for r 
summer sports, and it allows '~l 
:::: 
us to bring in even mott: t 
inventory" Other sport } 
score managers were M 
unavailable for comment. 'jl 
:::: 
The Labor Day Weekend ·~.i_ 
Liquidation Sale stam this . 
Thursday AT 5pm and goes :1 
until Monday at 5 pm. 
Located at The Skiers ChOice, Route One, Freeport • CALL 885-9634 
" 
• Uzsco Bay w .. kJy 
I've Fallen and I Can't 
Get Up! .. 
Get Well Cards at JUSTM! 
490 CONGRESS ST, PORTlAND 207-775-4860 
When you visit one 01 our stores you enter a kaleidoscope 01 wooden colOr, 
texture, Slape and shadow .. Everything you could imagine is here from the 
functional ... to the practical to the fantastic. Experience an enthusiasm 
creativity, imaginatim, and an appreciation lor casuallilestyles. ' 
37 Exchange SI. Portland' 871-1484 
Summer Hours: Open Everyday 
Mon- Sat 9:30-9:00' Sun 11-6 
COOKIN 
KATAHDIN 
We've got Spring fever. These beautiful 
days that bring us the first fiddleheads, 
asparagus and the promise of beautiful red 
tomatoes make it really difficult to stay still 
long enough to write an ad. 
Spring has also brought some changes 
and improvements here at Katahdin. 
Thomas our waiter is leaving to spend the 
summer with his family in Bar Harbor then 
to the wild west to pan for gold. Doodle 
will be back this week from winter at 
Sunday River and Jim will be here full time 
now that school is done with. Another 
year's education and sophistication to 
make him an even better waiter. 
We've added a new carpet, new sound 
equipment and some new refridgeration, 
so hopefully your experience at Katahdin 
will be better than ever. 
And as ever Good Cookin' at Good 
Prices. f6'1ilJv- 'q ru <=--cr 
774-1740 
SPRING AND HIGH STREETS 
MON-THURS SPM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT SPM - llPM 
, 
Aerosole ----------------..... 
Not when it 
eomes to my 
AVEDA. HerbalShampoo 
Made from pure plant and nower 
essenees, each shampoo is 
speCifically deSigned to enhance 
- or subdue - those glints of red, 





at the comer of 
Middle and Exchange Sts. 
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CHIMNEY CUPBOARD 
.$282r 
$213 582 U.S. Route 1 Dunston Co 
Scarborough • 883-2145 
Mon. - Sal. 9:30 - 5:30, 














Major Credit Cards Accepted ......................... .... 
Continued from page 6 
The building, constructed 
shortly after the great fire of 
1866, is one of the last 
vestiges of the Gorham's 
Comer section of Portland. 
After narrowly escaping 
several of Fineberg's previous 
attempts to demolish it, the 
building was declared a 
landmark in 1991. 
"Lots of people are fond of 
that building and think it's an 
important link to our past," 
said Martha Deprez, execu-
tive director of Greater 
Portland Landmarks. Deprez 
said the City Council's 
declaration was a sign of the 
concern of many Portland 
residents. 
School Committee 
erases 15.5 jobs 
Portland's School Commit-
tee, faced with the painful 
task of slashing its budget, 
voted May 6 to cut 15.5 
public school jobs - most of 
them teaching positions-
from its payroll. City council-
ors made the cuts official 
May 18. 
"By contract, we had to 
notify the teachers' associa-
tion of the impact areas," said 
committee Chairman Nicho-
las Mavodones Jr. "But we' re 
hopeful that with early 
retirement incentives and 
resignations, we can cut far 
less actual bodies." 
Mavodones said the deep 
cuts were necessitated by 
sharp cuts in state education 
aid . 
"I blame a lot of this on the 
governor and state legisla-
tors," he said. '1 hope we 
won' t have to do this again 
next year." 
Harlow, Webster 
to lead council, 
school committee 
Charles Harlow, first-term 
city councilor from Portland's 
District 5, will become the 
city's new mayor June 1. 
Harlow was unanimously 
elected mayor May 5 in City 
Council chambers. 
Harlow said he will give 
his specifiC plans for the city 
in his inauguration speech, 
but added that he intends to 
continue his work to get 
residents of Portland more 
involved in their local 
government. 
"It's not my government, 
it's not the City Council's, it's 
the ci ty' s governmen t," he 
said. 
Harlow will replace 
Thomas H. Allen, who 
represents District 3. 
Linda Webster, a first-term 
member of Portland School 
Committee, was chosen to 
chair that committee in an 
informal May 18 caucus. 
Webster, a pre-school teacher, 
will replace Nicholas 
Continued on page 10 
, ., 
Kay Luke (left) and Edith Lebeda at the new BirB Cleaners. , CBW/Tonee Harbert 
The clean team returns 
Munjoy Hill duo press way into customers' hearts 
• By Michael Reagan 
Edith Lebeda says she may be one of only 
two women in the world who can call u.s. 
Superior Court Justice Gene Carter by his first 
name and get away with it. 
The other is his wife. 
Edith cleans "Gene's" shirts, along with 
those of other big-name Portlanders. She's 
been taking in laundry at the foot of Munjoy 
Hill for 42 years. 
Kay Luke, a relative newcomer to the 
business, has worked alongside Edith for a 
mere 22 years. 
The clean shuffle 
The original B&B Cleaners, located on the 
comer of Washington Avenue and Congress 
Street, was sold to Accent Cleaners in March of 
1991. 
Walking into Accent, you see a giant letter 
"A" painted on the wall; the place is institu-
tionally clean, the counters polished spit-clean 
and shiny. A neatly dressed woman takes your 
laundry politely, and you go. 
Mike Spellman, vice-president of Accent 
Cleaners, which operates four area stores, said 
the landlord who owned the 6 Washington 
A venue building was going to evict B&B. 
Accent took over the lease and the business 
and retained all the employees. 
Edith and Kay stayed on. But working for 
the chain was not the same for them. 
"It was an entirely different ball game," 
Edith said. 
So the duo quit, just two months ago. They 
had a number of job offers from other cleaning 
businesses. 
Bruce HOUrigan, a former employee of B&B, 
was starting a cleaning business of his own 
when he found out that the name B&B was 
available, as were Edith and Kay. He offered 
the two jobs at his new B&B. 
And on April 13, the clean team were back 
in business at the comer of Cumberland and 
Washington avenues - just one block from 
where they had worked before. 
B&B is different from Accent. Here, the 
women wear pink and blue smocks. A radio 
plays easy-listening hits in the background. 
Edith, talkative, engages you in conversation. 
Often customers spend time chatting with the 
two while they wait. 
The candy jar on the counter - filled to the 
rim with hard candies of all shapes, sixes and 
colors - is for anyone who drops by. And 
many of the customers who drop by are 
important folks. B&B's shirts come off well-
known backs ranging from Portland City 
Councilor Peter O'Donnell and prominent 
Portland attorney Peter DeTroy ill to moving 
magnate Lester Noyes and Judge Carter. 
Prominent real estate developer Michael 
Liberty, an Accent customer, hasn't yet found 
out about the new business, Edith said - but 
she's hoping he will soon. 
Extras bring 'em back 
Edith and Kay are friends with many of 
their customers, and have some who are 
second-generation customers. "A lot of people 
who come in here I've seen since they were 
little kids," Edith said. 
The women said the "the little extras" -
from sewing on buttons, to taking care of what's 
left behind in coat and pants pockets, to picking 
up the laundry from an elderly customer in the 
parking lot - are important to them. 
'1t helps people go back the second time," 
Edith said. 
Roger Conover, a long-time customer of 
Edith and Kay's, switched back to the pair 
from Accent when he found out they had 
opened the new B&B. 
"It's more than a place to get my shirts 
cleaned, it's a place to begin my day with some 
humanity," Conover said. "They're real 
people, not just people who work." 
Their "welcome motherly attention" is what 
Portland attorney Dan Bates said he likes 
about them. A client told him they had started 
working at the new B&B and so he began to 
come by the new store. 
"I get a cheerful greeting in the morning, 
there's a friendly atmosphere, and my shirts 
are clean," Bates said. 
"They're institutions as far as I'm con-
cerned," said Peter Culley, a customer for the 
past 15 years. 'They're terrific ladies and they 
take great care of their customers," he 
said,"and they have quite a following." 
City Councilor Peter O'Donnell said as soon 
as he found out Edith and Kay had started 
working elsewhere, he brought his business to 
them. 
"They have a real concern for you, you feel 
like you're really important to them," 
O'Donnell said. "That's why they're success-
fu\." 
The two, O'Donnell said, will even ask 
customers what kind of starch they want for 
their collars. 
No end In sight 
Both women agree that they will continue 
working, talking with customers, and doing 
their "little extras" into the future. 
"As long as my health is OK I intend to 
work," Edith said. '1 couldn' t stand retire-
ment." 
"It seems like people retire and then their 
health goes downhill. It's too easy just to sit," 
added Kay. 
Michael Reaglln, CIlsco BIly Weekly's newsroom intern, 
is II Portlllnd 1lIItive who grew up in North Deering. 
May 21, 1992 
celebrating the expansion of Abraham's 
and the opening of 
Haagen Dazs Ice Cream Parlor 
Join us Sunday, May 24, 12-3:30pm 
Music of the Islands by 
Kf~a4 
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in deep gold 
at $78.95. 
The matching 




AMARYL LI S 
Amaryllis 
Clothing Co . 
41 Exchange St. 
Portland , ME 0410 h 
772-4439 
parking stamps 
available for ' 
free parking 
548 Congress SL 
Portland' (207) TRY-ABES 
open 'til lOpm Sun.-Thur., 
'til 8pm on Fri., closed Sal 
9 
1 0 Casco Bay Weekly 
NEW WEEKEND HOURS 
Saturday 8am to 8pm 
"'. II J)t Sunday 9am to 3pm 
, l~}~IAcr? Serving Brell-killst, Lunch 
iY' 16V"r'~ fl,nd Dinner Daily 
·t~r., ~ JtP ONE MONUMENT WAY. PTLD 
0-0 --tY' 772-7299 • FAX 772-9662 _ --. L-___ , 
BACK BAY TOWER 
Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special 
outdoor activities ... it's all right up the street or just 
around the comer from Back Bay Tower. Or if you 
prefer the comforts of home, here are more reasons 
for living at Portland's finest intown address: 
o Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and the White Mountains 
• Indoor pool, saunas and exercise room 
• Secure parking garage 
• State-of-the-Art security 
• Secluded rooftop terrace garden 
• Elegant lobby with concierge 
• Spacious 2 and 3 bedroom apartments wiLl! plenty of closets 
• Private balconies and terraces 
• On-site management and maintenance 
• 25 different floor plans 
or call for 
an appointment 
772-7050 
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101 
----------------------~ I I 
: REOPENING : 
: FOR THE SUMMER : 
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I Lobsters, Burgers, Seafood, " I 
I Salads, Ice cream, Beer & Wine I 
I Serving Breakfast Weekends 7:30 - 11 I 
I I 
i Jeffi"'pLAKESIDE i 
I I 
I COOL FOOD ON A COOL DECK I 
: Pleasant 25 min. drive from Portland : 
I Route 114 on SeJxrgo Lake, 787-3009 I 
I I 
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1987 FORD 4X4 PICKUP 
4 Speed $5,950 . 
PERFORMANCE MOTORS 
MERCEDES-BENZ 
183 U.S. ROUTE I, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105 
TEL (207) 781 ·3207 ./ 
SOME REASONS TO SEE SHONE ALONE: ~ 
1. Provides 12 hours of aoothing relief. 
2. Evetyone gets a hug after the show. 
3. 100" beef ... no fillers. no meat by-producl8. 
4. Shone is considered a comic genius in France. 
5. It'. like a blast of warm summer aun ... w~hout the heat blisters. 





Continued from page 8 
Mavodones Jr. after the 
committee's formal vote on 
June 1. 
The School Committee 
chose first-term member 
Pandora laCasse to chair its 
budget oommittee. 
Shape bankruptcy 
. back on track 
A Biddeford audio-
cassette maker settled a $7.7 
million claim, clearing the 
way for bankruptcy reorgani-
zation. 
Shape Inc. has agreed to 
pay $4SO,OOO to Univisa to 
settle a dispute over a failed 
1987 jOint venture between a 
subsidiary of Shape and the 
Mexican Univisa. 
Bankruptcy trustee 
William A Brandt Jr. said the 
agreement leaves enough 
money for the oompany to 
pay its other creditors. "I 
think the shows over," said 
Brandt. Tm looking for a fat 
lady to make sure she's in 
tune for a song." 
Shape, which once 
employed 3,000 people, 
sought protection from its 
creditors in November 1988. 
It was the largest Chapter 11 
bankruptcy reorganization 
filing in Maine history. 
Nat'l MS society 
honors Blanchette 
A Falmouth man who has 
battled multiple sclerosis for 
more than a decade has been 
honored by President Bush as 
the National Multiple 
Sclerosis Society Father of the 
Year. 
Tim Blanchette makes a 
five-mile commute to Maine 
Medical Center whenever 
weather permits on his three-
wheeled cycle and competes 
in ISO-mile races for the 
National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society. 
Multiple sclerosis is a 
chronic, often disabling 
disease of the central nervous 
system which usually affects 
adults ages 20-40. Symptoms 
include dizziness, loss of 
balance and weakness. 
Clarification 
In last week's oover story 
("Unoovering Portland's 
erogenous zones"), writer 
Mishe Pietkiewicz quoted a 
man who identified himself 
as Don Marsh, a Popeye's 
regular who works at BIW. 
Portland is apparently 
home to at least one other 
Don Marsh, who works at 
Nissen Bakery, and who said 
he does not frequent 
Popeye's Ice House. 
CBW apologizes for the 
Marsh mix-up .• 
Reported I7y Paul Kilrr, 
Michael Reagan and 
The Associated Press 
weird news 
or It was big-time media 
week in Portland, as morning 
talk show hosts and evening 
radio personalities converged 
on the city. 
or "Good Morning 
America" came through town 
the morning of May 12. The 
program featured slices of 
"Maine life" such as 
Downeast humorist Tim 
Sample and the Wicked Good 
Band. 
Ayuh, that's just what our 
lives are like. 
or Just four days later, 
American Radio Company 
host Garrison Keillor showed 
up to honor E.B. White, 
skewer author Stephen King 
and ruminate on the charac-
ter of Maine. The one-hour 
public radio broadcast drew a 
packed house to City Hall 
Auditorium. 
King was eaten by a 98-
pound lobster in a skit 
poking fun at the Maine 
writer. The sad tale told how 
waiter Stephen King, unsuc-
cessful as a oomedy writer, 
lost his life when a giant 
lobster turned the tables and 
boiled the author for dinner 
- with lots of mel ted butter 
on the side. 
Part-time Maine resident 
President Bush also failed to 
escape Keillor's wit, as troupe 
member Bob Elliott pitched 
"Bush Hair Tonic," explain-
ing to Americans concerned 
about "hair oollapse" during 
a recession that many of 
today's hair problems date 
back to "well-meaning hair 
programs of the '60s." 
In more serious moments, 
Keillor paid tribute to writer 
E.B. White, who lived in 
Brooklin, and Portland native 
poet Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow. 
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. Country potpourri 
- co[ftcti6fes . liarui crafts· forK... art 
2 Wharf Street . In the Old Port 
772-7400 Open 7 days, 10-6 
LDWER LDBBY ·151 MIDDLE IT· PDlTlANl ME· DPEltD-tO ·173-1188 
2@skis 
2HAPPY HOURS: 
MONDAY .. FRIDAY 
7 .. 10 AM & 4 .. 7 PM 
.. FULL MENU AVAILABLE 
FOR TAKE OUT,. 
Monday ~ Thursday: 7 AM~llPM 
Friday & Saturday 7 AM~Midnight 
Sunday: Noon~l1PM 
212 DANFORTH ST., PORTLAND 
"Where Good Friends, Fine Foods, & 
Spirits Blend Together." 
May 21,1992 11 
K CASCO BAY 
Call about Rates. 
Dates and 
Possibilities 
SACO RIVER OIJ'l'I?I'rl'I~US 
127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND· 773-0910 • OPEN 7 DAYS 
THURSDAY, MAY 28th. 8pm 
Drum & Dance Heaven 
with 
FATALA 
1Ope. drum & dance 
ensemble from 
Guinea, W Africa 
D.J. Overload: 11-2am 
FRI May 29th - METALMANIA - Electric Love Hugs (from L.A) 
& Twisted Roots • All Ages 
MON June 1st - Jonathan RIchman 
WED June 3rd - O_J. Ekemode & the Nigerian All-Stars 
THREE DOLlAR DEWEY'S 
OlD PORT · PC>RT1ANO. MAINE 
772-3310 PORTLAND'S ORIGINAL ALEHOUSE 
KITCHEN OPEN SUN-WED 11AM-8PM, THURS-SAT 11 AM-9PM 
"If you've never been to 3 Dollar Dewey's for 
Lunch ur Dinner, OH! What you've been 
,missing ••. "Famous" 3 Alann 
Chili, Vegetarian Delights, 
Eclectic Burgers & 
Chicken Sandwiches, 
Gounnet Pin:a, Fish 
& Chips, Authentic 
Pub Fare, Daily 
Specials and a 




the rest! "Hearty Fare 
That's Ught 
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ECOLOGY HOUSE 
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness 
® 
Ecology House 
Ecology House is commited to being a positive factor 
for increasing environmental awareness, action, and public 
involvement. Most of our gift sel~ctions are in the image of 
wildlife or symbolic of humankind and the environment. 
• Products Supporting 
Animal Issues 
• Educational Games 
• Recycled Paper Products 











any purcha~e over $5.00, with this coupon. Expires May 31, 1992. 
I 775-4871 
: 49 Exchange St. Old Port Maine Mall, S. portland: 
775-7441 
---------------------------------
Bring Home the Beauty of Spring ... 
Select from 50 acres of quality trees, shrubs and flowering plants 
for the northern landscape. Custom design services. 
Lawn and garden supplies. 
O'Donal's 
Nurseries 
Open Mon. through Sat. 8-5:30, Sun 9·5, Thurs. till 8 
At the junction of Rts. 22 and 114, 
Outer Congress Street, Gorham 
just five minutes from the Maine MaIl 
Phone: 207-8394262 
Abercrombie & Kent 
Simply the best way to travel. 
THE WORW OF ABERCROMBIE & KENT: 
whether independently or one of our custom programs, "Simply the 
best way to travel." 
BARGING AND BALLOONING WITH A & K, April to Oct. 
Discover the special pleas~res of cruising Europe's canals, rivers and 
quiet waterways - combine it with bicycling, fine dining, ballooning 
and touring. for a great experience. This year, the hotel barge 
REMBRANDT cruises the waterways of Holland and visits the 
spectacular FLORIADE Flower Show, held only once a decade. 
KENYA REVISITED, Sept. 19 to Oct. 3 
Explore a new and different Kenya on our 14th Anniversary safari: 
best game reserves, off the beaten track private ranches, newest of 
the tented camps and lodges. Meet the Kenyans: naturalists, writers, 
Kenya families. For a great safari experience and the lrip of a 
lifetime, call us. Space limited to 16. 
Fora complete listing of our 1992 programs as well as A & K Tour 
Digest, call today. 
781-3395 
I.ADD TOURS and CRUISES, INC. 
"For the best quality vacations worldwide." 
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The Democratic State Convention: 
Inclusive and inconclusive 
Just what the hell does the Democratic Party want to be when 
it grows up? 
Maybe that's the wrong question. Maybe we should ask: Does 
the Democratic Party want to grow up at all? 
Or would the party prefer to continue its bad imitation of 
Calvin and Hobbes careening downhill on an out'-Of-control sled; 
barely missing trees, boulders and chasms; ending in disaster; 
none the wiser about how it got there? 
The Democratic State Convention in Bangor May 15-17 was 
an exercise in everything the party does best: confusion, disorga-
nization and delay. By the time the convention sputtered to a 
halt on Sunday afternoon most of the 3,000 or so delegates, 
alternates and hangers-on had already slipped away, still trying 
to figure out what had happened and why. 
Baby Doc of Cumberland County 
"I'm going away with frustration," said first-time delegate 
Karen Brown of Portland. "I want to become more aware so I 
can be more effective next time. I got a little taste, but now I'm 
going to find out what's happening." . 
Brown's confusion was understandable. She and hundreds of 
other delegates had just sat through a Cumberland County 
caucus that meandered over two days while attempting to vote 
for national and state commit-
tee members and conduct other 
routine business. Every 15 
minutes or so during this 
ordeal, county chairman 
Herbert Adams of Portland 
would inform the group - via 
a lengthy monologue olf the 
American political process-
that the wrong ballots had been 
passed out. Or state party 
chairwoman Jo Karr would 
attempt to explain voting 
procedures with helpful 
comments such as, "If you are 
'& other 
mistakes 
By Al Diamon 
sitting where you are philosophically today, stay there." 
By the end of the convention, contemptuous Cumberland 
County delegates were referring to their chairman as "Baby Doc 
Adams, Chairman for Life." And like his Haitian namesake, 
Adams, who has been county head almost since the Missouri 
Compromise, faces a coup. 
"We're taking the county committee back," said Jerry Brown 
delegate Edward Johnson of Portland. The Brown for President 
campaign dominated the convention, and has plans to dominate 
the party structure in the near future. 
"There's certainly a sentiment for getting rid of Herb," said 
Johnson. "We just have to come up with a program and a 
process." 
Good idea. There was little sign of either at the Bangor 
convention. 
Young rebels In farm country 
The Brown forces ran the show like a 5-year-old runs a farm 
tractor. They trashed almost everything in their path. 
National delegate selection rules were ignored. The caucus 
system of deciding presidential preference was shoved aside for 
a new primary. Mainstreamers were ousted from the Democratic 
National Committee. 
But if there was a master plan behind these changes it was 
difficult to detect. 
Brown campaign coordinator state Rep. John Michael of 
Auburn said the activists had "reestablished the party's progres-
siveness. We let people know the grassroots still exist." 
Deirdre Nice of Portland, the new national committeewoman, 
summed it up: ''The party is realizing it needs to move along. I 
think people would really like things to get done." 
What things? 
"We'll see," said Nice. '1 don't know." 
The Brown folks were playing with the controls, but more out 
of curiosity than malice. They showed no inclination to kick the 
old guard out of the party. In fact they seemed to hope the 
Democratic dinosaurs would stick around, and teach them how 
fo drive. And the reptiles seemed inclined to do so. 
"I doubt if the Brown people (will) endure as a group," said 
state Sen. Joe Brannigan of Portland. ''They're not unlike the 
(Jesse) Jackson group four years ago. If they integrate with the 
other factions in the party they'll make changes. But they have to 
integrate." 
"We're all revolutionaries," added former state party chair-
man Tony Buxton. "It's just a matter of how long ago your 
revolution was." 
New leadership, same signs 
The advance word on this convention was that it would be 
40minated by a group called New Leadership '94. This coalition 
of liberal-progressive factions was formed to combat conserva-
tive Democrats such as Cianbro Corporation executive Chuck 
Cianchette, who is coordinating efforts to elect more business 
people to the Legislature, and lobbyist Severin Beliveau, who 
wants to roll back environmental regulations. 
New Leadership '94 was active at the convention, but hardly 
dominant. The group sponsored a fund raiser for Ave Maria 
Dover, who's running against Cianchette in a primary for the 
state Senate. And rOads leading to the Bangor Civic Center were 
lined with signs reminiscent of last November's referendum on 
widening the turnpike. "Yes," the signs read, "Stop the takeover." 
New leadership guru Alan Caron explained the slogan was 
aimed at what he sees as an attempt by business interests to take 
over the Maine Senate. 
"It's just designed to shake them up a little," said Caron. 
Many convention delegates appeared puzzled by the sign 
campaign. But lots of them packed into the Holiday Inn for the 
Dover fundraiser. labor leaders, abortion rights activists, gays 
and other liberal interest groups jammed the event, and raised a 
reported $1,000 for the anti-Cianchette forces. 
Cianchette kept a low profile at this convention. He appeared 
briefly on Saturday afternoon to vote at his county caucus, and to 
deny he had any master plan for seizing the Senate. 
But it's pretty obvious New Leadership'94 has a master plan. 
The group hopes to become the 
foundation of the campaign for 
a progreSSive candidate for 
governor. 
Only trouble is, New 
Leadership '94 has yet to pick 
that candidate. 
No Joe, et 0/ 
What the New Leadership 
group has done is decide who's 
not acceptable: virtually 
everybody who's ever held or 
run for high office before. 
That eliminates such 
Democratic frontrunners as former Gov. Joe Brennan and Secre-
tary of State Bill Diamond. Both men are organizing furiously for 
the 1994 race, and both had plans for using this convention to 
improve their standing. 
But Democratic Party chairwoman Jo Karr and her allies 
wanted the spotlight on women. Diamond was relegated to 
running the Young Democrats event. Brennan was not even 
invited. 
When Brennan showed up for Friday night's opening ceremo-
nies (rumor has it he had to pay to get in), he was left standing in 
the back of the convention hall until Sen. George Mitchell (who as 
majority leader of the u.s. Senate had to be given a prime-time 
spot regardless of his sex) called the ex-governor to the stage. 
Meanwhile, Diamond hid his shock and anger on the sidelines .• 
So where does that leave the 1994 gubernatorial race? The 
consensus among keen observers of the poli tical process (me and 
my friends) is: Brennan did himself no harm by being introduced 
by Mitchell; Diamond got no publicity, which is equivalent to 
losing ground; Attorney General Michael Carpenter, once written 
off because of his problems with the Board of Bar Overseers, is 
back in the race because he made a lot of friends among the Jerry 
Brown delegates; and Portland Mayor Tom Allen, head of the Bill 
Clinton campaign in Maine, is now a serious contender for the 
nomination thanks to his statewide exposure during the presiden-
tial race, and his relationship with Clinton campaign staffer Alan 
Caron. 
Which brings us to the question of whom this progressive 
alliance is going to back for governor in 1994. All the leading 
contenders can make some claim to the affections of the Demo-
cratic left wing. But all have ties to the party mainstream that 
could rule out a New Leadership '94 endorsement. 
Instead it's likely the group will choose someone from its own 
ranks to run for governor. New Leadership '94 heavy hitters such 
as former state Planning Director Richard Barringer, Campaign 
for Sensible Transportation leader Peter Troast, Natural Resources 
Council of Maine Executive Director Brownie Carson and former 
Maine Women's Lobby leader Betsy Sweet all might have what it 
takes. 
With that many fragile political egos in one room it may be 
almost impossible for New Leadership '94 to hold together. The 
group lacks a single strong leader, and could easily fracture over 
who gets to be the gubernatorial candidate. 
"It's something that's still evolving," said one party insider. 
'1£ they stay focused on issues they'll be OK. If they get caught 
up in maneuvering for the nomination in '94, they'll probably 
collapse." • 
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A young museum-goer gets In touch with art at t~e Portland Museum of Art. CBW/Tonee Harbert 
, 
The Portland Museum of Art 
Educational institution, or just another seasonal attraction? 
• By Margot Brown McWilliams 
The Portland Museum of Art (PMA) is all aglitter these days. 
In the past year it has mounted the impressive "Boat Show," on 
tour from the Smithsonian's Renwick Gallery; it has presented a 
blockbuster '1mpressionism and Post-Impressionism" show, 
complete with lots of hype; and most important, it has, with 
cocktail parties and much media coverage, blushingly accepted 
into its halls the renowned Joan Whitney Payson Collection. 
This summer the museum is promising, in PMA President 
Lester B. (Les) Otten's words, the godfather of blockbuster 
shows, "The Elegant Auto: Fashion and Design in the 1930s." 
Museum Director Barbara Nosanow promises that this show 
will provide a glimpse into the tastes and lifestyles of the elite of 
that epoch. 
As a result of all this razzle-dazzle, more people than ever 
before have come through the museum's doors. Corporate 
sponsorship is up, and museum membership is at an all-time 
high. 
More than 65,000 people came to see the wonders of the 
impressionist period, generating $247,000 for the museum. 
Otten anticipates that this summer's blockbuster will draw 
100,000. 
And so, during economic times that are driving museums 
across the country into the red, things are looking good for the 
Portland Museum of Art - on the outside, at least. 
Clouds in the silver lining 
On the inside, the museum is in upheaval. While popular 
extravaganzas are faring well, the comings and gOings of staff, 
trustees and even PMA's buildings have stirred up a flood of 
minor controversies. 
• In March, the museum underwent a complete administra-
tive reorganization. Dubbed by insiders the "Ash Wednesday 
Massacre," the act resulted in the abrupt termination of eight 
full-time employees, while two more had their hours reduced . 
The workload at the museum, however, remained the same. 
Les Otten said that the reorganization and firings were a 
board decision designed to trim the budget. It is common in 
museums that when a new director is hired, select staff mem-
bers are replaced with people of the new director's chOOSing. 
But in PMA's case the staff was wiped out. And it was not the 
director who was new on the scene, but Otten. 
• At the same time, PMA added a new position. Duncan 
Smith was hired as director of exhibitions. 
Smith's salary is paid not from the operational budget, but 
directly out of the pockets of three trustees. The position was 
considered so important that extra money was raised to finance 
it outside the budget, yet there was no selection of applicants 
from which to draw. There was no publicity surrounding the 
search. Smith's poSition was not advertised. 
Smith was wedged in the chain of command between 
Director Nosanow and Curatol' of the Collections Martha 
Severens. Until Smith's appointment, these were the two top 
positions at the museum. The filling of either always entails an 
extensive, publicized job search. 
• Martha Severens resigned shortly thereafter. She would 
not comment on her decision, except to say that she had 
"resigned to explore other options." 
But Severens does not have another job in place, and her 
resignation was a tremendous surprise to museum volunteers, 
according to docent Henry McCorkle. Her resignation may even 
have come as a surprise to herself: She returned from lunch one 
day and discovered that the code on her electronic key had been 
changed, and would no longer allow her into the building. 
• PMA has also seen the recent dismissal of one director of 
development, Don Jones, and the resignation of another, Dick 
Beach. Registrar Barbara Redjinski, Events Coordinator Colette 
DiPhillip, Museum Store Manager Robin Stidworthy and 
Director of Education Beth DeWolfe have also all tendered their 
resignations within recent months. 
This unusual occurrence of so many people resigning at 
once, combined with the layoffs, has left the museum with a 
drastically curtailed staff. 
At present, the museum does not even have a receptionist 
(she was among those laid off in March). Consequently, the few 
people who are left - including the director - take turns 
abandoning their jobs to answer the phone and handle the 
switchboard. 
Such is the confusion that a few weeks ago a college student 
was forced to call the Portland Public Library for information 
about Mrs. Lorenzo de Medici Sweat - one of PMA's two 
principal benefactors. 
"This student had called the museum and was told that there 
was no such information," said Art Reference Librarian William 
David Barry, himself a former curator at PMA. "Of course there 
was," he added . "I gave them a call, and eventually it was 
straightened out." 
• Not only has PMA forgotten Mrs. Sweat, but the museum 
also seems to have forgotten the spacious Spring Street building 
she donated. And longstanding bitterness over PMA's decision 
to neglect the museum's original buildings has begun to 
surface. 
Henry Nichols Cobb, an architect with Pei, Cobb & Freed, 
the firm that designed the Charles Shipman Payson Building, 
gave voice to this disapproval in a brief lecture at the museum 
on May 11. 
Cobb told the audience of trustees and art lovers that the 
new building had been designed "specifically to exist as part of 
an historic architectural complex, comprised of it and the 
museum's original buildings." Since the new Free Street 
building opened in 1983, the older buildings have remained 
closed . 
"The experience of this museum," said Cobb, "is supposed to 
include the experience of those Original buildings. What makes 
this institution not just another small museum is that it embod-
ies with a vividness unmatched by any other museum in the 
co~ntry, the architectural hiStory of its place: The linked 
buildings trace the history of American .arc~lte~r~ for 2~ 
years. Without them the identity of the Institution IS lost. 
Cobb said although it was understandable that the olde~ 
buildings had been closed temporarily, it was now, after nine 
years, "no longer tolerable." . 
• And finally, even the family who gave the PMA Its new 
building is taking steps to distance itself from the museum. 
PMA trustee and benefactor John Payson resigned in the wake 
of controversy following PMA's April flower show. 
"Art in Bloom" included several paintings on loan from the 
Midtown Payson Gallery in New York. Those paintings were . 
for sale through the gallery. Although it is not unusual for 
paintings on loan to a museum from a commercial ~allery t.o be 
for sale it is unusual for the museum - a non-profit organiza-
tion - ~o be actively promoting their sale. The Maine Art 
Dealers Association complained. 
Payson never could have made an~her~ near as ~uch 
money on those paintings as he and hiS family have given PMA 
over the years. But he was stung by the PMA's ~r handling of 
the situation. He resigned and announced that hiS gallery 
would not loan paintings to the museum again. ., 
Said Gael McKibben, registrar of the Payson collection, 'John 
reSigned because he wished to avoid any appearance of contro-
versy." 
In the public trust? 
Museum insiders agree that these skirmishes are mer~1 y the 
tip of the iceberg, the visible portion ,of a m~c:~ more senous 
problem rumbling beneath the PMA s prestigIOus !a~de. . 
That problem, according to dozens of museum l~s.I~~rs, IS . 
the PMA's shift in emphasis away from its responSibilities to Its 
collections and the public, towards a showier, more market-
driven agenda. 
Museum staff and former staff, trustees and former trustees, 
and a myriad of other people affiliated with the museum . 
expressed their feelings of dismay at the museum's current 
direction to Casco Bay Weekly. Very few were willing to go on 
record. Those who still have jobs, need to keep them. Those 
who do not, need recommendations for other jobs. 
But the alarm that they expressed was uniform. 
The present administration of the museum, they said, has 
forgotten what the museu~ is su!,~osed to~. It's ~c~me a 
circus tent, they said, and IS not hVlng up to ItS obhgations as a 
serious educational institution. 
"The museum today is not the kind of institution Charles 
Payson visualized for his hometown," said John Holverson, the 
museum's former director. "I remember Mr. Payson wanted 
something significant to emerge from his generOSity. The gifts 
of his Homers and the money for the new building was never 
intended to support the lowest common denominator of 
seasonal activity." 
The Portland Museum of Art enjoys tax-free status as a 
501(C)(3) non-profit, privately supported, educational institu-
tion. PMA is an institution operated by a board of trustees for 
the public trust, as required by ta.x l~ws. .. . . 
Exactly what this public trust IS, IS defined In the ASSOCIation 
of Art Museum Directors' (AAMD) statement on Professional 
Practices in Art Museums. The AAMD is a national organiza-
tion of art museums which establishes and monitors standards 
of operation. 
"An art museum," holds the AAMD, "is traditionally . 
defined as an institution ... that is essentially educationaL. In 
purpose; which owns, studies, and cares for works of art; and 
on some regular basis exhibits and interprets them to the 
public." 
The AAMD further states that "accurate cataloguing of all 
works in the collection is fundamental"; that "the staff is one of 
the institution's principal resources"; and that the director 
should recognize the museum's responsibility to build and 
sustain a high level of staff morale. 
How is PMA measuring up to that standard? 
• The museum has never published a catalogue of its 
collections. 
"We were never able to do one during my time there," said 
Holverson, "because of the expense and the pressure that was 
on the staff during the opening of the new building. 
"It seemed a reasonable expectation," he added, "that using 
the collection I had assembled as the foundation, to expect that 
at least a beginning handbook of the collection would be 
created. 
"In the years that have passed, and ~th all of the changes 
that have occurred., it seems more puzzhng than ever that no 
catalogue of the collection exists to balance the a~~~in~, 
amounts of money being spent on temporary actiVities, 
concluded Holverson. 
• The current administration has been unable to mount an 
original exhibition of its own, indicating tha.t very little s~~l­
arly work is going on at the museum, and Virtually no onglnal 
research. . 
PMA has excelled at this in the past. '1 mounted. a major 
exhibition of the paintings of James Brooks (a first-generation 
Continued on page 16 
A short history of PMA 
The Portland Museum of Art was created 110 years ago by a 
group of local artists and businessmen .. It.was a private .organi-
zation, and it was called the Portland SoCiety of Art. This 
society decided to establish both an exhibition space and a 
school of art. . . 
John Calvin Stevens designed a clubhouse for the .soCiety In 
1883, which was located behind the present Baxter Library on 
Congress Street. The clubhouse was later replaced by an 
expanded library. . ' 
In 1907, Mrs. Lorenzo de Medici Sweat died, leaVing to t~e 
society both her house on Spring Street a~d the funds to bUild 
an adjoining gallery. The gallery opened In 19] 1. . . 
Over the years the society eoncentrated on collecting paint-
ings and sculpture by those regional artists o~ whom they . 
approved, and by ]960 the permanent collection was a unlq~e 
and unrivaled cultural offering of art from ]9th-century Maine. 
These works are now the core of the museum's State of Maine 
Collection. . 
The significance of a Maine collection lies in the fact that thiS 
state is home to an extraordinary artistic phenomenon. For 200 
years, Maine has been a mecca to many of the most imp?rtant 
artists in the United States. More internationally recognized art 
has been produced in Maine than in any other p~rt of the . 
country outside of New York City, with the poSSible exceptIOn 
of Santa Fe, N.M. 
The Portland Museum of Art has been largely under the 
direction of two men for most of the past three decades. John 
Pancoast was director from 1962 to 1969. John Holverson was 
hired first as curator in 1970, then made director in 1974. 
(Present Director Barbara Nosanow took the helm in 1988.) 
Pancoast made tremendous use of the Maine collection. He 
showed the trustees and the public what it was by pulling 
everything out of storage - even damaged pieces - and 
hanging them up. He scandalized the town by accepting a 
monumental Gaston Lachaise nude into the collection. 
(Lachaise, who was born in France and became the best-known 
early modernist sculptor in the United States, lived for many 
years in Georgetown.) 
Pancoast eventually got burned by friction between the 
Portland Museum of Art and the Portland School of Art as the 
two institutions were separating themselves in the late ·60s. He 
was fired in 1969. 
Holverson concentrated on building the Maine collection. 
During his tenure he actively sought - and acquired -
historical objects original to the McLellan House, an excellent 
collection of contemporary prints, and a fine collection of . 
portraits of the Asa Clapp family. f!he C1apps w~re a nationally 
prominent federalist merchant family who hved In.Po.rtland.) 
Holverson's best-known achievement was convlncmg Mr. 
Charles Shipman Payson to give his collection of 17 Winslow 
Homer paintings to the collection, and then the new Payson 
building to house them. 
And finally, in response to both Payson's and Holverson's 
commitments to the growth of the State of Maine Colle~tlon, the 
Bam Gallery Associates of Ogunquit donated t~e Hamilton 
Easter Field Collection, comprising 53 outstanding works by 
20th-century Maine painters associated with the Ogunquit art 
colony. Included are works by Marsden Hartley, Robert 
Laurent, Peggy Bacon and others of international s~ture. 
But in 1987, the PMA trustees cited a need for a new 
vision" and Holverson was fired. 
Jus; weeks before he was fired, Holverson ~ad hired Mar:ha 
Severens as curator of collections. Severens gained a reputation 
for reconnecting the museum with Maine artists. She was . . 
known for presenting the Perspective Series, a seri.es o.f exhl~l­
tions featuring the work of artists living and working m Maine. 
Holverson and Severens merely crossed paths, then, and the 
museum was without a director until Nosanow was hired. 
Nosanow took the helm promising not a commitment to the 
collection, but to a "a dynamic exhibition program." Exhibi.-
tions, she told Maine Times in 1990, "are the engines that dnve 
museums today." • 
~~~----... 
The Joan Whitney Payson In Payson 
Callery of Art before It. closed last year •. CBW/Tonee HIlTbert 
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PMA: ROADSIDE ATTRACTION? 
Continued from page 15 
abstract-expressionist painter)," said Holverson. "We also did a 
retrospective exhibition of the sculptures of Gaston lachaise, 
including some never-before-exhibited original plasters. We 
also produced 'Maine Temperas by Andrew Wyeth.' We 
produced a retrospective of works by Jamie Wyeth that traveled 
with support from the Xerox Corporation. And we produced a 
retrospective of the works of John Marin." 
• The staff is in danger of becoming too small to properly 
care for the collections. When Barbara Redjinski resigned, her 
position was filled by Michele Butterfield, the associate regis-
trar. Butterfield will not be replaced. The third member of the 
registrar's team was one of those fired in the massacre. 
"The registrar's job is huge," said one museum employee. 
'The registrar must record and track every piece in the perma-
nent collections, as well as every piece in every loan show that 
comes in. For every loan show every object has to be recorded 
and tracked." 
There is now one person doing the work three had done 
before, for a permanent collection of more than 10,000 pieces. 
(Who really knows how many? They're not catalogued.) And 
that's before even starting to think about the logistics involved 
in loaned shows. 
• PMA's commitment to educating the public has also been 
slashed, not only in dollars but also in stature. 
There is a mere $26,570 allocated in the 1992-93 estimated 
budget for education. (Although the museum would not 
provide Casco Bay Weekly with this information, the Maine Arts 
Commission - MAC - did.) 
But the demotion of the education staff is perhaps best 
described by the change in location of staff positions on the 
museum's organization chart. 
Before the reorganization the pyramid. went like this: 
Immediately beneath the director were the curator of coJlections 
and the curator of education. Then Duncan Smith was wedged 
into the second position. And the position of curator of educa-
tion was eliminated. 
In its place is a job called "education programs manager," 
positioned on an equal level with the job of running the 
museum's curio shop. 
• Finally, staff and volunteer morale is low. ''There were a 
lot of unhappy people - many, many - when Martha 
(5everens) left so abruptly," said Henry McCorkle, who has 
worked at PMA for years as a docent (volunteer museum 
guide). 
"We thought things were going along wonderfully well," 
said McCorkle. "We'd just had the biggest exhibition in the . 
state of Maine, in terms of people coming. Then all of a sudden 
we lose eight people, and we're not very happy about that. We 
were trying to be understanding, but then the bombshell of 
Martha 5everens hit us. 
"It was pretty difficult to understand," continued McCorkle. 
"She was our chief instructor, and she did a terrific job. She was 
supportive, she became involved. 
''Those of us who were unhappy wrote letters to Barbara 
Nosanowand to the trustees," said McCorkle. "But we quickly 
learned that she was the director of the museum, and that we 
weren't going to find out what really happened." 
Another factor leading to staff and volunteer unhappiness 
was the arrival of the Payson collection. "It changed the focus of 
the whole operation," said McCorkle, "from primarily Ameri-
can art with an emphasis on painters who worked in Maine. 
Suddenly there was the introduction of a collection of almost all 
European paintings." 
European paintings and old toasters 
While the core of the museum's mission seems covered with 
cobwebs, a lot of time, energy and money are being spent 
instead on two projects that bring glamour, importance and 
money: big European art collections, and big, popular block-
buster shows. 
It is not clear how either of these ties in with the museum's 
educational mandate as a regional museum of American art. 
• The museum is spending a lot of money on ball gowns to 
court three frogs who might tum into handsome princes: Les 
Otten, Scott M. Black and John Whitney Payson. 
All were trustees, until Payson resigned . And all are owners 
of, or heirs apparent to, substantial collections of primaril y 
European art. 
The PMA's stated collection policy describes the museum as 
an institution with strengths in 19th- and 20th-century Ameria/n 
art, the core of which is the State of Maine Collection. (See "A 
short history of PMA," page 15.) 
The Otten and Black coJlections have both been loaned to the 
museum, and selections from the Black CoJlection are now on 
display. PMA hopes to acquire both, eventually. John Payson's 
famed coJlection moved across town last summer, from 
Westbrook College's defunct Payson Gallery. 
The museum spent at least a miJIion dollars acqUiring the 25 
Payson paintings - despite the fact that John Payson's is 
primarily a European collection, and despite the fact that most 
of the collection does not belong to the t.Jluseum. Some of the 
paintings in the collection are on loan from John Payson; some 
are "promised gifts"; and some are lent anonymously, from 
other Payson family members. 
The struggle to acquire this collection suggests that the 
museum is being sidetracked into something entirely new. 
And the presence of the Payson coJlection is incurring for the 
museum yet another expense: As part of the agreement with 
John Payson, the museum is required to hire a European 
curator in addition to an American one - for a collection PMA 
does not own. 
• The museum is also spending big money on big block-
buster shows. In contrast to the $26,570 budgeted for education, 
the $14,002 for collections maintenance and the $35,280 for 
acquisitions, the estimated budget for exhibitions this year is 
$298,236 (MAC figures). 
Whereas blockbuster shows do bring a lot of people through 
the museum's doors, hopeful1y exposing them to art, they're 
expensive, they're labor-intensive, and they don't necessarily 
educate the public about art. 
"If the Hope Diamond were in the Great Hall, hundreds of 
thousands of people would come to see it, as they did to 
museums around the country to see 'The Treasures of 
Tutankhamen,'" said one former trustee, "but not because they 
love art. 
"In fact, blockbusters create a sensationalist department store 
mentality. People will only be interested in coming if there' s a 
sale. In this sense, blockbusters can actually diminish the 
importance of the permanent collection. It's just not as sexy," he 
said . 
"It's interesting that other museums are moving decidedly 
away from .blockbuster shows," added Martha 5everens. ''The 
direction the museum has elected to take is going to be chal-
liThe museum's board has long 
been comprised of people who don't 
understand what museums are about, or 
what museum vision should be." 
David Barry 
Former PMA curator 
lenging .. . They're out of sync with the national trend." 
"Local blockbuster shows can also be of questionable 
educational quality," said William Barry. The impressionist 
show, for example, "wouldn't have been a blockbuster any-
where else. There were flaws in it. Some of the pieces weren' t 
even impressionist, and should have been weeded out. 
"By not doing so," Barry continued, "the museum was . 
misleading the public and not fulfilling its educational responsI-
bility. 
"And how can automobiles be considered works of art?" he 
asked. "You'd expect to find an exhibition like that at the 
Transportation Museum or the Civic Center, or even the Maine 
Mall. While exhibitions like this are fun and interesting, they 
make no lasting contribution to the museum's educational 
purpose." 
One observer called Otten's pet project the "Old Cars and 
Toasters Show." 
Making money first, art later 
'This car show has artistic value," insisted Otten. ''The 
design work and the craftsmanship of that era are superb, and 
very important to the world of art." 
Les Otten, president of PMA's board of trustees, owner of the 
successful Sunday River Ski Resort and rumored gubernatorial 
hopeful in 1994, is nothing if not defiant. 
To many, he is intimidating. He is known for attacking his 
critics as fiercely as he supports his artistic vision. 
"Anyone who questions whether we're on the right track or 
not is damaging the institution," said Otten. "We're entitled to 
spend whatever we want, and we' re entitled to hire or fire 
whomever we want ... Because we're entitled. 
"I challenge anybody to name one thing we're doing that 
isn't in the public interest. Who are these people who criticize?" 
asked Otten. ''They don' t give us money. Where were they 
when the museum needed reorganization? 
"We spent a lot of time coming up with our organizational 
chart," continued Otten. ''This works for us. We have cabinet-
level people who are top-rate, and some extraordinary people 
on our staff. When those critics are ready to run our business, 
they can do it. In the meantime we decide our management 
team." 
Many of Otten's actions are puzzling. He acknowledged, for 
example, that Duncan Smith's position had not been advertised, 
and that there had been no job search. "But there's no law that 
says you can't promote from within when you have the person 
you want." 
But Duncan Smith wasn't hired from within. Prior to coming 
to PMA he worked as an exhibition planner and designer at the 
Museum of Fine Arts and the Museum of Transportation in 
Boston. 
"We're just not going to pander any longer to a small group 
of people who believe that there is only one kind of art, or one 
way to run a museum," said Otten. 
'The financial stability of the institution must be met before 
anything else can happen," insisted the successful businessman. 
If the trustees hadn't taken aggressive action, claimed Otten, the 
museum would be in trouble like so many other museums 
around the country. 
To those critics who say that money spent on big exhibitions 
is money that could have gone to caring for the museum's 
existing art, Otten said it's just the opposite. '1t's these big 
shows that will generate the money that we can then spend on 
other needs." 
Otten said the museum is always going to be caught between 
popular and historic demands. So Otten's board decided to 
make the operation of the company more responsive to the 
interests of the paying public. 
"We want to serve our customers," he said, "the guy who 
comes through the door and pays $25 to buy a membership. 
"We are a seasonal business," he insisted. 'We need extra 
staff at peak season to align with our customer flow. We are 
going to capitalize on a much more aggressive show schedule 
for the summer. In the winter, we won't be mounting major 
exhibitions, so we won't need as much staff." 
Otten stressed the many positive things going on at the 
museum. 
'We're financially solvent Our capital campaign is launched 
and loolcing promising, we're bringing bigger and more 
impressive shows than ever, attendance is going through the 
roof, there are more children in the museum, and important 
works of art for the collection are coming to us at a record 
pace" 
"A simple concept" 
'1£ a capital campaign does get off the ground," asked Barry, 
'What will people be supporting? No one seems to know_" 
In all fairness, such uncertainty and turmoil are not new to 
PMA. Directors, curators and others have come and gone over 
the years_ 
John Holverson was forced out as director of the museum in 
1987. In his capacities as curator and director he had been 
overseeing the PMA collections for 17 years. Holverson sepa-
rated the museum from the Portland School of Art, initiated the 
State of Maine Collection, was responSible for the Charles 
Shipman Payson building and acquired both Payson's Winslow 
Homer Collection and the Hamilton Easter Field Art Founda-
tion Collection. 
Under Holverson's watch, the museum may have had a 
reputation for being aloof - but it never suffered for a coherent 
vision. 
With Holverson out, then board president Roger Woodman 
promised the museum "a new vision," 
Five years and more than $5 million later, it is difficult to 
determine what that vision is. 
'1t's an extraordinarily simple concept," said Otten. ''This 
museum belongs to the peop!e of the state of Maine ... People 
need a museum that's wiDing to follow its mission statement. 
And we're doing it.v 
But very few of the museum's staff, trustees or volunteers 
seem to understand Otten's simple concept. 
''The museum doesn't speak with one voice," said Trustee Jo 
Bums, "and that's detrimental... It's the same old problem of 
priorities. We try to present this wonderful facade and present 
these wonderful things for the public, but they all cost money." 
So Portland's prestigious art museum is left adrift. At present 
the PMA has the appearance of an institution that is measuring 
itself less by its inherent qualities than by the number of people 
who come through the door and the amount of money it is able 
toeam. 
"What needs to be changed," said Barry, "is the composition 
of the board of trustees. The museum's board has long been 
comprised of people who don't understand what museums are 
about, or what museum vision should be_" 
'They seem to belong to one of two groups," he said. "Either 
they don't come around to see what's going on, or else they 
interf~. But in either case they never seem to know whether 
they're running a real museum or just an arts center." 
To which group does Otten belong? 
"Les Otten doesn't understand what a museum is," said a 
long-time trustee, on the condition that he remain anonymous. 
''He's trying to run it as if it were a ski resort. Although it's 
true that you can't disregard the business end of things, you 
don't just hire on museum registrars and curatorial staff 
seasonally the way you do ski lift attendants." • 
MA'got BI'OUlII Me WiUiImIs writes regularly 
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FROST MARINE COMPANY 
1984 - 4O'Egg Harbor Motor yacht .. . $115,OOO 
1973 - 38'PacemakerF/B Sedan Fish MinI ... ll0,OOO 
1987 - 36' Albin Trawler MinI Lo.dcd .. . 9S,OOO 
1987 - 36' Chris Craft Double Cabin ..• 89,000 
1987 - 34' Albin Sundcck 210 Cummins ... 6S.000 
1986 - 32' Baylincc Motor yacht ... 55,000 
1987 - 33' Baylincc Avanti Loaded . . . 5S,OOO 
1990 - 32' Albin Sport Fish w/300HP ... 125,000 
1985 - 31 ' Cuis Carft Sport Fish ... 59,000 
19n - 30' Cuis Craft Sportsman ... 22,000 or offen 
1982 - '1:/' Baylincc Sedan ... 14,000 or offers 
1988 - 26' Baylincc "Ciera" .. . 26,900 
1989 - 24' Baylincc"CieJa .... . 19'SOO 
1986 - 23' MachI Condo 260HP w/IllL ... 17,000 
1982 - 23' Chris Craft Scotpioo w/IllL .. . 7,000 
1989 - 23' Bayliner "Trophy" Twin 12SHP . .. 20,000 
1988 - 22' BoIlOn Whaler "ReYcnge" 22SHP .. . 15,000 
1988 - 21' Glull1e8m C'<; 17SHP w/TRL ... 13,900 
1988 - 2O'Laron "Lucc" CIC 17Sl1P w{l'RL ... 14,000 
1081 -19' Rmkcn Closed Bow 120HP 1", ... 5,000 
1987 - 18' Boslon WliaJ.cc "Outrage" l20HP 
w{l'RL .. . 18,900 
1987 - 19' Bayliner "Capri" BIR w/12SHP 8< lRL ... 5,000 
1984 - 20' Hunlcr Sloop Trl. Aux. Motor ... 5,000 
This infonnative handbook will be published Thursday, June 
11, and will feature articles on summer activities in and around 
southern Maine. 
As an advertiser in the Summer Handbook, you can take 
advantage of this important opportunity to inform more than 
100,000'"" potential Summer Hand-
GREATER PORTLAND book readers of your facilities, prod-
ucts and services. 
*3~ camp, *35" hike Ot bIIcIqMck, 
*23" IfIIh, *,"" bicycle or mounfIJIn 
bike and *20 canoe or byak 
SUMMER 
HANDI~K 
Don't miss this timely opportunity to 
promote your business in the Summer Handbook. To reserve 
your space, contact your Casco Bay Weekly representative at 
(207)~1. 
Publication date: 
TIIulSday, June 11, 1992. 
Space and Proof deadline: 
TIIulSday, June 4, 1992. 
"Wimbo<sII (; AIoocioUI, 
"EslimId'" ,Mdmltip 
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Portland's duty: pump up new METRO Pulse 
Portland is a microcosm, a place that is metaphorically similar to the 
living earth: Its whole is only as healthy as its parts. 
And a healthy, well-used transportation system means a healthy 
downtown Portland - in more ways than one. 
METRO is a big piece of that system. The recent decision to move 
METRO's central "Pulse" bus stop was a good one. The Forest Avenue 
and Congress Street locations were inconvenient to almost everyone. 
An Elm Street stop offers better access to 
the Portland Public Library, Portland High 
School, Monument Square, Ci~y Hall, the 
Old Port and other downtown destinations - without blocking traffic 
or blowing exhaust into the windows of homes and restaurants. 
The new Pulse, with its much-appreciated waiting area and informa-
tion maps, will cost Portland only a few thousand dollars - peanuts, 
compared to the money we would have to spend widening roads for 
commuters who might otherwise not use METRO. 
But we at CBWbelieve there is much more to do. Landlords, mer-
chants and neighborhood groups must work together to build a Pulse 
that will truly serve -as a gathering place for shoppers, workers, high 
school students and anyone else who needs to get in and out of the 
downtown area on a regular basis. 
• The city, the Downtown Improvement District (DID), the Down-
town Portland Corporation and merchants should all pitch in to make 
the new Pulse bigger and better than the one now on the drawing 
board. 
Let's face it; this pulse, as envisioned, is just a hole in a garage. That's 
all the tightly budgeted city can afford. 
So let's help them out. We'd like to see these groups help find or fund 
attractive signage, a Plexiglass enclosure or overhang, and maybe some 
sort of food shop or kiosk in the pulse (which could bring in rental 
income). Public restrooms and a giant map of the area should also be 
added. 
Downtown merchants would benefit from such a visible, vibrant 
Pulse. So would Maine's air and water. 
• While we're at it~ let's use a little of the money coUected by the new 
DID to fix up existing bus shelters and waiting areas downtown. The 
Monument Square shelter is a constant source of irritation for nearby 
merchants; a brighter, cleaner, better-lit shelter would certainly help 
promote use of METRO. 
DID maintenance crews also ought to make the new Pulse, and other 
bus stops, part of their regular route. Keeping the Pulse clean will keep it 
attractive to riders. 
• Why stop there? Let's solicit donations of banners from the Down-
town Banner Project, bus stop benches from a contractor and rotating art 
exhibits from the Portland School of Art. Plus anything else people can 
spare. 
• Portland's neighborhood groups, which have been so vocal when 
protecting their own interests, ought to pitch in and help paint and clean 
up their local bus stops and shelters. 
While they're at it, why not construct small, sheltered waiting areas on 
Brighton Avenue, Munjoy Hill, Washington Avenue and other key 
transit points? Surely residents in each of these neighborhoods could 
donate a little lumber and sweat. 
METRO is a vital part of life here, but it is largely ignored. And unless 
we wake up now, we'll pay the price later. 
Without increased use of regional public transportation, Greater 
Portland will slowly, inexorably become the kind of place we don't want 
it to be - a succession of second-rate strip malls on a polluted bay over 
which hangs a pall of smog. 
Anew, spruced-up Pulse - complete with a system of pleasant, 
comfortable bus stops throughout the city - could serve as a needed 
boon to downtown business and do serious long-term favors for the 
environment. 
Isn't that worth a few thousand bucks? 
Let's seize the moment and work together to make METRO's pulse the 
heartbeat of Portland. (PK) 
Hope, frustration and the politics of impatience 
• By Jim Hanna 
1 have never been a politicaUy active citizen. 1 put 
a lot of energy into being informed, but 1 have not 
yet figured out how to be effective. 
1 do vote every chance 1 get. On occasion I write 
my senators and congressmen. Once 1 called the 
White House when the president started a war I 
didn't like. 
But this political season swept me into a new 
political experience, at least one that was new to me. 
Jerry Brown attracted me to the Maine Democratic 
caucus. And before 1 knew what had hit me, 1 was a 
delegate to the Democratic State Convention in 
Bangor. 
I entered the auditorium just as the "Star 
Spangled Banner" was being sung. I felt my belly 
swell and my adrenals release in recognition of one 
of those rare moments when I knew I was exactly 
where I should be. 
Taking a seat, I was surprised at how familiar the 
people in the Cumberland County bleachers were. 1 
began attaching faces to people I had only known by 
name (mostly state political officials) and, more 
important, attaching names to people 1 had only 
known by face (mostly Portland people who were 
delegates). 
The first plank of the party platform was a 
problem for the party. It was also a real lesson for 
political novices like myself. 
Contrary to the rules of the Democratic National 
Committee (DNC), which require a candidate to 
receive 15 percent of the vote in order to be repre-
sented at the national convention, Maine is the only 
state with a Democratic Party that maintains a zero 
percent threshold . Any candidate who can receive 
enough votes for a single delegate will be repre-
sented at the state convention. This is bothersome to 
mainstream party members who do not want to 
have to deal with what they consider fringe candi-
dates. The DNC 
penalizes Maine for 
this stand by 
threatening to 
citizen 
restrict some of our delegates from participating in 
the national convention. 
1 realized immediately that this was a crucial 
debate about the principle of inclusion. If this is a 
democracy, then we have the responSibility to give 
everyone a voice. 
Because as many as half the people attending 
were first-time delegates like myself, a 10) of time 
was spent clarifying tlle debate process. With many 
people stiU in line to testify, it was moved and 
approved to vote on the issue, effectively silencing 
any further debate. 
Since the zero percent threshold and the principle 
of inclusion won decisively in a voice vote, I was not 
upset. Later, I decided I was not comfortable with a 
system that makes decisions based on who can yell 
the loudest. 
Another important debate concerned whether to 
continue the presidential caucus, or replace it with a 
primary/caucus system. There were well-reasoned 
arguments on both sides. 
Again, the debate was far from over when a vote 
was moved and approved. In the ensuing melee 
there were voice votes and roll calls. Chairperson 
Libby Mitchell made several questionable judgment 
calls and somehow divined that the party was in 
favor of the primary/caucus system. The politics of 
impatience had won, again. 
I was very frustrated and discouraged by the 
whole process. 
Finally, it was time for the Jerry Brown planned 
spontaneous demonstration. (Yes, there are many 
contradictions in party politics. 'Not the least of 
which is that the more you walk around looking 
and sounding like idiots, the more seriously your 
candidate is taken.) 1 could not help feeling some 
ambivalence as we filled the floor, like this was a 
last hurrah. 
Still here we were, a widely diverse group of 
people who stood for a basic core of values: equal-
ity and freedom, rights and responsibilities. Yet 
doesn't it seem strange that we, as United States 
citizens, were working to change the system - by 
trying to include these ideals? 
I left the convention far from convinced that 
party politics is the best way to make a difference in 
the world. I learned that politics is not about people 
speaking about the truth of their lives. 
When we the people begin again to share the 
truth of our hearts, then perhaps our government 
will once more be of, by and for the people .• 
Jim Hanna lives in Portland and will continue to search for 
ways to be politically effective. 
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Rick Charlton, left, and Tom Richards pitched horseshoes in their driveway off the 
Gray Road in Falmouth as the sun went down, May 15. 
Clueless, white 
doughheads 
(S.M. Hall Ill's) smug 
letter to the editor (4.23.92) 
attacking African-Americans 
for being unclear about their 
ancestry misses a key point 
- maybe they aren't wearing 
signs that say "Proud to be a 
Zambian" because their 
ancestors were dragged to 
this country against their will 
and systematically stripped 
of their heritage by their 
oppressors. 
Next time someone 
responds to your query with 
a moment of silence, consider 
this: They may be thinking, 
"Politically correct appella-
tions may come and go, but 
one thing remains constant-
clueless, white doughheads," 





I've got a bit of a bone to 
pick with you, or more 
precisely, with Margot 
McWilliams ("Dean 
Velentgas Gallery closes, 
4.23.92). Who told her that 
the Dean Velentgas Gallery 
was "the last major gallery in 
the area - save Frost Gully 
Gallery"? I suppose the next 
best question might as well 
be what do you consider a 
"major" gallery as compared 
to a "minor" gallery? Were all 
the galleries listed in your Art 
Around Town section just to 
the left of her article "minor" 
galleries? (I count at least 14.) 
Does that make all the artists 
showing in those galJeries 
"minor" artists? 
As an artist shOwing in 
one of these "minor" galleries 
I'm really bugged by what I 
perceive as an elitist attitude 
amongst some of the art 
critics in Portland. What does 
a gallery have to do to get a 
little respect around here? 
Fail?! What's wrong with 
success? 
The gallery I'm most 
familiar with, Greenhut 
Galleries, works very hard to 
show good contemporary 
work by regional artists. I 
guarantee you that the artists 
at Greenhut are no less 
serious or "major" than those 
at Velentgas or any of the 
other galleries that have 
failed (I believe that at least 
three of the artists in 
Greenhut's stable are profes-
sors at the art school.) 
The only difference I can 
see between Greenhut and 
letters 
Casco Bay Weekly 
wekomes your letters. 
Pleue limIt your tho~ghts 
to 300 words, Include a 
daytime phone number 
and address to: Letten, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 
S51A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. 
the failed galleries is that 
Greenhut does what it can to 
stay afloat. They do framing 
and sell some art posters. 
They also work incredibly 
hard to sell their art work. 
You see, they have to! They 
don't put on art auctions as 
did the Barridoffs or have an 
executive position at UNUM 
as does Velentgas. 
I can't speak for all the 
other galleries equally 
slighted by Margot's article, 
but 1 can only assume that 
they too are doing what they 
can to get through these 
tough economic times. They 
are to ~ congratulated for 
sticking it through. 




3 Views Gallery 
We're sad to see the 
closing of the Dean Velentgas 
Gallery, as we have been to 
see the recent passing of 
some other fine art galleries 
in the area, but felt that we 
should respond to art 
columnist Margot 
McWilliams' question, 
"Who's left?" ("Dean 
Velentgas Gallery closes," 
4.23.92). 
Besides the Frost Gulley, 
which was mentioned in the 
article, there are the Bayview 
Gallery, the Congress Square 
Gallery, the Gallery at Six 
Deering Street and Greenhut 
Galleries for established 
galleries. Relatively new 
seen 
galleries, whiCh do show the 
work of better known artists, 
but which are especially 
committed to exhibiting the 
work of emerging artists, 
include the Danforth Street 
Gallery, the Phoenix Studio 
Gallery and ourselves. 
And then lhere are the 
many restaurants, office 
buildings and miscellaneous 
nooks and crannies through-
out the city where art finds its 
way onto the walls. Portland 
always has been, and still is, a 
great place to be an artist and 
to see art. It's part of the 
fabric of the place. Where 
else, beSides, oh, maybe Paris, 
is the most imposing building 
in the city an art museum? 
cC~{j:C;.~ 
c: ~t~J1. \\,~ 
Cheryl Cayer & Cliff Gallant 
3 Views Gallery 
Portland 
Greenhut's 
In the black 
It is ironic that the dra-
matic lamentation concerning 
the closing of the Dean 
Velentgas gallery shared the 
page of your issue (4.23.92) 
with the listings for 12 other 
art exhibits currently going 
on in the Portland area. 
Perhaps, before enshroud-
ing the art scene of Portland, 
Margot Brown McWilliams 
and those with whom she 
consulted should have first 
sought the answer to the 
question "Who's left?" at the 
top of the article. 
• By Tonee Harbert 
Well, there are several 
galleries left. Greenhut 
Galleries has been and 
continues to practice the 
"formula for surviving 
through the rough times" 
that so puzzles the author. 
Our commitment is 
twofold. To the artist, we 
maintain accessibility and 
open-mindedness in offering 
a forum for not only the 
established artist (Ed Dou-
glas, Connie Hayes and 
Peyton Higgison) but for the 
new emerging talent that 
abounds in Maine (Alison 
Goodwin, Tom Connolly). To 
the community, we offer a 
place to view quali ty art, and, 
yes, even purchase contem-
porary works by these fine 
artists. 
We hope and trust that 
Ms. McWilliams will answer 
her own question - "Who's 
left?" - by writing a sequel 
to her article that features the 
survivors. 
To the artists of Portland, 
please be assured that plenty 
of gallery wall space remains, 
and your work is in good 
hands at Greenhut - staffed 
by a group of dedicated 
people who expect to be here 
for a long time. 
To your readers, 1 offer an 
invitation to judge for 
yourselves the vitality of the 
Portland art scene. As long as 
you do, we will be spared 
further obituary notices for 
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• The greening of Portland: 
Portland Trails holds its 
annual meeting tonight at 7 
at the Gilsland Farm 
Sanctuary of Maine 
Audubon Society in 
Falmouth. Drop by to find 
out more about the group 
and see a slide presentation 
of their efforts to implement 
a citywide trail system. Call 
Nathan Smith at 774-1200 
for further info. 
• Siammin' jam: 
Chucklehead, the eight-man 
hip-hop funk band with 
horns, offers listeners a "Big 
Wet Kiss," and other cuts 
off their new, a1I-original 
The Casco Bay Weekly 
Calendar: 10 days and 
more ways to be 
Informed, get Involved 
and stay amused. 
Submissions for 
Entertainment Weekly 
sections must be 
received In writing on 
the Thursday prior to 
publication. Send your 
Calendar and LIstings 
Information to Ellen 
L1burt, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
NARNIA 
For mort infonnadon contact: 
14 School SL, Brunswick, ME 04011, 
719-8584. 
A 2Nl Slitgt ProJIIC/iON 
CD, tonight at 9 at Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave. Tickets are $6; 
call 773-8187 to reserve 'em. 
• Close counts here: All 
leaners and ringers should 
head for the Horseshoe 
Championships today from 
8 a.m. to 7 p.m. at Deering 
Oaks Park, Portland. This 
single-elimination event, for 
those 16 and older, is a 
fund raiser for local disaster 
relief. Leave your hand 
grenades at the entrance. 
• If you want to sleep in a 
bit longer or aren't athletic-
alfy inclined, hit a public 
reading of short stories and 
other creative pieces by 
students of Portland School 
of Art's Saturday School 
program. They'll begin at 
9:30 a.m. at 630 Congress 
St., Portland. For further 
details, call 775-3052. 
• See a Swan Island sunset: 
Cruise the Hardy II up the 
Kennebec River and 
Merrymeeting Bay to Swan 
Island today, hear historical 
highlights of the area and 
sight wildlife while you're 
at it. The tour leaves Maine 
Maritime Museum dock in 
Bath at 4 and returns at 7:30 
p.m. Tickets are $15, and 
reservations are necessary. 
Call 443-1316 to make 'em. 
• Taj Mahal, legendary 
pioneer of what is now 
world beat music, will 
perform tonight at 8:30 at 
the Leavitt Theater on 
Route 1 in Ogunquit. Taj 
Maha\'s been performing 
his blend of American 
music culture with that of 
the Caribbean and West 
Africa, as well as early 
American jazz and Southern 
folk, for close to 30 years 
now. Ogunquit's a bit of a 
hike, but worth it. Tickets 
Join us for 
Music of the 
Islands 
Vw. ~'l ~ with 
j~I~I(J~ 
~cj 
Sunday, May 24th 
12·3:30 
548 Congress St. 
Portland· (207) TRY-ABES 
are $17.50; call (603) 436-
5618 for more info. 
, • Dancing on graves: 
Generally not a good idea 
unless you're taking a 
walking tour this Memorial 
Day Weekend (May 23, 24 
& 25, at 10:30 a.m. or 1 
p.m.) in Evergreen Cem-
etery on Stevens A venue in 
Portland. Sponsored by the 
Friends of Evergreen, 
today's tour - the first of 
10 scheduled over the next 
two years - begins at the 
Wilde Memorial Chapel. It 
will cover turn-of-the-
century funeral customs, 
the social structure of the 
times and funerary art, as 
well as the lives of histori-
cal figures from Portland's 
past like John Calvin 
Stevens, James Phinney 
Baxter and Hugh Chisholm 
(all buried in this section of 
the cemetery). 
Designed in 1855, the 
376-acre cemetery is 
Portland's largest open 
space, and is a classic 
example of a landscape 
form now recognized as a 
link between the old-style 
burial ground and today's 
urban parks. Romantic 
Victorians took the horse-
drawn railroad and later 
the electric street car out to 
Stevens Avenue, where 
they "strolled among the 
blended beauties of art and 
nature" and "elevated their 
spirits above the gloom of 
death," according to Kathy 
Freund, president of 
Friends of Evergreen. 
JAZZ 
BACK TO BASICS 
wI Mias DavIs. Nt Pepper. Nt Blakey. 
Thelonlous Monk, and Sonny Sfllt. 
1-LAY 'I :r ~"h\IN ........ 
CDs. TAPES. VIDEOS 
Only 15 mn. from Portland 
YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE 
Yarmouth. ME (207) 846-4711 
Open 7 days a week, 1010 10 
Join her non-profit group 
in their efforts to preserve 
and protect the cemetery 
through public education, 
restoration and fundraising. 
For info on the tours, call 
Carrie Peterson at 774-6779; 
for Friends of Evergreen 
info, call 775-7152. 
Let the music of Chuckle-
head send you Into orbit 
Friday, May 22. 
• Chris Brown is a major 
hombre with the National 
Park Service, which gives 
assistance to groups like 
Portland Trails to create 
urban trail linkages. To-
night at 7, he'll discuss the 
role of the park service in 
helping cities organize to 
create trails in "Linking 
Urban Open Spaces: New 
Trails in the City." The 
talk's sponsored by Port-
land Friends of the Parks 
Committee & Maine 
Olmsted Alliance, and takes 
place at Portland Library. 
It's free. Call Theo Holtwijk 
at 772-6595 for more. 
• Loosen Up! And see five 
very funny improvisational 
comedians as they perform 
completely extemporane-
ously tonight at 7:30 at the 
Gorham Connection 
Restaurant (390 Main St., 
Gorham). Cover is just two 
bucks. Call Loosen Up! at 




of peaceful grazing. 
TIfE 
. WlQT 
~C)IDE .IIJIIlI' Qr.a.'Il\UQANT 
~!Crvin&bre8kf8BI. 
lunch. dinner (?f IlUOO8J brunch 
58 Pine Street 773·8223 
chee thrill 
She's large as life, and 
twice as natural! Pat Bailey, 
Freeport's own Rachel 
Carson, is back with a new 
Sunday Nature Series at 
Wolfe's Neck Woods State 
Park in Freeport. Bailey, an 
interpretive specialist at the 
park, leads the mini-expedi-
tions focusing all summer 
long on coastal wildlife. 
On Monday, May 25, 
Bailey offers "The Edge of 
the Sea," with activities for 
adults and kids to sharpen 
their powers of observation. 
You'll take a tour along the 
park's varied shores, looking 
at the salt marsh, the 
gravelly beach and rocky 
shore, and discuss the 
ecology and natural history 
of the shore, with a special 
focus on osprey. 
As part of the tour, 
Bailey's also offering a role 
playing activity about the 
osprey's food pyramid and 
how DDT got concentrated 
in it - nearly wiping out 
osprey populations along 
the Atlantic coast - before it 
was banned in 1972. Al-
though DDT is still detect-
able in the environment, 
ospreys have made a great 
comeback, especially along 
the coast in Maine. 
You can visit them with 
your kids (pre-school 
through second grade) on 
Monday, May 31, as part of 
"Treetops to Tidepools," a 
sensory tour including a role 
playing activity about ~ 
you guessed it - baby 
ospreys. Bailey will take 
young visitors to see the 
ospreys' home (where eggs 
are currently incubating), 
then parents and kids are 
invited to explore the beach 
in a less structured way. This 
program is the short-
attention span special, 
running for just half an hour. 
Call 865-4465 for details on 
above and upcoming tours. 
~11
·great . 
• great music 
• great beer & wine 
• Thurs & Fri, May 21 & 22 
(rom BOIIton, 
PERFUMED SCORPIONS 
• Sat, May 23 
DEBRIS, (rom B""lon 
• Tues, May 26 
Poetry (rom Detroit 
JIM GUSTAFSON 
• Thurs., May 28 
MARGUERITE JUENEMAN 
wi Pianist Frank Carlbers 
open ja .. jam sunday 4:30-8pm 
re&ervaliona welcome 
cloeed monday. 
20 ot •• 772-8114 
• Out & Out 'on the up & 
up: Listen in on a panel 
discussion centering on 
controversial themes and 
images in contemporary 
gay and lesbian films, 
tonight from 7:30-9 in Rines 
Auditorium, Portland 
Public Library. The discus-
sion is a good way to get in 
gear for the third annual 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Film 
Festival, coming up on June 
5-7. For more info, call Out 
& Out Productions at 871-
1555 or the Matlovich 
Society at 657-2850. 
• Amnesty International is 
a worldwide movement 
working for legal justice 
and the humane treatment 
of political prisoners and 
others. It has scheduled an 
anniversary letter-writing 
campaign tonight at 6 at 
Raffles Cafe and Bookstore, 
555 Congress St., Portland. 
Join in! Call Raffles at 761-
3930 for further info. 
• Kick up your heels in 
South Portland tonight as 
The Portland Players open 
their production of "A 
Chorus Line," Broadway's 
longest running musical 
about life on the Great 
White Way. Barbara Cheney 
Winckler directs thE! Play-
ers' first 1992 show at 
Thaxter Theatre, 420 
Cottage Road, S. Portland. 
CRABMEAT ROll $3.95 
LOBSTER ROll $4.95 
• HAPPY HOUR + 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
SUNDAY-FRIDAY 4:00-7:00 
SATURDAY 2:00-7:00 
MON 4-MIDNITE (21D' 1 pilll too!) 
DOMESTIC BOTTLES $1.50 
IMPORTED BOTTLES 2_00 
WELL DRINKS 2.25 
---•. ---
Watch the BRUINS & 
NBA PLAYOFFS here 
3 lV's • Satellite for the-
S.F. GIANTS ! 
336 Fore SI. oln Ihe Old Port 
772·86190 Serving Dally 11·30·10 
Call 799-7337 or 799-7338 
for times and prices. 
• Life in EI Salvador: Jim 
Hamey, photographer, 
former Catholic priest and 
long-time activist in Central 
American affairs, will show 
slides about his life in El 
Salvador tonight at 8. 
Harney will be volunteering 
his time over the next year 
to Peace In Central America 
(PICA), a Bangor area-based 
group that has adopted a 
village in EI Salvador. 
Partnership for Central 
America Project sponsors 
Harney's talk - as well as a 
potluck supper at 6 - at 
Allen A venue Unitarian 
Universalist Church, 524 
Allen Ave., Portland. For 
further info, call 892-8391. 
• An evening of eclectic 
folk music: Hear ballads, 
blues, international, con-
temporary, traditional, 
original, political, revival, 
sea shanties & more - as 
Jennifer Caven, Brian 
Chadbourne, Kathleen 
Logan, Fred Robie, Tom 
Wilsbach & Barry Wilson 
perform at the Sweden-
borgian Church's 1960s' 
Coffee House, tonight at 
7:30. Admission for the 
evening - a joint benefit for 
the church and Portland 
Folk Oub - is $5 in ad-
vance, $6 at the door, half 
price for children. Call the 
club at 773-9549 for more 
information. 
----------~ ONLY 2·1 /2 MILES TO L.L. BEAN I I 
Come to Freeport, 
~a~~~~rt -m of Maine 
Maine's Famous 
Natural Phenomenon 
Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated 
Coach Tours. Nature Trails 
• Sand Artist '1783 Bam 
• WorId's largest Sand Painting 
• Gift Shop. Store 












• Desert Rd .• Dept. CB • 
Freeport 04032 I 
Open May 8th I 
to October 12th I 
Tel. (207) 865-6962 I 
Wln.llHIS AD. $1 OFF 
ADULT ADMISSION 
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON 





Meet a wonder of the 
musical world Sunday, 
May 24. 
"I BACKED UP A 
BLOCK AND A HALF 
FOR ONE OF YOUR 
MUFFINS." 
Breakfast M-F 6 to t t :30AM 
Lunch M-F.11 :45-ZPM 
All Day Breakfast 
Sat 6AM-2PM Sun SAM-2PM 
98 Pordand Street 
Opposite Main Post Offlee 
Pordand 773-2096 
i!.f-8I1ltdJs 
126 North Boyd St, 
Portland, ME 04101 
- UPCOMING EVENTS -
nEl~NNRE 
• Save AT LEAST S2.50 on ~ 
rrixed drink. 
• Save S I .75 on bottled bee!: 
• Huge ad\IenIu., prizes """Y week 
inckJding uip 10 IIefmuda. lMlile water 
rafti1g. parasailing and morel 
FRIDAY MI'II 22 
CORNrRSTONr 
Saturday May 23 
MIRRORS S3/000R 
Corning May 29 & 30 
JENNY & THE WOODMEN 
$250 happy hour giveaway 
every FRIDAY. 
NATIONAL HEADLINER 
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TO RECIEVE YOUR FREE PASSES fOR TWO, STOP 1\1 TO VIDEOPORT 
STARTING TODAYI 
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II TIl: OLD PORT • 773-1999 WE MAKE NEWS MATTER 
OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 22 
ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM -EVERY DAY 





Ripley's ship crash lands on a lIoating 
space monaslefY. when! her allen stow-
aways wreak havoc. Starring Sigoumey 
Wea_. 
BnlclMtlnct 
·Streets of San Francisco·s· Michael 
Douglas finally retums as a detective In 
this erotic nuderthriller directed by Paul 
Verhoeven ("Total Recalr~. Slick, enter-
taining - probably homophobic. See for 
yourself. 
Beeuty end the Bee.t 
Disney's animated extravaganza based 
on the fairy tale. 
Beethoven 
Suburban parents of three, played by 
Charles Grodin and Bonnie Hunt. have to 
deal with a St. Bernard that joins and 




CrI •• C ...... 
Goldie Hawn plays a woman who must 
struggle to raise her son without the help 
of the boy's father. a retuming Vietnam 
veteran unable to cope with family life. 
The Cuttllll Edge 
Unable to pursue his pro-ieague dreams, 
a rough hockey playertums grudgingly to 
fogure skating and falls for an artsy-fartsy 
figure skater. Happens every day. 
Deep Cover 
A police officer goes underrover to infil-
trate and expose a new wave of drug 
lords, than begins to wonder whether he 
can e_ change the status quo while 
working fora government that fights drugs 
on the streets while colluding with drug 
lords althe highest levels. larry Fishbuma 
from .Soyz 'N the Hood" stars. 
Encino Men 
Two unpopularteenage boys unearth and 
thaw a frozen Neanderthal man. They 
enroll him in echooI as a foreign exchange 
student. thereby gaining unexpected 
popularity. 
EUropl,Europl 
In this autobiographical film. aJewisht~ 
agar discovered In a Soviet orphanage 
pretends to be a German to escape NazI 
pel!l8CUtion. and ends up becoming • 
member of the elte Hiller Youth. Directed 
by Agnieszka HoIlend. Mind-blowing. 
Fa, enel Away 
A tum-of-Ih&-cantury Irish laborarenduraa 
hardship In Eire and finally Immigrates to 
this country. In an unlkely tum of events. 
he fals fora a welHo-doAmerican woman. 
Stars Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman. 
Fried ONen T~_ 
An oll9lWl!ight and neglected housewife 
befriends a lonely older woman living in a 
rest home. They develop a close Iriend-
ship as the older woman spins a tale 
about two intimate female friends in the 
·30s . Her story helps restore the 
housewife's joie de vivre. 
The Hend That Roc'" the Cradle 
Gynecologist Is accused of harassing his 
patient and opts for suicide. His wife suf-
fers a miscarriage. goes mad and blames 
everything on the patient and her faOl'iIy. 
She becomes the nanny of the patlent·s 
daughter and generaly raises hell. 
Lethel W .. pon III 
Yet another encore for the hardcore. 
Murtaugh has plans to retire but can't 
help being sucked into one last free-for-
aH case - this time involving stolen fire-
arms from the police department - w~h 
partner Rigg. Wrth Darmy Glover and Mel 
Gibson. 
Sean Connery is an medical ponytaH 90ne 
to ground in the woods. He's got a cure 
forthe "plagueofthecentury" - medioc-
rity? - but wi" he bring it out of the 
jungle? 
My Cou.ln Ylnny 
Ralph Macchioand M~cheliWhitfieid star 
as college students wrongly accused of 
murder in a rural Alabama town. Joe Pesei 
plays the inept Brooklyn lawyer how 
comes to their rescue. 
PeuedAwey 
A comedy in which the many peculiar 
members of a famiyare brought together 
by the death of their patriarch. With Bob 
Hoskins. Pamela Reed and William 
Peterson. 
ThePteye, 
Insider Hollywood satire about a movie 
exec suspected of having murdered a 
screenwriter. (Doesn't happen often 
enough.) Starring Tim Robbins & Whoopie 
Goldberg, with cameos by half the big 
names in Tinseltown. 
Prince of TI .... 
A New York psychiatrist (Barbara 
Straisand) and a South Carolina teacher 
(Nick NoHe) are brought together by the 
att~ted suicide of his sister. who hap-
pens to be her patient. Directed by 
Strelsand. 
Slat_Act 
Atrashy lounge singer(Whoopi Goldberg) 
goes into hiding in a convent after wit-
nessing a crime. She takes overthe choir 
and transrrutes them into superb jazz 
singers. thereby attracting the attention 
of the thugs involved In the murder. 
The 8tet1on 
A romentic Italian tale in which a working-
class station master, unenthused at the 
prospect of another dull and lonely night 
shift. meets a local woman of leisure who 
has decided to eecape on the next train to 
Rome from wealth. greed and repression. 
Thenk You end Goodnight 
Director Jan Oxenberg documents the 
death of her grandmother in this surpris-
ingly humorous look at a woman's life. 
We"wa World 
A late-night cable show broadcast from a 
basement. featurlng Metal Heads Wayne 
and Garth (of "Saturday Night Live"). who 
make pronouncements on teen ife and 
share fantasies about the lovely babes 
from Babytonia. Moronic. 
White Men Can't .lump 
Acomedy-<lrllma In which Wesley Snipes 
i Jungle Fever") and WooCi Harralson 
(lV's ·C"-si team up to make money 
scanvning other basketball players on 
LA's playgrounds. 
White .. neI. 
In his zeal to discowra murderer, a sma" 
town shariff impersonates the dead man 
and takes a trip to meet a contact. He 
becomes trapped in a world of rogues 
and hustlers as he realizes that even the 
FBI and CIA might be behind the assassi-
nation. Nof directed by Oliver Stone. 
Michael Dafoe and Mickey Rourl<e star. 
WHAT'S 
WHERE 
Due to scheduling changes after 
CBW goes to press, moviegoers are 




Maine Mall Road. S. PortJand 
774-1022 
Dates effective May 22-28 
Lethal Weapon III (R) 
1:40.2,4:15.4:45.7.7:45. 
9:35.10:05 
The Player (R) 
1 :15, 4.6:50.9:25 
Fer end Away (PO) 
12:45.3:50,7:05. 9:55 
Allen III (R) 
12,1:50,2:35.4:25.5:05.7:15. 
7:35.9:45. 10 
Encino Man (PO-13) 
1, 3:05.5:10. 7:20.9:25 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd .• S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective May 22-28 
No May 24, 6:30 show of 
Fried Green Tomatoes 
Sister Act May 24 on/y 
Baalc Instinct (A) 
12:40.3:30.6:40.9:10 
White Men Can't Jump (PO-13) 
1.3:50.7,9:30 
White Sanda (R) 
1 :10.4.7:10.9:40 
Deep Cover (R) 
9 :50 
Fried Oreen Tomato .. (PO) 
12:30.3:20.6:30.9 
Slater Act (PO) 
6:30 
Crt .. Cro .. (R) 
1 :20, 4:10, 7:20. 9:55 
My Coualn Vinny (R) 
12:50. 3:40, 6:50. 9:20 
Weyne'a World (PO-13) 
1 :30. 4:20. 7:30. 10 
Beethoven (PO) 
1 :40. 4:30. 7:40 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St.. Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
The Station 
May 20-24 
Wed-Tues 7, 9; Sat-Sun 1 
Europe, Europa 
May 23-26 
Sat-Tues 3. 7. 9:15 
Thenk You and Ooodnlght 
May 27-31 
Wed-Sat 7: 15. 9 
Sat-Sun 1; Sun 7 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective May 22-28 
Second showing Sat & Sun 
The Hand Thet Rocks 
the Cradle (R) 
12:40,3:50,6:40. 9:25 
Medicine Man (PO-13) 
12:50,4.6:50.9:30 
The Cutting Edge (PO) 
1 :10,4:10,7,9:35 
Prince of nd .. (A) 
12:30.3:30.6:30.9:15 
Passed Away (R) 
1.4:20. 7:10.9:40 
BMuty and the BMat (0) 
1:20.3:40. 7:20,9:20 
Contillued 011 page 24 
MAKING BEITER USE OF OUR JOURN~ 
Enjoy writing on the Maine Coast on a private 
peninsula with Maine writer Alfred Depew, 
Workshop fees include the workshop, lodging, 
meals, Maine state tax & gratuity, 
Prices: 275./person, dbl occ, 
325,/person, single occ, 
For more information, call or write: 
Rock Gardens Inn, Sebasco Estates, ME 04565 
207-389-1339 
R·A·F·F·L·E·S 
New Sidewalk Cafe 
Brunch Menu ' 
New Sunday Hours, 10-2 
Join U 
CAFE BOOKSTORE 
OPEN UNTIL 8 PM WED & THURS · MON-fRI &-5 · SAT 9:30-5 . SUN 10-2 
555 CONGRESS STREET· PORTLAND, 761-3930 
CONGRATULATIONS RICK TYLER! 
The Osprey's New Dining Room Manager 
Now Open 
for Sunday Brunch 
- also -




Lunch from 12, Sal & Sun 
Dinner: 5:30 ~ 9, W.d to Sun 
Sun Brunch 10 ~ 2:30 
10 minuUs from Bath at Robinhood 
Manne Center. Just off Rle 127 So .• 
Robinhood. Maine 04!530 
(207) 371-2530 
Reseruations Appreciated 
Trading Co., Inc. 
ESTABLISHED 1913 
"Quality merchandise 
and experience you can trust" 
We Buy Anything Worth Buying 
• • • WE PAY CASH. • e 
Use our convenf.ent Lay-Away plan 
14k Gold $13.95 per gram 
BLnreSELLeTEUUDE 
5 Stores to ServeY ou 
498 Congress St.. Portland 
772-3932 
330 Lisbon St., Lewiston 
177 Water St., Augusta 
155 Front St., Bath 
Penobscot Pla.za, 
Bangor 
May 21,1992 23 
FREE DINNER JUST WIN THE CONTEST ENTER UNCLE BILLY'S PIG ART CONTEST 
This weeks winner Is L.M. W. 
-< \?G\~ vJ°c>,l.D ". ;f 
~L"~~ ,_~., . ,/'i >~.~ .... ? UNC.LE ~,ILLV'S 
~S;<; (Jij--'- ~~ \,;.~. ~oij{~~~~-'a.\J~ 
. 0,'/~(f~ . __ ,~~ ,'0 ~ vr' \::' /: .-=.  . . 'V TAKE."OOT __ CATERING 
L ' iJ . 1\1 I ~'-, \.( '-'- " ,< ~ ......... "!' 60 Ocain St., So. 
Winnino Piggy Napkin published every wtek in Casco Bay Weeldy. Portland • 767-7119 
Toys (f1 Tales 
48 Main Street 
Kennebunk, ME 04043 
(207) 985-8555 
Moo - Frt 9:30 - 5:30 
Sat 9:30 - 5:00, Sun: call tor hours 
Imaginative Playthings * Best In Chlldrens LIterature, Audio &.. 
:: ;: .:: ..•. ":, ',",', " 
", : .. :. ;::;: ' ,'.' .. ',,' 
... . '.,',' .'.,',: ~~ :~: :~ 
:. :. :: :: ::: :~ . 




Homemade pastas and six sauces dally. Take oul a delicious 
pasta salad lor lunch or dinner. Indoor dining available. 
58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146 
Open Every D~ Mon. through Sat. 11-6:30 
Now Open 11:30am to 9:30pm 7 days a week! 
Call about our Early Bird Specials 
Enjoy a Panoramic 
View of Casco Bay 
Specializing in Seafood and Homemade Desserts 
...... ..... w,,···· 
LOG CABIN RESTAURANT 
BAILEY ISLAND, ME. 
833-5546 
Open 11 :30 - 9:30, Seven Days A Week 




Forest Avenue Plaza Hours: Thursday 4:30 to 8pm; 
449 Forest Ave., In Saturday 10am to 6pm; 
Portland (2nd floor) Sunday noon to 4pm 
tel: 761-2503 








IGd's I(uts - '$6.00 




I Every time you get a haircut, we'll I 
I stamp one scissor. I 
I When all six are stamped, you'll I 
I receive a cut on us. * I 
I ~~~~~~ I 
I *Bring in this coupon & receive a Cut I 




I Present this coupon for a I 
I FREE TAN at any of the I 
: locations listed below : 
I BEFORE 2 PM. I 
: One per customer. : 
---------------
~;\~.~,.-: ;-1 ~ . .. .... '-'" ~ 
FOR LESS 
327 Allen Ave • Portland. 797-7872 
1041 Brighton Ave • Portland • 761~907 
Shows Mill Creek • So. Portland. 767-7332 
School & Sports 
PHYSICALS 
Need a physical for spring sports camp? 
What about college registration? 
We'll make it easy. 






HEALTH CARE CENTERS 
871-1588 
Entertainment 
Continued from page 23 
STAGE 
-c.rouHl· 
City Theater Associates stages Rogers & 
Hanvnerstein's musical. Through May 24 
- Fri & Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 2 pm - at 205 
Main st, Biddelord. Tix: $12, $ 10 children 
& seniors. caM 282-0849 lor reseMItions. 
ComedI .... Tim FetTelI, JoIInn.Cheale 
& K.vln Shon. 
ask the age-old question: Do you fear 
mimes, sad clowns and puppetry? Yes? 
Then you'R love the Improvisational com-
edy 01 this demented trio, who take audi-
ence ideas and transform them into two 
hours 01 comic mayhem. AImed with big 
sticks, they take weekly pokes at washed-
up actors, bad TV, pompous politicians, 
mood swings, lesser-known nursery 
rhymes, criminally insane behavior, Jim 
Nabors, indoor-outdoor carpeting, and 
other sacred cows suggested by the au-
dience. Adrrission is $3. Like fll19&rprints 
and snowftakes, no two shows are alike. 
EYBry Thursday at 8 pm at the Cave, 29 
Forest Ave. Call 879-0070 lor more Info. 
• ....... lfIcIonc.· 
Mad Horse Theatre's last offering of the 
seasoncenters arot.ndan imaginary meet-
ing between Albert Einstein, Marylin Mon-
roe, Joe DiMaggio and Joe McCarthy, 
one night before the House Un-American 
Conmitteehearings. May28throughJune 
21 - Thurs-Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 7 pm - at 
Mad Horse Theatre, 955 Forest Ave, Port-
land. Toc $15 adults, $13 students & 
seniors. For reservations call 797-3338. 
LOOHII Upl 
Five-person Improvisational comedy 
troupe performs May 23&27 -Sat, 9:30 
pm; Wed, 7:30 pm - at, respectively, 
Jester's Comedy Tavem,173 Ocean St, 
S. Portland and GorhamConneclion Res-
taurant, 390 Main St (Route 25), Gorham 
For reservations, cal 799-2821 (S. Port-
land) or 839-5407 (Gorham). 
·Melody Hour Mu ........ • 
at The Mystery Cale Dinner Theatre, 
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore 
St, Portland. Shows every Saturday at 8. 
For Info and _ervalions call 693-3063 or 
1-800-834-3063. 
·Nam"· 
Second Stage, the cornm.nity theater 
arm 01 The T'-ter Project -Ieaturing a 
cast of children and aduls - pnlSMts a 
musical based on "The Lion, the Wrtch 
andtheWardrobe" byC. S. LewiS (scripted 
by JufesTasca). Through May24-Fri, 7 
pm; Sat, 2 & 7 pm; Sun, 2 pm - at The 
Theater Project, 12 School St, Brunswick. 
Tockets: $8, $5 children and S«liors. For 
reservations, caM 729-8584. 
SUMn lathont 
Ram .... nd Dane. 
presents a premiere 01 Susan Rethorst's 
new work. May 29 & 30- Fri & Sat, 8 pm 
- at Corthe. Concert Hall, University 01 
Southam Maine, Gorham. Tix: $10. Cal 
773-2562 for reservations. 
"The Rt .. of FTR" 
The Children's Theatre 01 Maine presents 
this musical comedy and politicaHy inc~ 
sive rabbit story written by Sam Camer, 
winneroflhe Young Playwrights Contest. 
Through May24-Sat, 10:3Oam&3 pm; 
SUn, 1 & 3 pm - at King Middle School, 
92 Deering Ave, Portland. Tix: $5, $4 kids. 
call 874-037t for reseMItions. 
IMAurnor." 
StudiO Theatre ends its regular season 
with Neil Simon's hilarious play in which 
friends 01 an apparently estranged couple 
co_ up the husband/deputy mayor's 
seeming attempt at suicide. May 22 
through May 31 - Fri & Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 3 
pm - at The Chocolate Church, 804 
Washington St, Bath. Tix: $12, $10 stu-
dents. For reservations, caN 442-8455. 
"811011. AI ..... • 
No Control Theatre presents this one-
man (Kevin Shone) comedy extravaganza 
starring a cast of thousands. Through 
May 31 - Fr>-Sun, 8 pm - at 25 Forest 
Ave, Portland. Tile: $9.99. For reserva-
tions call 879-0070. 
AUDITIONS 
Audition. for Torch Song Trltogy 
May 31 at 4 pm at the Theatre Project, 
School St, Brunswick. For additional de-
tails, call 725-4955. 
Molly Mou .. Production. 
announces open auditions May 27 lor 
"Bent," a two-act drama by Martin 
Sherman. Nine roles. Previous theater 
experience unnecessary. Production is 
set lor August. cal 773-8308 for more 
details. 
"Tu .... from Toon. & Other stuff· 
A summer musical review 01 most loved 
Disney movies and cartoons, for which 12 
adult voices Bra needed. May 28 & 27, 
from7-8:3OpmatSchoolhouseMsCen-
ter, Route 114, Sebago Lake. For further 





(Irish & shanties) 7:30 pm, Saco River 
Grange Hall, Bar M~Is. 929-8472. 
Contin .. edonpage 26 
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Risky business at Ram Island 
Choreographer Susan Rethorst, internationally renowned for her 
innovative approach to movement, has taken up residency at Ram 
Island Dance through the end of May. 
"Some of the things I admire about Susan's dances," says Ram 
Island Artistic Director Daniel McCusker, Hare their constant flow of 
images, their strong sense of internal logic not dependent on 
ordinary definitions of dance, and their delicacy." , 
"Ram Island," adds McCusker, "is a mature enough company to 
perform, and perform well, a risk-taking dance that may be vulner-
able in spirit and perhaps a bit awkward as well as beautiful," 
See Rethorst and the company performing her works Friday &: 
Saturday, May 29-30, at 8 p_m., in Corthell Concert Hall at USM/ 
Gorham. Tickets are $10_ Call RID for reservations at 773-2562. 
Alone Shone the kaleidoscope 
Joan Rivers has made a spectacular career in 
comedy. What bothers me is that she's done it by 
relentlessly and spitefully carving people, . 
including herself, to bits. Year after year she does 
this, and she makes millions, Apparently I am in 
the minority, for I rarely find myself giggling at 
Rivers' gags. They embarrass me, I find the 
sharp-tongued spite boring and offensive. 
friends, he is the opening act for the Bingo games 
at the Ticky Tack Shack somewhere on Route 
One, America. He captures middle-American 
sensibilities with his tuneful allegory of life: "Life 
is many food groups: dairy, meat and cheese." 
In a drastic change of character Shone then 
becomes Blaine Singer, effete host of his own 
cable access program on sewing. He and the girls 




together for years. 
Shone's portrayal of 
this gay man is subtle. 
He is, Blaine explains 
both proudly and 
modestly to his 
audience, simply 
"born to sew." But 
buried in blouses 
though he may be, he 
is up to handling 
bullies. He deals with 
a harrassing 
homophobic phone 
call during the call-in 
portion of his show 
with restraint and 
mordant wit. 
Shon.'. llaln. Singer loves to s.w, s.w, sew - and It .hows. CBW{fonee Harbert 
Death and reincar-
nation occur again, 
and Shone becomes 
Todd Spalding, a 
retarded man with 
unnerving insight, 
whose experience of 
life is defined by 
riding all the buses in 
the city and befriend-
ing everyone on them, 
We've all seen 
Spalding, wandering 
the streets with the 
kind of endless good 
will that's born of 
blissfully not getting 
it. He's goony 
looking, wears geek 
clothes and thick, 
clumsy glasses. His 
pol yester pan ts 
droop, his earmuffs 
are pulled down 
(sensibly, because it's 
I had no idea what to expect from Kevin 
Shone, What I found was the opposite of that 
loud, blond harpie. Shone, using himself as a 
brush, paints sympathetic and insightful 
portraits of people you find around - off-the-
wall people and just plain old regular people. It's 
In the refreshing intelligence and humanity of 
his insight that his humor is based. He makes the 
equally refreshing assumption thatrns audience 
is intelligent, and similarily inclined towards 
kindness. His humor is subtle, Never does he 
hammer you on the head; there's no noise or 
sta e 
"Shone Alone," written 
and perfonned by 
Kevin Shone, produced 
and directed by 
TIm Ferrell. Playing Fridays, 
Saturdays II Sundays at 
8 p.m. through May 31 
.t 25 Forest Ave., Portland. 
For tlx Info call I Have 
No Control Productions: 
879-0070. 
exaggeration to 
drive home his 




And his vision 
of his charac-
ters is entirely 





feels rooted in 
the brilliance of 
Irving Thalberg's golden age of black-and-white 
talkies, Thalberg was the director in the 1930s 
who created the greatest character actors of that 
era - Jean Harlow, Marie Dressler, Wallace 
Beary, Victor Mclaughlin. Shone is a character 
actor to such an extent that he literally disap-
pears when he's in character, 
First he offers up down-on-his-luck country 
and western singer Rocky Roads. Roads, who 
had enjoyed brief stardom with his hit, "Stop 
Picking at the Scab of My Heart," is now in 
lesser circumstances. Trying to make ends meet 
to accomodate an array of ex-wives and girl-
cold - funny how 
sensible retarded people can be), and his stance is 
ungainly and awkward, And as he fumbles and 
bumbles about he's making non-stop divine, 
marvelous observations about the mundane and 
the· usual. · 
Then Shone becomes a sheister evangelist 
preacher, a simple-minded, incompetent bad 
guy, and a rather creaky old grandfather who's 
trying manfully not to show just how much he 
adores his grandson. 
Shone's portrayal of the grandfather is a real 
edge-of-your-seater. Coaxed by the wily little 
grandson into telling him a bedtime story the 
grandfa ther, not having anticipated this, 
launches in. The audience holds its breath as the 
older man desperately struggles to develop and 
maintain a coherent plot. Hopelessly improbable, 
his invention nonetheless winds down lea ving 
the listeners with a feeling of satisfaction that 
they have been duly provided with appropriate 
portions of engaging characters, developing 
drama, a climax, a denouement and even a 
moral. 
My favorite line in the entire performance 
comes when the grandfather looks over some 
particularly hairy fairy-tale and mutters, "I didn't 
know Kafka wrote children's stories." 
Shone delivers these kaleidoscopes of human-
ity with total economy of presentation. He uses 
his props - light, sound and occasional objects 
- both sparingly and with concise fine-tuning. 
The intimacy of the thea tei s space is perfect for 
the feeling of intimacy in the performance, The 
whole experience is a bit like haVing a cup of tea 
with a good friend . 
Kevin Shone is a superb, loving raconteur. 
Margot Brown McWilliams 
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iaDINNER IN ~ 
., MEXICO ~ 
: DESSERT IN : 
: VERMONT! : 
• For the month of May when you enjoy an authentic Mexican dinner at • 
• Dos Locos, redeem this Gift Certificale for a delicious Ben & Jerry's • 
ice cream dessert And they're right across the street! • 
• 
Lunch: 11:30-2:00.. • 
Dinner; 5pm-Close. . • 
92 Exchange Street . ' • 
Portland . 
Phone: 77-LOCOS ' • :;r. Offer not valid in conjunctioo with any other prornOllom. . • CcruficalCs must be _cd the same ....ung. limit 2 per p&rty. • ••••••••••••••••••• a 
Dave McKenna • Scott Hamilton • Gray Sargent 
Saturday, May 30, 1992 - 8p,m, 
Portland Performing Arts Center 
25A Forest Avenue, Portland 
Tickets; $15,00 at the Box Office or Visa.lMasterCard 
by calling 774-0465, Tues.-Sat. Noon to 4p.m. 
..... 
We're open, and proudly 
promoting the idea of safer sex 
with a huge variety of condoms. 
We stock colored, flavored, and 
styled condoms, as well as 
T-shirts, Pinatas, dental dams, 
and tasteful novelty gifts. 
Please stop in, say hello, and 
check us out. 
Located at 
424 Fore St. 
, 
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SPRING CLEANING? 
Bring us your used sporting goods for cash. 
311 M 
We stock an extensive 
selection of In-Line 
Skatesfrom $79.95 to 
$189.95 along with a 
complete selection of 
protective gear. Come 
check us out! 
3·6063 
PUT YOUR MENU IN THE HANDS OF 








FREE HURRY! DEADLINE IS MAY 28TH 
As seen in 
Playboy's 





over eighteen times! 
I Tuesday May 26 - Saturday May 30 I 
200 RIVERSIDE STREET • PORTLAND MAINE 
(207) 772-8033 • 1-800-992-0006 





Klng8ton .. , at ..... nd 
(music of the Islands) 12 pm. Abraham's 
House of Coffee, 548 Congress St .. Port-
land. Opening celebralion for expansion 
of Abe's 10 include Haagen Dazs Ice 
Cream Parlor. TRY -ABE'S. 
Main. Mualcf.n. A8a0clll1lon'. Rock· 
Off (Flv .... nd Competition) 
(rock) 1 pm, The Maine Evenl. Deering 
High SchooIAud~orium, 370 StevansAve, 
Portland. Tix: $4, $5. 874-9002. 
T.j Moh.1 
(world beat & rythmic fusions) 8:30 pm, 
leavitt Theater, Route 1, Ogunqu~. Tix: 
$17.50. (603) 436-5618. 
UPCOMING 
J.nnlf.r Caven, Brian Chadbourn., 
Kathleen Logan .t al 
5/30/92 (eclectic folk) 7:30 pm, 
SWedenborgian Church, 302 StevensAve, 
Portland. Tix: $5 advance, $6 door, chi-
dren hall price. 773-9549. 
Oreg Brown (& opener K.tle Curti., 
5131192 (folk) 7 pm, Stone Environmental 
Schools at the Feny Beach Park Associa-
tion, Saco. Tix: $15. 934-4064. 
Turtl. 1.land atrillfl Quartet & Dancer 
Keith Terry 
6/6192 (jazz & live dance) 8 pm, lewiston 
Junior High School, lewiston. Tix :$15-
$11.782-7228. 
Johnn, Collin. 
8/7192 (fol<) 7:30 pm, The Center lorlhe 
Arts, The Chocolate Church, 804 Wash-
ington St, Bath. Tix: $9, $7 advance. 442-
8455. 
K.D. Lang 
6111192 (culture country) 8 pm. Portland 
City Hall Aud~orium, 30 Myrtle St, Port-
land. Tix: $21 .50,$19.50.(617)843-7121 . 
Perfu.-d 8corplon. Oazz) cale no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772·8114. 
8etw_n Draa.,.. (pop rock) Geno's, 13 
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Blcycl. Thlev_ (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market 51. Portland. 774-5246. 
NoRe.1 N.lghbors (rock) Old PortTavem, 
11 MouHon St, Portland. 774-0444. 
PaychOV8ky (rock) Raoul's Roadside Al-
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
La_ karaoke, Spring Point Cafe, t 75 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Deeja, Greg Powera (karaoke) Tipperary 
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 
775-6161. 
Open Mlc with Jim Duffy (b.y .0. acoustiC) 
The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Biliards, 
39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
FRIDAY 5.22 
D. J. Landry (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 
Congress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Perfumed 8corplon. Oazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Twt.ted R ....... nd Barry Arvln·Young 
.. nd (grungerock)Geno's, 13 BrownSl, 
Portland. 772-7891 . 
Blcycl. Thlev_ (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market 51, Portland. 774-5246. 
No R.al N.lghbors (rock) Old Port T avem, 
11 MouHon St, Portland. 774-0444. 
81m .kala Blm (ska) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Upuottera (R&B) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Comeraton. (rockH-Birds, 126 N. Boyd 
St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Marcia Briggll (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-
6161. 
at.vI. .nd the BI.ckout. (rock) ThE 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 3S 
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
Chuckl.h.ad (funk) Zoots, 31 ForestAve 
Portland. 773-8187. 
SATURDAY 5.23 
D.J. Landry (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 
Congress 51, Portland. 773-9873. 
Debri. Oazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Port· 
land. 772-8114. 
Michael Dan.h, (acoustic) The Cave, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
Meltd_n (original hard rock) Geno's, 13 
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 . 
Bicycle Thlev .. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market 51, Portland. 774-5246. 
No R.al N.lgh bors (rock)Old Port T avem, 
11 MouHon St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Rockln' Vibration (reggae) Raoul's Road-
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 
773-6886. 
Upuottera (R&B) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Mlrrora (R&B) T-Bi-ds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Ton, Boff. Trio (pop/rock) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland . 
775-6161. 
Fatala attraction at Zootz 
Fatala, a 10-piece traditional drum & dance troupe from Guinea, 
West Africa, will beat out their bubbling rhythms Thursday, May 28 
at 8 p.m, at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. Tickets are $8. Call 773-8187 for 
details. 
Stevl. and the Blackout. (rock) The 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 
Forest Ave, Portland. 775- t 944. 
SUNDAY 5.24 
Open jam _Ion Oazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Blcycl. Thl_ (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Portland. 774-5246. 
No R.al Nelghbore (rock) Old Port Tavern, 
11 MouHon St, Portland. 774·0444. 
J.meeCotton 8Iu_ Band (blues) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-M86. 
National h_dliner comedy (stand-up) 
T-Birds, 126 N: Boyd 51, Portland. 
773-8040. 
Ken'a Triumph.nt R.turn from Mara 
(acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Port-
land. 773-0093. 
D. J. Landry (acoustic) The Wrong Broth-
ers' Pub at Port B~liards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
MONDAY 5.25 
Th. BInHIt Walkera (rock) Old Port Tav-
ern, 11 MouHon St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mlc with Rand, Morabito (b.y.o.) 
RaoUl's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mlc Night with Ken Ori.,..I., 
(acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Port-
land. 773-0093. 
TUESDAY 5.28 
Jim Ouat",,- (poetry)cale no, 2ODanlorih 
St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Lime Rocket. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Th. Lon. atar Band (two-step dance) 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Th. North ... t Wind. (Irish) Saco River 
Grange Hal, Salmon Falls Road, BarMills. 
929-6472. 
Eleph.nt. and Dandelion. (acouslic) 
Wham End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-
0093. 
WEDNESDAY 5.27 
D. J. Landry (acoustic) Geno's, 13 Brown 
St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Bach.lora' Night (topless) Moose Alley, 
46 Market 51, Portland. 774-5246. 
Lime Rocket. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moullon St, Portland. 774-0444. 
TBA Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. 
Portland. 767-4627. 
J • ......, L .. ter and Lou Moore (acous-
tic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St. Portland. 
773-0093. 
Open Mlc Night with Th. Cool Whlpa 
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at 
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 
775-1944. 
DANCING 
Ootta Dane., Inc., Thompson's Point, 
Second Floor Bldg lA, Portland. Smok&-
and chern-Iree dances wilh swing, latin & 
ballroom music Fridays Irom 9-12 pm & 
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558. 
Maine Ballroom, 614 Congress St, Port-
land. Every Sat 9-midnight. Cost: $5. No 
reservations required. 773-0002. 
Th. Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open 
nightly. 8 pm on ... Naked Thirstdays, no 
cover, drinks $1 .25 & drafts 25<:. Fri-Sat 
until 3 am. Cover: $3. 772- t 983. 
Salut .. , 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly 
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd 51, Portland. Sun: 
comedy night; weekdays: special events; 
Fri & Sat: rock & roll, dence. 773-8040. 
Wh.reh ...... D.nc. Club, 29 Forest Ave, 
Portland. Progressive music. Fri, chern-
free, all ages with deejay; Sat, women's 
night from 9-1 with deejay Deb. 874-
9770. 
Zootz, 31 ForestAve, Portia nd. Wed: chern-
free; Thu: cutting edge dance; Fri: live 
national acts; Sat: deejay til 2:30 am, live 




Hardware Cat' & Oallery 
115 Island Ave. Peaks Island. Opening 
reception May21 from 4-7 pm lor "Island 
Images," featuring lhe work 01 Chris Cyr. 
Through June 4. Gallery hours: Thurs-
Sun 1-7. 766-5631. 
M .... um<lfArt 
Olin Arts Center. Bates Conege,lewiston. 
Opening reception May 22 from 7 -9 pm 
lor "Phiip Barter Retrospective," an exhl-
b~ion of Maine landscape paintings, prints 
and sculplure. Showing through August 
7. Galle<y hours: Tues-Sat 10-5. Sun 1·5. 
786-6158. 
Photograph, Co-Op 
547ACongress St, 133, Portland. Open-
ing reception May 21 from 5-7 pm lor 
"The Riverton SandPil, Riverton, Maine," 
photography by Mark ElT1ITl9fSOn. On view 
through June 11. Gallery hours: Tues 10-
8, by appointment. 775-1741 . 
AROUND TOWN 
Alberfa'. 
21 Pleasant St, Portland. 3 Views Gallery 
is curating a series of shows appearing at 
Planets and Alberta's restaurants. Fea-
turing local artists, the shows range Irom 
the pol~el0 the outrageous and highight 
the verve of local talent. Alberta's fea-
tures the work of abstract pa inter Na noy 
DeYoung through May 30. 774-0016. 
Art Oan.ry at 0 Deering at 
Portland. Maine artist J. Day Mason's 
exhibit of new oil paintings, mainly Maine 
landscapes and sb11 liles, sculptural in 
concepl with a Japanese flavor. Through 
May 23. Gallery hours: 11-5 Tues-Satthe 
first two weeks of the month; the remain-
der by chance or appointment. 772-9605. 
Art o.llery at the Phoenix 
830 Forest Ave, Portland. "Spring Exhib~ 
- Seven Artists." fealuring the mixed 
media worksofAlWa1ermen,CerioPittore, 
Chris Newcomb, Matt Donahue, Tom 
Behon, Jeff Perron and Giovina F9ITante. 
Showing through May 23. Gale<y hours: 
Thurs·Sat 10-5, Tues-Wed by appoint-
ment. 774-4154. 
Th ... xt.r Oall.ry 
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress St, 
Portland. Seniorthesis exhibnion. Show-
ing through June 3. Galle<y hours: Tues-
Sun 11-4. Thurs 11-9. 775·5152. 
Congre •• Square Oallery 
42 Exchange 51, Portland. "Mysteries: 
Orono, Maine." showcasing Michael l. 
lewis' new turpentine wash paintings. 
On view through May 29. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Sat 10:30-5. 774-3369. 
The Danforth o.lIery 
34 Danforth St, Portland. "A Visual Odeto 
the Book." an exhibit inlluenced by the 
book qua object which includes artists' 
books and experimental structures. On 
view through May28. G.le<yhours: Tues-
Sat, 11-5. 775-6245. 
Dean Yelentga. Oall.ry 
60 Hampshire 51, Portland. An exhibilion 
of Alice Steinhardt's paintings. Showing 
through June 7. Galle<y hours: Thurs 12-
8. Fri & SaI12-5, Sun 12-4, by appoint-
ment. 772·2042. 
Efena'. Cafe 
606 Congress St, Portland. Stilililes by AI 
Watem\an lhrough May 31 . Open week-
days & Sunday 6-10.871-8933. 
Froat Oully o.nery 
411 Congress St, Portland . Allred 
Chadboum's recent paintings, showing 
through June 19. Gallery hours: Mon·Fri 
12-6, or by appointment. 773-2555. 
Nancy M.rvoll. o.lI.ry 
367 Fore St, Portland. Ceramics, jewelry, 
glass, wood and melal work by 52 area 
artists. Throughout the summer. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 10-6. Sun 11 :30-4. 775-3822. 
Th. Pin. T .... Shop & .. ",,_ Oall.ry 
75 Market St, Portland. Exhibition 01 new 
works by realist landscape painter Scott 
Moore. Showing through May 30. Gallery 
hours: Moo-Sat 10-6. 773-3007. 
Plan.ta 
27 Forest Ave, Portland. Two exhibitions 
curated by 3 ViewsGallery: Richard lee's 
"Mostly Celestial Beings," a show of hand-
made paperworks and "Bedecked, 
Bejewelled" by painlerand conagistSarah 
H~chcock. On view through May 30. Gal-
lery hours: Tues-Sat 5-1 . 828-{)112. 
Portland Chamber of Commerc. 
145 Middle St, Portland. Paintings and 
photos by Portland artists Elaine T se~kis 
and Jane Wray. OnviewthroughoutJune. 
Hours: Mon-Fri 8-5. 772-2811 . 
Portland Mu .. um <If Art 
Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: 
Tues. Wed, Fri & Sat 10-5, Thurs 10-9, 
Sun 12-5. Admission: adults $3.50, se-
nior citizens and students wtth 10 $2.50, 
children under 18 $1, group rate $3. Mu-
seum admission is free 100noon Satur-
day. 773-2787. 
Continued on page 28 
Full menu served llam - lOpm 
Sundays open at 12:00 
Late Night Lounge 
Happy Hour Monday. Friday 4:30 - 6:30 
Discount on all drinks 
All Natural Frozen Drinks $2.95 
Large Selection of Beers & Wines 
Live entertainment Fri. & Sat. 






Pasta Seafoods, Vea~ 
Chicken, Feuuctnes 
• Cooked order • 
-' , ~~ ~ "~'----~lll ' ~'J' 
',~ __ , 1,.' 
"~"~'-,j! J ... "".,. ,-'~ I, ~ .' . ...A... ~ .....
~t.t1.~ 
27 
9pm - Midnight. No Cover Portland's Largest Outdoor Patio 
425 FORE STREET • OLD PORT, POR11.AND • 77FELLO 
HUNNEWELL VALLEY, EMBDEN, MAINE (207)635-2289 
TRIPLE CROWN OF MONSTER RACING 
7th Annual New England 4x4 Jamboree 
July 3, 4, 5, 1992 
Special "Off·ROAD VACATION WEEKEND" 
MUD RUN-TRUCK PULL-SAND DRAG-CANOE and JET SKI RAClNG-RAClNG BOBTAILS 
TRUCK SHOW-SWIMSUIT CONTEST-NIGHT TIME MUSICandDANCE- and MORE! 
WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS THIS 4TH OF JULY? 
IAMBOREE DISCOUNT TICKET APPLICATIONS AT TIJESE LOCATIONS; 
Offer expires June 1. 1992 
All Deering Ice Cream Stores in Maine and NH • Burger King in Portland and Scarborough 
McDonalds in Waterville, Skowhegan & Newport- All Varney Auto Parts Stores 
Hinkleys Market, No. Anson 
I . 
28 ~o &'1 Weekly 
WATER "WEAR" G 
• Swimwear by Jag • Private Scuba Lessons 
• Wetsuits 3mm & 6mm • Rent to Buy Program 
• Snorkel Equipment 
• Reef Sandals 
• Dive Club with 
Weekly Activities 
SCUBAPRO FULL SERVICE DIVE FACILITY 
227 CommerCial Street • Portland • 772-4200 
jIom 4:he Hm-flll1ckened E8~ , 
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It's a Giveaway! Corne into WORLD GYM during the month of May 
and take part in the grand opening -- you could win a trip for two to a fabulous 
SUPERCLUBS RESORT in Jamaica arranged by HEWINS TRAVEL. 
NO CATCHES ••• NO SURPRISES ••• NO KIDDING ••• 
It's your chance to check out Southern Maine's premier full-service health facility open 
24 hours weekdays and 7 am to 8 pm on weekends. Corne in for a free tour, free trial 
membership and sign up for your chance to win a relaxing trip to Jamaica! 
TOUR THE CLUB THAT HAS EVERYTHING 
125 Exercise Stations· Fitness (raining· Free Weights· Aerobics· Nutritional 
Counseling. Free Baby-Sitting· Saunas· Tanning Booths· Massage. Juice 
Bar • Cardio Fitness Center • Southern Maine Physical Therapy • Pro Shop 
GRAND OPENING MAY 30th, 10am to 2pm 
200 LARRABEE ROAD. EXIT 8 • 854-5000 
~~ HEWINS I Carlson Travel Network -
... _,_ SM 
Scott Watson Dan Hamblet 
Entertainment 
Co,tti1lutd from P"8t 27 
ART 
·Artln In Line: '" Hlrachfekl Retro-
apecUy. 
An exhibition of 67 etchings, lithographs 
and original drawings chronictilg stage, 
scrwn and television during Hirschfeld's 
long ca ..... r as a caricaturist for The New 
Yorlc Tl17l8s. Through May 24. 
·Cont ........... '" Vlalona 
Nine artists from the museum's American 
collection interpret landscape with styles 
ranging from Al8iism to abstraction. Fea-
tured artists from Maine and around the 
nation include Reuben Tam, Lisa Allen, 
William Keinbusch and Alison Hildreth. 
Showing through May 31. 
"1be FI_, 1IIt_ 
A ful floral bouquat of painting, sculpture 
and photography by such artists as 
Beverly Hallam, Alex Katz, Ellsworth Kelly, 
Robert Mapplethorpe, John Cage and 
Nancy Graves. Through June 14. 
"Th. Holocauat 
Contemporary American sculpiorGeorge 
Segal has disUled the meaning of this 
atrocity in a life-sjzecompos~ion of haunt-
ing white plaster figures. On view through 
Oct 18. 
• By land and a..: The Qu", of Jam .. 
Fitzgerald 
WOr1<iIg in Monhegan Island and in Cai-
fomla, this 2OIh-century painter eYOked a 
Hnse of harmony between man and na-
lure. The watercolors and oils shown in 
this exhibit, predorrinantly landscapes, 
stand as powerful testimony of his 
achievement. On view through July 19. 
Portland Public Ubrary 
5 Monument Square, Portland. "The Art 
Directors Club: Art Madaby Computers," 
an exhibition of computer-generated cre-
ativeworX by membersof the club. Show-
ing through May 29. Gallery hours: Mon, 
Wed & Fri ~6, Tues & Thurs n00n-9, Sal 
~5. 871-1710. 
Seamen'a Club 
1 Exchange St, Portland. "Beauty: A Trib-
uteto Mother'sDay, " an exhibition featur-
ing Mair Honan, Evelyn Winter, Peter 
Heney, Nancy Brown, DI;>ne Dahlke, 
Cha~Lee,LesiaSochor,MamieSouza 
and many others. On view throughout 
June. 775-Q712. 
The Spirited OOu ..... 
142 st. John st, Portiand . "By the Name 
of Reed" showcases wood sculpture, 
paintings, drawing and braided wool 
wor1<s by four members of the Reed fam-
ily. Through July 1. 773-2919. 
Th. Stein aalle", 
20 Milk St, Portland. An exhibit of Leah 
Wingfield's African series: cast glass 
heads on wood vases and sandblasted 
vessels. Showing through June 15. Gal-
lery Hours: Mon-Fri 11-6, Sat 12-5, Sun 
11-4. n2-9072. 
Thoe, ~, Cabinetmake .. 
41S Cumberland Ave, Portland. Ma 
HolmqUist's recent paintings, showing 
through July 9. Hours: Mon-Sat ~5. 72~ 
5181. 
3 YIewa aallery 
112 High St, Portland. "Sculpture Show" 
featuring the wO/l(s of Lyda Pola, Anne 
Alexander, Frank Turek, Nantz Comyns 
Jim Gorman, June Holmes, Dan Gates : 
Randy Fein, Peter Hurley, Matt Logan and 
Donna Frizoi. On view through May 24. 
Gallery hours: Fri & Sat ~S, Sun 12-5. 
772-1961 . 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bowdoin College Muaeum of Art 
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. The muaeun is open to the 
public fnIe of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 
100S, Sun 2-S. 725-3275. 
°J.mea Charl_ "'" 
An exhibit of photographs from the Celtic-
Christian Irish islands of Inishmurray and 
lnoshkea North and Scottish lone. In the 
Hawt~Longfelow Library. Showing 
through the end of May. 725-3253. 
·Holocauat: Th ......... c. of the P •• t 
An exhibition by Maine artist Judy EAis 
Glickman featuring black & white photo-
graphs of sites connected to the Holo-
caust: concentration camps, graveyards, 
memorials. On view through May 31 . 
"Th. Poetry of Color: Woodblock Prlnla 
by Marga'" J. P __ 
Flower and landscape color woodcuts in 
the style of the Provincetown Printers, 
who introduced Japanese methods and 
wor1<ed with vivid French inks. Showing 
through June 14. 
"VI.lon. of Wo ...... 
An exhibition of paintings, pastels , prints 
and photographs from the permanent 
collections celebrating women as artists 
and patrons. On view through June 21 . 
·Bulldlng land __ 
The paintings of Mary Alice Treworgy. On 
view through June in MouHon Union, 
Lancaster Lounge. Hours: 8:30-10. 
Th. Chocol.te Church Gall.", 
804 Washington St, Bath. "Flowers, Flow-
ers," a juried exhibit of IIoral worXs, by 31 
artists, varying widely in Interpretation. 
Showing through May 30. Galery hours: 
Tues-Fri ~4, Sat nooo-4. 442-8627. 
Cry of the a.-. Art Gallery 
Route 302, S. Casco. "Three Maine Art-
ists" : Evelyn Winter's paintings, Mihon 
Christianson's watercolors and Gary 
Ambrose's sculptu.-,.s. On view through 
June 14. GaHery hours: Tues-Sun 9:30-
5:30. 655-5060. 
Elementa Galle", 
19 Mason St, Brunswick . Susan 
Griswold's media wall sculptures and 
drawings, suggesting innersoul elements 
and the passage of time. Showing through 
June 12. Gallery hours : Tues-Thurs 10-4, 
Fri & Sat 10-5. 72~1108 . 
a.llery et WIdg_n Cov. Studloa 
Route 123, Harpswell. Georgeann & 
Condon Kuhl's new paintings, sculpture 
and jewelry. Through June 14. Gallery 
hours: Fri & Sat 11-5, Sun 1-4.833-6081. 
aallery HOII .. 
Holly HiM, Route I , Noblaboro. "7Wornen 
Artists: Wor1<ing and Living in Maine," 
includes the sculpture of Lise Becu, 
Cynthia Thorr1>son 's fabric sculpture and 
the paintingsof Heidi Daub, Connie Hayes, 
Mag Brown Payson, Alice Spencer and 
Noriko Sakanishi. On view through June 
17. Gallery hours: Daily 10-5. 622-0851. 
Emerson's "Th. Riverton Sand Pit," black and whlta photogl1lph, 
Pitting man against nature 
You're invited to an opening reception for ''The Riverton Sand 
Pit," Mark Emerson's photography show about human encroach-
ment upon nature, sometimes subtle, sometimes profound and 
strange. See Emerson's work May 21 from 5-8 p.m. at the Photogra-
phy Co-<>p, 547 A Congress St., #33, Portland. Gallery hours are 
Tuesdays from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., or by appointment, Call 775-1741 
for more info. 
Harrington H_ 
Freeport Historical Society, 45 Main St, 
Freeport. "Elmer Porter: Freeport Builder 
and Contractor," a collection of 19th-
century planes and tools origina Ily owned 
by Porteras well as photographs of build-
ings he constructed. On view throughout 
May. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 10-5, Sun 
noon-So 865-3170. 
Icon Contemporary Art 
19 Mason St, Brunswick. Harold Garde's 
paintilgs and monotypes on paper. On 
view through June 13. Hours: Mon-Sat I-
S pm. 725-8157 
M.lne Audubon Society 
Gllsland Farm, 118 US Route I, Falmouth. 
Paintings and drawings by wildl~e-arlist 
Clare Walker Leslie. Showing through May 
27. Hours: Mon-Sat ~5, Sun noon-5. 
781-2330. 
M.lne Maritime Mu .... m 
Maritime History Bldg, 243 Washington 
st, Bath. Gallery hours: daily 9 :30-5. 443-
1316. 
"1be Maritime Folk Art of A. De Clen:k 
This exhibit of the Belgian pierhead artisl 
is a documentary record of the varielY 01 
working vessels that have entered the 
ports of Antwerp and Liverpool. On view 
tlYough the year. 
·N_ World.: North AtI.ntlc ""arlng 
In the Era 0' Dlacovery . 
Rare world maps and nautical charts, 
early navigation instruments, ilustrations 
of fine art and archaeological material 
bring together the Okl and the NewWorlds 
in the Age of Discovery and bE\yond. On 
view through the yea r. 
"When Bath Won the Amerlca'a Cup 
This exhibit describes the construction 
and racing history of the famous J-boat 
Ranger buiH by Bath Iron Works for a 
successfui defenseofthe 1937 Cup races. 
Half-huM models of the Ranger and ~s 
compet~or, Endeavour, historical photos 
and other artifacts tell the story. On view 
through July 29. 
The Turtl. a.llery 
Deer Isle Village. Summer exhibits feature 
artists wor1<ing almost exclusively in the 
Penobscot Bay region and engaged in a 
variety of media from watercolors to met-
alwor1<to fumiture . The Fifth Annual Print 
Show, Books & Ilustretions is on view 
through June 13. Gallery hours: Mort-Sat 
9 :30-5, Sun 2-5. 348-9977 . 
OTHER 
African Import •• N_ Engl. nd Arta 
Original and outrageous stulfcan be pur-
chased, and edvice to collectors and in-
vestors is given. All wOrXs of art authentic. 
Drop by 1 Union St, Portland . For furl her 
info, cal 772-9505. 
H ...... w.11 Craft aulld Studio 
V .. ~ the open studios of all members , 
observe arlists at wor1< as well as special 
demonstrations and the creations this 
winter engendered: Opening sale May 
23-25, 10-5 at Route 123, Harpswell. 
Follow signs of the "blue heron" or call 
833-6081. 
L .. blan a.y FIlm F_thral 
If you are interested in displaying your 
wor1< during the festival, scheduled for 
June 5-7 in the Portland Performing Arts 
Center, contact Kim at871-1817 orWendy 
774-5242 and leave details of your wor1< 
as well as your name, • and address. 
Rolary C,.tta Featlval 
This is a sidewalk exhibition for which 
space is assigned on a first-come first-
serve basis upon receipt of registration. 
Exhibits must be me nned at all times and 
i~ed meterials, wholesale manufac-
tured items or the gross selling of some-
one else's wor1< are not pannitted. Final 
instructions for this event scheduled for 
July 11 in Intown PorUand wil be mailed 
to all exhibitors June 15 (reservations by 
June 12). For more info, caU 773-7157. 
........... Trolley Muaeum 
is now open. Elegant trolleys from home 
and abroad are displayed, plus other spe-
cial happenings throughout the season. 
Located in Kennebunkport. Admission: 
$6 adults, $5 seniors, $4 children. For 
additional detais, call 967-2800. 
Y.nk .. ArUaan 
Accepts the wO/l(s of beginners and pros 
residing in the state of Maine, for partici-
pation in juried year-round retail craft co-
operative. SpecifIC requirements forsub-
missions are available at 178 Front st (56 
Front St, after June I), Bath. Next jury 
held June 9. For more info, call 443-621S. 
The Bath City Park July4 fairst~1 hasa few 
openilgs . Sendphotosandlorsiides~h 
brief description or neither with a more 
extended and detailed description to: 
Evelyn Daly,Chairperson, RivaviewFarm 
Studio, Box 159, Old Lewiston Road, 
Topsham, ME 04086. For more info, can 
725-4464. 
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In "Motoring Hom.:' 011 pastel on paper, a simple, primltly. boat saUs through a tapestry of geometric fonns, 
The world of Brita Holmquist 
Celebrations of life as rich as a tapestry 
Brita Holmquist is, if nothing else, a prolific artist. In the 
current exhibition of her work at the Thomas Moser Showroom 
there are 67 oil paintings and oil pastel drawings. 
But she is a great deal more than merely prolific. She is an 
assured, intelligent painter whose style is comprised of several 
elements. She has an expressionist's vibrant, energy-intense use 
of color. Walking into Thomas Moser's showroom was like 
walking into a kaleidoscope. Particles of color were swirling 
around everywhere. There is tremendous, magnetic presence in 
each of these paintings. They're strong, richly detailed narrative 
"Recent Paintings" by 
BrIta Holmquist at 
Th_s Moser Cabinet-
makers, 415 Cumberland 
Ave., Portland. Showing 
through July 9. Hours: 
Mon-Sat, 9-5. 774-3791. 
works that demand that you 
pay attention to them. 
The world of Brita 
Holmquist, in which she takes 
an unruffled delight, is vast. 
The subject matter of her 
paintings ranges from the 
famil y dogs in formal pose on a 
brightly patterned Near 
Eastern rug to chickens in the 
back yard, to a black silhou-
etted horse grazing in a 
pasture, to colorful pottery on a kitchen table, to ancient, 
overgrown gardens, to the lush, warm fullness of the Italian 
countryside or the clear and shimmering coast of Maine, to the 
patterns in clouds, and to the depths of the forest and the 
mysteries contained in the world of a tidal pool. 
The elements of her style are equally broad. The simple 
silhouette of a grazing black horse in "Mare in the Fall II" is 
primitive. With pure, unbroken-down colors this painting, like 
those of Gauguin, has the uncomplicated innocence of life in a 
latter-day paradise, Form and color are arrayed across the 
canvas creating a statement as direct and as simple as that of a 
child. 
There's a cubist element as well in Holmquist's painting. She 
arranges another primitive, child-like form, a bright red lobster 
boat, for example, with firm outlines on a flat vertical plane, 
and weaves around it patterns and textures. The resultant 
composition is as rich as a tapestry. The little red boat in 
"Downhomer and the Pudding" bobs merrily on its mooring, 
set in relief against three screens of patterns found in the water 
and sky. In the foreground the water moves in energetic, 
outward-moving concentric circles; in the middle screen the 
water quiets into horizontal waves; and in the background 
ripple the softer, stiller horizontal lines of a dusky sky. The 
whole becomes a lively assemblage of shapes and patterns and 
currents of energy. 
This natural energy is also present in ''Black Wind," an oil 
pastel drawing in which light literally bursts from a line of trees 
on the shore. Emanating from a narrow orange strand defining 
the shore is an explOSion of energy that bursts simultaneously 
upward into the sky and out across the water. 
But it's most intense in "August Sun Over Warren." In this 
painting Holmquist's implementation of color - fierce golds and 
whites - and her strong, assured brushwork embody the 
powerful and passionate paintings of van Gogh. This, more than 
any other painting in the exhibition, conveys Holmquist's 
comprehension of the sheer force of creation. A white-hot sun, 
pulsating in an uneasy sky, is reflected back at itself from a 
concentration of vibrant, outward-expanding circles of water. 
This is a beautiful painting, each brush-stroke a refraction of 
light. And the energy is more than can be contained within the 
mortal confines of the canvas. Thus, uncontainable, it pours 
outward, consuming even the frame. 
It worked, this incorporating the frame into the painting. 
Holmquist says the idea got started accidentally, when once she 
got a frame so messy that she had no choice but to make.it look 
deliberate. Now she does it on purpose, just in case there's not 
enough going on. And the effect, which could just look busy, 
isn't. This decorative component, like the rest of her work, is 
merely beautiful. 
In a different decorative vein Holmquist employs, as did the 
French Expressionist painter Corneille, repeated geometric forms 
to give pattern and texture to the larger patterns found in nature. 
This technique also gives her paintings a rich, interesting tapes-
try-like feeling. 
Some of Holmquist's looser oil pastel drawings appear to be 
abstract. Some of this series of little natural studies are quietly 
representational, some are Kandinsky-like abstract splashes of 
color and form. But when you examine ''Tidal Pool at Sunset" 
closely, you realize that they're not so much abstract paintings 
per se, as they are Holmquist's close observations of the wildly 
abstract forms of nature. She renders these manifestations 
faithfully, finding in them not onl y the physical content of form, 
but the spiritual component that lies beneath. 
Holmquist's paintings are untrammeled celebrations of life. 
They makes you suspect that hers must be pretty wonderful 
indeed. 
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30 Casco BIly Weekly 
Enjoy our .umptuou. Lunch BuRet 
featuring the freshest seasonal ingredients available. 
Buffet menu changes daily or order from our Ii 10 carte menu. 
Serving Mon.-Fri. 11:3Oam to 2:30pm 
162 Main St., Freeport, ME (207) 865-9377 
Reservations Strongly Recommended WSA, MC, AMEX 
Tired of Credit COMpanies Calling You? 
Interested in a Fresh Start? 
STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE. ESQ. 
Attorney at Law 
50 EXCHANGE STREET. PORTLAND MAINE 
,""',.",.,,''''.'' .. ,' .. , ..... 
with our great garlic breadl 
It's just a beginning to a 
long list of Creative 
Chef's Specials that 
rival the finest anywhere -
from Italian to seafood and 
steaks, and lobster alwaysl 
THE ROMA 
casual dress, comfortable price. quality dining 
769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 773-9873 
Est. 1924 lin the historic Rines Mansion) 
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30 pm 
UNITED COLORS 
OFBENETION. 




conON and LINEN PANTS 
$19.00 
56 Main St. Freeport. ME 865-6369 ~ ......... 
Evoke [he agele5S charm of the French Countryside with this Kingsley 
_ Bate handcarved provincal chair. Also available as a bench. 
INTERNATIONAL HOME FURN!SHING~ 
POKfLAND BANGOR ELLSWORTH 
288 Fore Street 170 Park Street Hiidt Street 
77+ 1322 9<12-6880 667·3615 
Entertainment 
ContinlU!d from ptl~ 29 
SENSE 
"End Not." 
Alectwe and reading by Kate Kennedy. who 
will explore various wa:ys and techniques 
used by authors to finish their iterary wor1<s. 
Scheduled for May21 at 7 pm at The Com-
munity Room. Thomas Memorial Ubrary. 6 
Scott Dy ... Road. Cape Elizabeth. For fur-
th ... info. call 799-1720. 
T.ch ... • Workahop 
The programistttied "Opening the Circle: 
Teaching Environmental Awareness and 
Stewardship Through Native American 
Stories and Earth Activities." Storyte ..... 
author and ecologist Michael Ceduto is 
featured speaker. Preregistration is com-
pulsory and a discount on teaching mate-
rials will be given to registrants. May 30 
from 1-3 pm at the Center of Native Art. 
Route 1. Woolwich. For further details. 
cal 442-8399. 
Tumlng Memorte. Into M.moIr.: ute 
WritIng Workahope 
Leam how to record family and personal 
history to create a lasting legacy. No 
writing experience necessary. Held every 
other Wed through June3. from 1-4 pm at 
55 Plus. 6 Noble St. Brunswick. For fur-
ther info cal 729-0757. 
HELP 
Th. AIDS project IT AP) 
sponsors a support group for HIII-nega-
tivepartnefS of HIli-positive persons. The 
group is facilitated by TAP case manag-
ers with the purpose of making a space 
for seronegative partners to share their 
feelings and concerns in a confidential 
setting. The group meets regularly on 
Mondays from 6-7:30 pm at 22 Monu-
ment Square on the fifth Hoor. For further 
info call John Bean or Chris Monahan at 
774-6877. 
A.R.T." Anon_ 
A 12-step support group for creative 
people in recovery meets Mondays at 7 
pm at St Luke's Cathedral. Use Park 
Street entrance. 
Th. Cent ... for Orlevlng Children 
is a non-profit organization to help chi-
drenwho are grieving thelossofa parent. 
sibling orotherloved one. Support groups 
meet Wed & Thu", nights and are divided 
by ages. Free services to children & fami-
lies. A fundraising ewnt. Pet Walk. is 
scheduled for May 30. noon·4:3O pm at 
Baxter Blvd (next to soccer field). Port-
land. You may even stroll with stuffed 
animals! For sponsor forms and ITKlre 
info. cal 874-2878. 
Conftcl.ntlal .... SUpport Group 
for depressed and manic-depressed 
(DMD Portland). meets every Moo night 
from 7-9 pm at Maine Medical Center. 
Dana Bldg. Room 2. Portland. For addi· 
tional info. call 774-4357. 
DlNbll1ty SUpport for InjuNCt Work ... 
is a non-profit organization dedicated to 
helping eldelly and the disabled. Share 
your experiences onsuch issues as work-
ers' compeveryMon, from 9 am-noon. at 
the Hollis Community Bldg. Hollis. For 
more info cal 793-4440. 
Divorce P ... pect ..... 
Support group for those people facing 
problems in the divorce process; new-
comers' group each week. Meets year-
round Weds at 7:30 pm at Woodford's 
Congregational Church. 202 Woodford 
St. Portland. Donation of $1 .50 requested. 
ElderAbuae 
A group of individuals concemed about 
issues affecting the elderly haw started a 
group in Portland. For further info call 
773-rrlrrl. 
Empowerment Oroup for Women 
is noW forming. Aimed at helping women 
face and overcome anxiety symptoms. 
low self-esteem, depression. etc . via 
as9Mlvenesstraining. role-playing. spiri-
tuality and joumaling. For further details 
cal 874-0158 
F.mlly M .... ben with Mental 111_' 
A support group - The Alliance for the 
Mantally III - meets the second & fourth 
Wed of every ITKlnth. 7-8:30 pm at 12 
Cedar St. Portland. Ca. 772-5057. for 
additional info. 
F .. llngAlhM 
New social group fom1ing for those age 
35+. whether separated. divorced or wid-
owed. who wouldlketo meet new people. 
Call 284-1922 for further details. 
O.y SUpport Group 
forga:y menconcemed with safe relation-
ships. dating. coming out. etc. is now 
forming. Call 799-7276 for fu1her info. 
Oood Daya Tool 
Is an organization providing therapy. ad-
vocacy education for survivors of sexual 
assautt. victims of incast and more. Sexual 
abusegroup therapy meetings every Tues 
in Topsham. For further info cal 729-
5754. 
Orandpe ... ntaSUpport Oroup 
Seekingcustodyorvis~ation. raising grand-
children. etc.? In search of emotional sup-
port? CoIl 797-9227 for more info. HomeI __ 
To help. contact the shetter closest to 
you. Or lyou ne8d assistance in finding a 
home. cal Hospttallty House Inc at 453-
2988. or write P.O. Box Hinckley. Me 
04944. 
H.O.P.E. Self-Support Groupe 
with facil~ator meet weekly to help heal 
theemotional pain associated with chronic 
or serious diseases. injury. me. death and 
childhood issues. Group meets at Mercy 
Hospital on Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm. 
and attheUnltyChurch. 16CoIumbia Rd. 
Portland. on Thursdays from 1 0-12 noon. 
There's also a support group for the fam-
ily and friends of the ill that meets every 
other Thursday from 7-9 pm; and a Next 
Step Group for 12-Steppers who wanllo 
go deeper into feelings. that meets every 
Monday at Unity from 7 -9 pm. For ITKlre 
info call1-800-339-HOPE. 
Ing ..... m Volunt .... 
Help available by phone 24 hOln a day. 
Call 77 4-HELP. 
P.O ..... LB.L.E. 
Partners of Survivors Stop Incest by Leam-
ing and Educating offers phone support. 
workshops and self-helpsupportgroups . 
Portland grouprneets bimonthly. Formare 
info call 1-547-3532. 
L_bl.n ~u .. lonlllupport Group 
out for Good meets each Thurs from 7-9 
pm in Saco. Topics relevant to lesbians 
are discussed weekly. Meetings arE' non-
smoking. They're free. but a $t donation 
is requested. For directions or ITKlre info. 
cal 247-3481 or write to PO Box 153 E. 
Waterboro 04030. 
M.rrymeetlng AIDS Support Servlc •• 
offers ongoing support and info on HIli 
and AIDS. It currently sponsors an HIII+ 
support group meeting the first & third 
Wed of every month. from 7-8:30 pm; as 
well as a familylfriends support group 
which meets the first & third Mon of every 
month. from 7-8:30 pm. ForlTKlre info call 
725-4955. 
NHdtoT.lk7 
Dial Kids Hotline is for teens who have a 
problem or need to talk. The hotine is 
open from 2:3(}.5 pm Mon-Fri. Teens 
calling in talk to other teens who are well 
trained to listen and help. Calls are kept 
confidential. except when the caller is in 
danger. Topics discussed on the hotline 
range from family and school to se.uality 
and relationships. peer relations. birth 
control. loneliness. substance abuse & 
suicide. If you need to talk. call 774-TALK. 
Outright 
The Portland Alliance of Gay and Lesbian. 
Bisexual and Questioning Youth. offers 
support and information for young people 
22 and under. in a safe environment. 
every Friday from 7:30-9:30 pm at the 
Preble Street Chapel. comer of Pleble 
and Cumberland avenues. For informa-
tion. writeorcal: Outright. P.O. Box 5028. 
Station A, Portland04101 . tel. 774-HELP. 
p ..... tlng Workahop 
The Family Business offers this seven· 
week parenting series on "The Needs of 
Chidren." Class begins May2t in Gorham. 
For further details. cal 839-6478. 
P.renta SUpport Oroup 
sponsored by ParentsAnonYlTKlus meets 
Tues eves at 8 in tha United Methodist 
Church. Brunswick; Tues eves at 6:t5 in 
St. Etizabeth Center. 87 High St. Portland ; 
Fri ITKlms at lOin Family Resource Cen-
ter. Presurnpscot St. Portland. lIolunteers 
are needed to help staff a Parent Helpline 
now in use. For further info call 871-7445. 
P ..... ta Without ""rtn ... 
will hold its support group meeting the 
second. third and fourth MonofthelTKlnth, 
from 7-9:15 pm. at Holy Trinity Greek 
Orthodox Church Parish House. 133 
Pleasant St. Portland. For ITKlre info caM 
774-4357. 
Peer SUpport M .. tlng 
For Individuals with disabilities and other 
interested parties. Two monthly meet-
Ings: Third Thurs of every month. t -3 pm 
et 1700 Broadway West. S. Portland; third 
Tues of every month. 5-7 pm at 1 00 State 
St. Portland. For additional details call 
767-2189. 
Peopl. with AIDS Coelltlon of M.I" 
ollens a special meeting for those recov-
ering M'. Uving with HIli or AIDS, TUG$-
days at 8 pm. al The Living Room North. 
377 Cumberland Ave, Portland. For de-
tails cal 871-9211 . 
Th. R.pe CrI.l. C.nt ... 
offers crisis intBIVention. advocacy and 
support groups for survivors of sexual 
assautt and abuse. including famiy and 
friends olthe victims. All servicasare free 
and confidential. Comprehensive training 
is given to volunteers. whoarewek:omed. 
If you haw been sexua Iy assau~ed. call 
the24-hourhotlineat77 4-3613. ForlTKlre 
info on volunteering. call 879-182t . 
Recovery SUpport 
Group for those in recovery who want to 
explore spirituality and for those on the 
spiritual path who want to explore recov-
ery from addictive substances or behav-
iors. Meditation and t2-step-styfe dis-
cussion sponsored by the Portland Sufi 
Order. Every Wednesday from 7-8: t 5 pm 
on the third floor of Woodfords Congre-
gational Church. 202 Woodford St. Port· 
land. For ITKlre info ca I Jan at 878-2263 or 
Eli at 774-1203. 
R ..... 1ve SUpport Oroup 
is especially for those who are no longer 
pursuing infertiity treatment or those for 
whom treatment is not an option . All we~ 
come - whether considering adoption or 
living childfree. Meetings on third Tues of 
every ITKlnth. from 6:45-8:45 pm in the 
cafeteria at Parkview Memorial Hospital. 
329 Maine St. Brunswick. For ITKlre info 
(including "regular" meetings where treat-
ments are discussed). call 767-4104. 
"BeauaIV.,u •• -
The Community Counseling Center win 
host this leaming circle on Tues eves 
dealing with sex education. AIDS, homo-
sexuahty. pornography and sexual as-
sau~. Come prepare to listen and to re-
spect opposing views. starting June 9 
through June 30, from 6:30-8 pm at 343 
Forest Ave. Portland. Fee: $10. Foraddi-
tional info. call 774-0074. 
So. M.ln. Are. Agency on Aging 
offers a trained advocate in Portland, at 
237 Oxford St every Friday from 10 am-I 
pm. to assist older residents and their 
concerned family members and friends 
with questions about Medicare, Medic-
aid. insurance. housing. social services. 
consumer issues and others. To sched-
ule an appointment. call the agency at 
775-6503 or 800-427-7411. 
Specl.llnt ..... t AA M .. tlng for P.opl. 
Living With AIDS 
meets weekly on Tuesdays at 8 pm at the 
PWA Coalition. 377 Cumberland Ave. 
Portland. Meeting desig ned to provide a 
safe space in which to discuss HIli is-
sues. while living positively sober. This 
meeting is open only to those who have 
tested HIli positive or have been diag-
nosed with AIDS. For ITKlre information 
cal 871-9211. 
Un","ployed Vet.ran. SUpport Group 
is now forming . 'For ITKlre info call 775-
2934. 
Vet.ran.· Support ServlcH 
provide vets with the opportunity to so-
cialize & gather in relaxed setting . Dinner 
served Thu,,;day nights, open to the pub-
lic. Located at 151 Newbury St, Portfand. 
For ITKlre info call 87t-0911. 
Wh.rf Rata 
A fellowship of Dead Heeds in recowry 
meets Thursdays at 5:30 pm on the West-
em Prom. rain orshine. ForlTKlre informa-
tion. call 773-3865. 
WINOS 
A non-profrt organization that gelVes single 
parents. Newsupportgroups for 1991-92 
will meet Thu,,;days from 7-9 pm. For 
more info cal 767-2010. 
YMCA Young F.t ..... • Program 
Advocacy and support for fathers ages 
14-24 with individual case management. 
counsehng and an ongoing supportgroup 
Monday from 6 :30-8 pm at the Portland 
YMCA. 70 Forest Ave. For ITKlre info call 
Stevelves at 874-111 t . 
WELL 
NESS 
Adult Health ac ...... lng 
for diabetes. anemia. colorectal cancer. 
high blood pressureandcholesterollevel. 
Two or ITKlre tests per person. time per-
mitting. Fee for services. Upcoming: May 
27. 9:30-11:30 am. Gorham SI. Anne's 
Church. For further info. call 775-7231. 
Adult ac .... nlng Clinic 
on the last Wed of every ITKlnth. for blood 
pressure and testing for sugar. anema 
and cholesterol. from 11 :30 am-I pm at 
the Peoples United Methodist Church. 
310 Broadway. S. Porttand. Call 767-
3326 for appointment and further info. 
Authentic Movement 
Gather to journey. share and celebrate 
lhe COrTlfTUlity we create. Two intensive 
workshops planned for June 6 & 7 at the 
Expressiw Therapy Center in Portland . 
Fee: $90. Space limited. For registration 
and further details. call 871-8274. 
..... atfHdlng CI._ 
A chance to ask questions. learn how to 
avoid problems. breastfeed safely and 
pleasantly. May 27 from 7-9:30 pm. Cost: 
$12 couple. To register or for ITKlre info. 
cal 829-3362. 
Buddhlst-OrI.nted Meditation 
Group meets every Sunday, from 10-11 am 
at 1040 Broadway. S. Portland. Smalldona-
tion. For more infonnation call 839-4897. 
ChIldbirth Cf._ 
Discowry Education oilers six-week pre-
pared childbirth classes including 
anatomy & physiology of labor. relaxation 
& breathing tachniques. pain manage-
ment options during labor. role of coach 
or support person. physical & 91TKllionai 
changes after birth and much ITKlre. 
Classes are held Mon or Tues eves from 
7-9 for six weeks. Cost: $60. including 
handbook. gift packs and articles. To 
register call 797-4096. 
Chronic Obetructl ... Pulmon.ry DIs-
_M .... g ..... nt 
USM LWeine is giving a free seminar for 
those who suffer from asthma. emphy-
sema and bronchitis. May 30 from 1-4 pm 
at University of Southem Maine's Gym. 
Portland. Call 780-4170 for further info. 
Dancing from the In.ld. Out 
A fun exploration of the body's wisdom. 
creativity and freedom. For schedule and 
location. call 772-7549. 
Drumming Group 
meets on the first & third Thurs of the 
month: On the first the Shamanic joumey 
asa vehicle of self-exploration is stressed; 
the third is an open drumming and chant-
ing circle. Donation: $5. For further info. 
cal 797-2688. 
"Exploring R •• lm of the Mlraculou." 
Discowrthe essential human needs that 
lie beyond our cuttural order. Meetings 
May31 &June28,at 10amintheProprio-
ceptive Writing Center. 39 Deering St. 
Portland. Fee: $50 session. 
Free Streu M.n.ge .... nt Workahop 
Material covers stress tests. coping and 
relaxation skills. stress management and 
decision-making tips. Wed evenings at 7 
pm at A Better Way Chiropractic. 2083 
Congress st. PorUand. Call 879-5433 for 
more info. 
Friend. ofth. W .. tem Buddhl.t Ord ... 
invite all interested parties to a period of 
med~ation and chanting each Mon from 
7:15-9:15 pm. at 222 Saint John St. Port-
land. For details call 642-2t28. 
Hath. Yoga Clinic 
for PWAs will continue through June 23 
from 12:40-2 pm every Wed and Friat22 
Monument Square (lake elevator to filth 
ffoorj. Cost is $ t for those who can afford 
it. Call Portland Yoga Studio at 7';17-5684 
for more info. 
H_lIng Support Group 
A safe environment for those e.perienc-
ing personal traumas. addiction. grief. 
1058 of good hea~h. and who seek sup-
port within a context of mutual sharing . 
Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm at Mercy 
Hospttal. Spring Street entrance. Port-
land. Call 761-7608 for further detals. 
H_fth Servlen of South Portl.nd 
holds an adufl screening clinic - services 
include blood pressure. sugar and cho-
lesterol ~ing - on the last Wed of 
every ITKlnth. 11:30 am-l pm at the 
Peoples United Methodist Church. 310 
Broadway. S. Portland. Call 767 -3326 for 
further details. 
Ingrah.m Volunt .... 
offers a hoHine for teens where they can 
call to talk about birth control . sexual 
abuse. loneliness, drugs, depression and 
the like. ForlTKlre info call 874-t055. 
Medlcln.1 Herb Workahope 
The following are forthcoming : Herbs for 
the Irrrnune System. May 23; Her!> Trek 
intensive workshop. May 24 (fee: $40); 
Herbs for Stress. May 30. For times and 
more info (workshops take place in 
Bridgton). can 647-2724. 
Mercy ..... pltal·. Living Lectu ... 
continue with a talk by Dermot Kilijan. 
MD. about pullTKlnary health and recent 
advances in treatment. May 27 at 7 pm at 
Catherine McAuley High School Audito-
rium. 631 Stevens Ave. Port1and. ForrTlOl1! 
info call 879-3486. 
Mldllf. Wo""," In Tranaltlon 
This wor1<shop continues on May 27 from 
6-8 pm in Portland. For registration and 
further info. call 774-8889. 
PI.nned "" .. nthood 
of Northern New England can help teen-
agers at its Walk-In Clinic Fri. t-4:3O pm 
and Sat. 9 am-noon. at 500 Forest Ave. 
Portland. Confidential services include 
birth control. pregnancy tests. pap 
smears. STD screening and treatment. 
Fees based on ability to pay. For further 
info call 874-t095. 
Pop Ego'. Balloon 
Enjoy your true sen with Sahaja yoga 
meditation Mondays. from 7-8:15 pm. in 
the Faculty Lounge. Student Center. USM 
Portland. Call 767-48t9 for rTlOI1! info. 
Spln.1 H .. Hh ElUImI ... tlon. 
Cumberland County chiropractors are 
offering these in exchange for used eye 
glasses and clothing which will be do-
nated to the Portfand Lions Club and 
Preble Street Resource Center. To sched-
ule an exarnination. cal 879-5433 (port-
land). 84&-148t (yarmouth). 883-5549 
(Scarborough). 
Splrltu.' ........ Group 
Meet to discuss theological and spiritual 
issues in relation to everyday life. to share 
questions and experiences and to sup-
port one another as we journey along our 
own paths. Alternate Mon or Wed at the 
Swedenborgian Church. 302 StevensAw. 
Portland. For ITKlre info. call 772-8277. 
st ... tchlng the Spirit 
A yoga class of gentle breathing and 
stretching ending in deep relaxation. All 
are welcome to this creative approach to 
body. mind and spiritual well-being. Bring 
a mat. Wednesdays from 5:30-6:30 pm. 
Saturdays from 9-10 am lat the 
Swedenborgian Church. 302 stevens Ave. 
Portland. Donation: $3. For more info call 
772-8277. 
Sufi D.nc_ of Unlve ... 1 P •• c. 
celebrate the unity of religious ideals. 
based on the world's spiritual traditions. 
First&second Sat of every month. from 7-
9 pm. at the Swedenborgian Church. 302 . 
Stevens Ave. Portland. For ITKlre info cal 
84&-6039. 
Sufi MedHatlon 
Join the Portfand Sufi Order for med~a­
tion sessions based on the works of Hazrat 
Inayat Kf'lan and Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan. 
E.perienced teachers will offer sessions 
working with creative visualization. breath. 
sound. light and divine qualities. Open to 
all; no experience necessary. Bring a 
meditation pilloW or bench if desired. No 
fee, but donations are gratefully accepted. 
Sessions held at 232 St John St (Union 
Station). Room 132. For ITKlre info. cal 
Hayat Ricki Schechter at 657-2605 or 
Rosa nne at 84&-6039. Fornewsletlerwith 
activities list. call Eli at 77 4- t 203. 
Support Oroup 
now fonning for family members and sig-
nificant others of incarcerated people. 
For ITKlre information. call 87t -0709. 
T.I Chi Chu.n 
is an ancient Chinese martial art based on 
mental and physical balance. Good for 
spiritual growth. physical heatth and for 
reducing the effect of stress and tension. 
Beginners through advanced classes 
ongoing. For more info call 772-9039. 
Th. T_nlYoung Adult Clinic 
is a place to go if you hav9 a health concem 
or medical problem. need a sports/school 
physical done. or have birth control issues 
to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21. every 
Monday from 4-8 pm. at Maine Medical 
Center. 22 Bramhall st. Portland. Walk-ins 
seen if they arrive by 7 pm. 
W.II Child Clinics 
Upcoming: May 26.9 am-noon at lIilage 
Church. Main St. Casco; May 27. 9 am-2 
pmat Weslbrook-Warren Congregational. 
Main St. Westbrook. Tomakeanappoint-
ment, call 775-7231 (ext 522). 
WI.hcraftlTeemwork. Support Group 
is a team of rrotivated people who want 
to make things happen. Through giving 
support. ideas. accurate steps and the 
faith in one another's abifity to succeed. 
we won't let you quit. For ITKlre info call 
Brian at 773-6226. 
Wo"",n·. Day/Proprloceptlv. Writing 
Writing will be followed by personal feed-
back. plus the chance to retreat in safety 
and peace. May 30. from 10 am-6 pm at 
Barbara Potter's house in West Buxton. 
Cost: $50. Bring lunch along plus a bath-
ing suit. Moredireclions upon registering; 
caD 772-1847. 
Yoga & IIeIf-Eat .. m 
May 30. from 9:30-1 at The Yoga Center. 
Thompson's Point. Portland. The tech-
niques of yoga have helped individuals 
ernpowerthernselves for centuries. Yoga 
provides healing on many levels- physi-
cal. emotional and spiritual-and can be 
an excellent adjunct to counseling orother 
self- improvement methods. The work-
shop will address issues of sen-esteem 
by the use of breath. posture. affinnations 
and yoga philosophy. Can 775-0975 or 
799-4449 for info. 
Yoga for acotl ... l. 
offered by Portland Yoga Studio and using 
an approach developed by B. K. S. Iyengar 
for people with scoliosis. Participants en-
couraged to bring their X-rays on June 6. 
from 8:30-11 am at 616 Congress St. Port-
land. Workshop size limited. Cost: $20. Yoga 
courses on a variety of levels are ongoing. 
For further details. call 797-5684 
OUT 
SIDE 
Beck Country Blk. Excu .. lona 
On June t 3 and continuing through Oct 1. 
these mini·weekends wiltakeyou through 
the foothills olthe WMe Mountains. They 
start al noon on Sat and end about 2 pm 
on Sun. Each weekend includes over-
night tent accommodation. one pancake 
breakfast. one sweat sauna and more. 
Cost: $35 single. $60 double . To enrol or 
for more info. call 625-8189. 
BIcycle C ..... nd MIIlnt.n.nc. 
A three·week course begins June 2 and 
takes place T ues eves at 6:30 pm in the 
University of Southem t.laineCampus Cen-
t .... Rooms B & C. Re9stration deadline is 
May 26. Fee: $50. A bike weekend on MI. 
Desert Island is scheduled for June 26-28 at 
a cost 01 $165. For registration and more 
info on either event. call 780·4170. 
Blcyocle Club of c.sco Bay 
Join in for a one- to two-hour ride on 
Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean and 
marshes of Scarborough and Cape Eliza-
beth. Pizza and socializing afterwards. 
swimming optional on warm evenings. 
Meet at Pat's Pizza. Route 1. near Oak 
Hi •• Scarborough. Cyclers of all abiHties 
welcome. For fu[lher info. call 799- t 085. 
Joumey with M.ln. Audubon Soc 
The following tour offers highly skilled 
leaders. first-rate accommodations and a 
comfortable pace - for members & non-
members alike: Pacific Northwest. June 
19-30 (exploring the Olympic Coast. 
Butchart Gardens. Canadian VICtoria). For 
a detailed itinerary and ITKlre info, call 
78t·233O. 
L.m to Sail Program" 
is offered all summer long. providing "hands 
on" instruclion and teaching everything from 
tying knots to rigging sails to navigation. 
Enrollment limited to six people/course. 
Cos\: $27520-hourclass. For more info and 
registration. call 767 -9528. 
Main. Outdoor Advetitu .. Club 
brings together people who enjoy the 
outdoors. MOAC offers trips and events 
to people of all skil levels. beginner to 
e.pert. Upcoming: cfimbing and hiking in 
New York's Swawangunk Mts. May 22-
25 (829-3584): campout on Cheabeague 
Island. May 30-31 (637·2216) ; sea 
kayaking in Harpswell. May31 (774-8470); 
ITKlnthlymeeting. June3 at 7 pm; hiking in 
Baxter state Park. June 5-7 (772-9831). 
Ongoing: rock climbing at the quary every 
Tues evening at 5 pm; Mackworth Island 
walk. Thurs at 6:30 pm. For updated trip 
info. call the Outdoor Hotline at 774-
1118. Forclub & membership info (ITKlnthly 
meeting held at 1364 Washington Ave. 
Portland). call Carey at 772·9831. 
Outdoor Trip Un. 
For the latest bicycling. hiking and other 
outside activities info, sponsorad by 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club and Maine Out-
doors Adventure Club. call 774-1118. 
III .... Club 
Celebrate the club's l00th birthday on 
May 28 at sunrise atop Cadi lac Mt in 
Acadian National Park. Car pool from the 
Park's VlSttor Center at 4:25 am. Break-
fast at the Jordan Pond House. For fur-
ther info. call 761-5616. 
SUnd.y N.tu ... Serl. et Wolf.·a Neck 
Wooda stat. P.rt< 
These nature programs. free. no reserva-
tions needed. will take place throughout 
June. meeting at 2 pm each time by the 
benches in the second parking lot. Up-
coming : a welcome & introductory tour. 
May 24; "The Edge of the Sea." May 25; 
"Treetops to Tldepools," May 31; "Field 
Sketchbook." June 7. For ITKlre info. call 
865-4465. 
W.lk • W.tI.nd 
Each walk is guided by one or ITKlre pros 
and offers an informal opportunity to leam 
about and enjoy this state resource. Forth-
coming May24 &31 at 1 pm in theWellsI 




Th. Children'. Mu .... m of M.ln. 
invites kiddos to enjoy its Entertainment 
and Workshop Series: "Gravity Games." 
May21at 11 am; "Kites!." May 25at 10:30 
am; the Kennel Shop w~h animal friends. 
May 27 at 11 am; "No Two Alike." May28 
at 11 am. Free with museum admission. 
For additional info. call 797 -5483. 
Flow ... P1ctu ... 
is the activity scheduled for infants 3-5. 
May2t .26-28. 10:3Oam& 1 pm. Children 
R890urceCen1er. Thompson's Point. Bldg 
lA. Portfand. Cost: $1. For reservations 
(required!). call 773-3045. 
French SUm ...... C.mp 
Help to create in your child a positive 
attitude towards a foreign language and 
culture via the use of games meant to 
prolTKlte self-growth. creativity and JOY. 
Offered through the South Portland Rec-
reation Center. ~ starts In June; days and 
times to be announced . Cost: $4 class. 
Call 761-8330. for furth ... info. 
Continu.d on pAg.32 




3 months 899 
ALL PROGRAMS & FACILITIES INCLUDED 
Sign up between May 1 st - July 1 st 
70 Forest Aveunue 
874-1111 
HARBOR HOMEBRE\V 
& \VINE SUPPLY 
MARC FRITZ BEER SPHERE 
SPECIAL 
PARTY PUMP reg. $54.95 $44.95 
• ASK ABOUT INTRODUCTORY OFFERS 
FOR YOUR COMPANY • 
Beginning classes free with kit purchases, 
$5.00 otherwise. Call for dates. 
MENTION THIS AD FOR A FREE GIFT 
879-MALT (879-6258) 
47B INDIA STREET· PORTLAND 
style 
\Vhen you Ire just hanging 
out, slip into Birkenslock~ 
The pure comfort support s 
a nd crad les your feet. 
And when you reel 
this good. it shows. ... ""' .... 
...;.. . 
Your 1" A ~ 563 Forest Ave 
Blrkenstock wall.!aboul Portland. ME 
Store II.! ' 207-773~601 
--
32 Casco Bay Weekly 




T-F 11 :30 - 2:00 
till 4:00 in the lounge 
Enjoy patio dining too 
AMIGOS 
MEXICAN FOOD SINCE 1972 




"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide 
A sensible, direct and 
easy-to-read parenting guide. 
Designed to provide direction for 
parents, to furnish them with 
understanding of their child's 
behavior and to instill confidence. 
Issues and behaviors are 
common in childhood and 
adolescence. Tells parents what 
to do and what not to do. Indexed 
and alphabetized. Written by Carl 
Metzger, M.D., who has a private 
psychotherapy practice In 
Portland, and hosts "Healthline," 
a weekly radio talk show. Send 
$10.95 check or money order to: 
Good Parenting Guide 
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101 
"The One That Got Away" 
INSULATED TOTE BAG 
8prin8 Rose 
8pec1al ' 
12 QOS<A) for $15 
~pecially Wrapped, 10-14 inch ~ 
r or Dried Qoee.II< DInce !"Ole bloNoml 
between lnyer6 or oal1lleallcl dry for 
one ,,=k. mouoma DIlly then be 
mounted on wire aema for 
yeer round bouquet.& 
HARMON'S 
584 Congress Street 
Portland 
774-5946 
Fr .. parh"g at both local;",,, . 
Same Day 
Delivery! 
117 Brown Street 
Westbrook 
854-2518 
All cr4dit cards accepud 0" phone Ord4,... 
Cmrlin""d from p<lge 31 
FOR 
KIDS 
The Freeh Air Fund 
is an non-profit organization that sends 
thousands 01 undet'privileged children on 
free summer vacations to suburb8n and 
country host families. It is now seeking 
host lamilies for kids 6-12 years 01 age. A 
variety 01 programs and possibilKies ex-
ist. For man! Inlo write to The Fresh ""r 
Fund, 1 O4OAvenue of the Americas, New 
Y""', NY 10018. Or call (212) 22Hl9OO. 
.... rtequln • the Gift of M.n, Colo ... • 
is a story in dance and music lorchildren 
which, jointly with the classical ballet "The 
Dance 01 the Hours,· is scheduled lor 
May 31 at 1:30 pm at Catherine McAuley 
Performing Arts Center, Stevens Ave, 
Portland. Cost: $5 adults, $3 ch~dren. 
Call 766-2857 for additional info. 
Ku..-! Math Canter 
provides an after-school math program 
for children and high-schoolers. Free di-
agnostic test adrrinistered, with advance-
ment up to ability and interest. For further 
info call 879-0182. 
Poott.nd Public U .... ry 
TheChildran'sRoomscheduleollersPre-
school Story Timeon Mon & Wed at 1 0:30 
am; Finger Fun lor Babies on Wed at 9:30 
am; Tales lor Twos on Fri at 10:30 am; 
Movies for all ages on Sat at 10:30 am. 
Note the library is closed May 25. Located 
at 5 Monument Sq, Portland. Call 871-
1700 lor more details. 
Pootl.nd YMCA Todd ..... nd PrHc:hool 
prog ... m. 
have openings aVailable. For more informa-
tion, call Maryjane Johnson at 874·1111. 
Riverton Library 
oilers ToddlerTlme lor I-to 2-year o Ids , 
Including games, stories and songs, Wed 
at 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am; Preschool 
Storyhourlorages3to 5, Fri atl0:3Oam. 
The Hbrary's located at t 600 Forest Ave, 
Portland. For more info call 797-2915. 
Youth Ind_ Soccar Program 
at the Portland YMCA for children 6-11 
years 01 age. Registration is ongoing. For 
more inlo cal 874-1111 . 
SPORT 
....... 11 for M-. 30+ 
Portland's Senior Baseball League is now 
forming for the 1992 season. Cal 773-
0767 for more info. 
Golf Fit 
A new 3-month progra m by USM Lifeline 
combining weight training and cardio-
vascular exercises specifically aimed at 
strengthening "golfing" muscles. Forman! 
info and brochure, call 780-4170. 
M.lne Crick" Club 
is seeking experienced players and curi-
ous beginners forKs 1992 season. Games 
already scheduled. Call761·9678 lorman! 
info. 
PortI8nd Ree'. Adult Soccar 
Pick-up games every Friday ranging in 
skillevel from Intermediate to advanced 
every Friday from 6-8 pm at Reiche Com-
munity Center, 166 Brackett St, Portland. 
Cost: $2 residents, $3non-residents. Cal 
874-8873 lor more info. 
Poott.nd Ree'. Man'. 8-bell 
off_ pick-up gam. every Mon & Wed, 
from 5: 15-7 pm; and Sat from 2-4. Fee: $2 
residents, $3 non-residents. ReicheCom-
munity Center, 166 Brackett St, Portland. 
Portl.nd Rugby Clu" 
welcomes new and old players aUke to 
join them in experiencing this physical 
and last·peced game. "Old Boys" (over 
35 yeatS old) also welcome. Practice on 
Tues & Thursat5:3O pm in the Fox Street 
Field, Just 011 exit 7 011-295 in Portland. 
For more inlo call 839-3861. 
Roiling .... kayak Raacua Clinics 
sponsored by Saco River Outfitters, run 
Saturday nights at a cost 01 $40. Call 
Saco RiverOutfrtlers at 773-091 0 for inlo. 
"nlor Fltn_ for Man. Woman 55+ 
USM Lileline offers classes Mondays, 
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11 :15 
am at the USM Portland campus gym on 
Falmouth Street. Program consists of pr0-
gressive exercises. Ragistration is ongo-
ing. Call 780-4170 for more inlo. 
Soft ... 11 Mal'8thon 
Sponsored by Pine Tree Society's. ASA 
and "pick up" teems welcome on May 30 
& 31 at Payson Pari< & Doherty Field, 
respectively. Can 774-9280 for further 
details. 
U8M ut.lln. 
offers merrbership to the general public 
in its gym activities program. Squash, 
weight training facilKies, racquetball and 
baskelbal courts, etc. are available. Sev-
eral membership options. USM Campus 
Gym, 96 Falmouth St. For more inlo can 
780-4170. 
Woman'. Rugb, 
The Portland women's rugby team has 
begun practices for the spring season 
and welcomes new player.; of all abil~ies 
and fitness 1eYeIs. Mon & Wed lrom 7:30-
9 pm at Bax1er Boulevard field, Portland. 
Call 826-1213 for more. 
Vaar-Round Valksmarch 
A free and non-competitive walk open to 
all. Start the seven-mile tour 01 city and 
residential streets any day of the year 
from Ramada Inn, 1230 Congress St, 
Portland. For further details can 774·8306. 
ETC 
ACT UPIM.lne (AIDS Coalition To Un-
la .. h,"-" 
is a diverse group of activists committed to 
the use of nonviolent, direct action to end 
the AIDS crisis. Ourgoals include the estab· 
lishment t:A a Maine AIDS Resource Center 
and the seII-ernpowerment 01 People Uving 
wnh AIDS Community. Meetings are open 
to the public and held every Monday from 7· 
9 pm at 72 Pine St, Portland (Andrews 
Square Building). New members are always 
welcome. Wheelchair accessible. For more 
information, write to N:;T UPlMaine, P.O. 
Box 5267, Portland 04101 , tel. 774·5082 or 
87H)959. 
ACT UPlPortt.nd 
Are you angry that people are dying be· 
cause certain individuals in the lederal and 
local government are ignoring the fact that 
we are in a heaHh aisis - and thai because 
of their ignorance, prejudice and lear noth· 
ing seems to be gslling done? Joi n us. We 
are a progressive, grassroots organization 
of volunteers dedicated throug, non·vio· 
lent direct action to ending the AIDS crisis 
by dispelling ignorance through education. 
By enlightening people we can initiate 
change. Open meetings are Sundays at 7 
pm at the YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Port· 
land. Wheelchair accessible. For more info 
call 828-0566. 
Allianca F,.nc.i .. Brown "g Lunch. 
are held the fist Wed 01 every month, 
from noon-I pm, at Portland Public Li· 
brary, Room 316, 5 Monument Square, 
Portland. Topics 01 discussion vary but 
there's always a French connection! Call 
774-1474 lor man! info. 
Amarlc.n lnatltut. for F..,.lgn Study 
8c:hol.,..hlp Found.tlon 
isa non-profltorganizationwhicharranges 
1 o-month high schooVhome e.periences 
lor teens from Europe, Asia and Latin 
America . You select the person who most 
closely matches yo ... interests. Host farri-
lies areawarded up to $800 in scholarship 
funds for lamily members to use on AlFS 
study abroad. I! you would like to become 
a host family, call 871-0682. 
AnI .... 1 Sanctuary 
meets regularty on the second & fourth 
Tues 01 every month, at 7:30 pm at Clarl< 
Memorial Chun:h, 15 Pleasant Ave, Port· 
land. Call 883-03t4 lor more info. 
BrainStorm'. EduClltion.1 Cant., 
combines knowledgeable instructors with 
the latest soft· and hardware. Classes are 
ongoing a nd deal with introduction to 
Wordperfect or Lofus 1.2.3, intermediate 
Paradox and much man!. For brochures, 
tines, fees & discooots, can 874-0856. 
B .... n ... W~ 
conducted by Learning Center of 
H.O.M.E.: The first is "Bookkeeping lor 
Small Businesses" May 23, 9 am-3 pm. 
The second one deals with marl<eting and 
is scheduled for May 29, 12:30-4:30 pm. 
Both are geared towards Maine-related 
crafts, products or services and in sus-
taining a cottage industry business. Held 
at the center, Route I, Orland. The final 
workshop, a hands-<ln larmer's worf<-
shop locusing on lencing and portable 
shelters, takes place June 6, from lOam-
3 pm at Sunset Acres Fann, North 
Brooksvine. Forfurther inlo, call469-2026. 
Campe,.hlp Fund,.I • ., 
To benefit SurrrnerWinds camplorgir1s, 
Burger King will donate 20% 01 all sales 
from4-10pmat 1071 BrightonAve,across 
from Pine Tree Shopping Center, Port-
land. For further info, cal 428-3687. 
Caaco .. ya ... na 
hold general business meetings on the 
fourth Sun 01 the month, regular educa-
tion meetings on the second Wed of the 
month, and new memberorientation meet-
ings on the third Wed of the month - at 
72 Pine St, Portland. For more inlo call 
865-4351. 
C •• lno Night 
Free snacks, cash bar, prize lottery and 
more, May 30 from 7-10:30 pm at SI. 
Patrick's Church Hall, 1342 Congress St, 
Portland. Ti.: $20. Call 77 4-8392 for more 
info. 
Enriched Golden Age Cantar 
invites elder men & women to daily lun-
cheons. Donation is $2.50 and reserva-
tions are appreciated. An "Everybody's 
Birthday" celebration is scheduled torMay 
27; Scarborough High School Band will 
give a concert June 3. Transport avail-
able. For additional inlo, call 77 4-697 4. 
F .......... a.rdan.,. Sh .... H.rve.t 
MOFGA (Maine Organic Fanners & Gar-
deners Assoc) urges growers to plant an 
extra row 01 beans or to sow a separate 
field 01 squash. Surplus should be d0-
nated to local groups distributing food to 
the needy or shared immediately with a 
soup kitchen. For more info on this or on 
how to plan a garden forthe firsllime, call 
622-2176. 
F •• hlon Show Annu.1 Banaflt 
Dinner and lashionshowMay24, from 1-
4 pm at Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring 
St, Portland. sponsored by Holy T rinKy 
Greek Orthodo. Church's Philoptohos 
Society (women's group). Proceeds go to 
Philo.enia House. a non-<ienominational 
ouln!ach program providing a "home away 
from home"lor parents of children enter-
ing the hospital lor medical treatment. 
Admission: $17 .50. For more inlo, cali 
775-3301. 
F ... Styi. Dancing Group 
Join us in our great space every Wed at 7 
pm in the Elm Street United Methodist 
Church, Elm Street off Broadway, S.Port· 
land. For further inlo call 799-1902. 
F ..... om. Enargy In Movement 
A non-profit dance group meets Mon 
eves at 6 pm in the Elm Street United 
Methodist Church, 166 Elm St, S. Port-
land. Children are welcome. Donations. 
For flM1her info call 799-1902. 
Frid., Night Flah Fry 
Ajumpin' & groovin' ~tterbug dance party 
on the second Fri 01 every month, with 
dance instruction from 6-9 pm at The 
Casco Bay Movers Dance Studio, 151 St. 
John St, Portland. Admission: $4. For 
more inlo cal 774-2718. 
Gene.loglc.1 Society of M.lna 
meets the first Sat 01 every month at 1 pm, 
in the Cape E~zabeth Fire Station, Cape 
E~zabeth . Call 772·8t03 lor man! inlo. 
Globally Awe ... F.lr 
This spring lair leatures craft tables, new 
& used clothes for sale, games for kids 
and everything else found at a rummage 
sale. May 231rom 9 am-5 pm at the New 
Country School, Route 113, West Baldwin. 
For additional info, cal 935-3843. 
Jltt ..... ug • Swing CI ..... 
Four sessions 01 fun, aerobics and part-
ner·dancing. Begiming May 27 through 
June 17. Cost: $20 person . Formore info, 
call 774-2718. 
Llght.hlp Nantuckat M.rltlma Cou ..... 
The non-profK organization that owns the 
lightship is offering a course for mariners, 
Electronic Navigation & Communication 
on May 30 from 8 am-4 pm at the LNI 
ollice, 58 Fore St, Portland . Cost: $75 
members, $100 others. For detais call 
759-5761. 
M.lna Ballroom D.nca 
oHe", lo.trots, wanzes, ,tterbugs, rum-
bas and cha-cha classes. All run in si.-
week sessions. The studio also oilers 
Saturday night dance parties, which are 
open to the public. Fees: $5 parties, $30 
classes. Call 773-0002 for more info. 
M.ln. Org.nlc Farme,.. • Gardena ... 
Association seeks fanners to teach fann-
ing skills and methods and apprentices 
interested in a rural ilestyle and on·the-
job training . A typical apprenticeship runs 
from May to Sept: minlrrum is eight weeks . 
For program brochures and application 
forms, write to MOFGA, Bo. 2176, Au-
gusta, ME 04338. 
M.lna Sh_ Faatl ... 1 
Open to the general public and spon-
sored by the Maine Shop Breeders Asso-
ciation. Call 1-800-287-1471 for addi-
tional inlo. 
Tha M.lna St.ta Houalng Authority 
can be t:A assistance to low·income people 
in search 01 allordable housing and rightful 
subsidies. The toll·lree hoIline is 1.8QO-
452-4668 (~ deal, call 1-800-452-4803). 
M .... ge .nd Th .... p, 
Therapist Eliot CherTy will give a talk in 
conjunction wnh Raffles' displayolbooks 
on massage therapy and bodyworf<, May 
21,26-28, from 11 :30 am-l:3O pm, at 
Raffles Cafe 8ookstora, 555 Congress 
St, Portland. CaR 772-2442 lor mora inlo. 
N.mea Project/AIDS MaI'l'lMaI Quilt 
holds a panel-making worIIshop the first 
and third Sun of each month . For more 
inlo call 774-2 t 98. 
Th. 111112 SERVEIMaln. Volunta.r 
DIrectory 
lisls volunt_ opportunKies throughout 
Maine wnh state and lederal natural re-
source agencies. OpportunKies include 
"adopting" hiking trails and streams, work-
ing on water quality issues, coordinating 
natural resource volunteers, conducting 
environmental compliance surveys and 
worl<ing as conservation educato".. 
Projects require volunteers wKh skills and 
abilities ranging from enthusiasm and 
interest in nature to highly trained proles· 
sionals. For more information, or to obtain 
a copy 01 the directory, calor write to 
Libbey Seigars, SERVElMaine, Maine 
Dep1 01 Conservation, Station '22, Au· 
gusta, ME 04333. For more inlormation, 
call 287·4945. 
P- C.mpalgn Annu.1 Meeting 
Dr Wiliam Sloane Collin is the guest 
speaker, lollowed by an auction, lunch 
and a worf<shop w~h Joel Davis. May 23 
atU.C.C. Congregational Church on Con-
gress Avenue, Bath. Cost: $t4 day, $10 
lunchlworl<shop or speakerllunch. Ca. 
772-0680 lor man! info. 
Portland Folk Club Mualc .... p. 
continue on the first & third Tues 01 every 
month, at 7:30 pm. in an inlormal setting 
where a song, tuneorstorymaybeshared. 
SwedenborgianChurch,302 StevensAve. 
Portland. For more details call 773·9549. 
Public 8c:hooI V.rd Sala 
There will be aU kinds 01 stuH gathered 
from Portland schools at this sale May 23 
& 24, from 9 am-4 pm, at the E.position 
Bldg, 239 Pari< Ave. Portland . Call 874-
8203 for more info. 
Ram laland D.nca 
Movement workshop e.plores the pro-
cess of making dances, either at the adult 
or the intermediate level, on May 23 from 
noon-2 pm at 25A Forest Ave, Portland. 
Call 773-2562. 
Retired "nlor Volunteer prog,.m 
is looking lor a teacher's aide to help wnh 
speech- impaired children. watersamplers 
and lab WOrl<9IS to help test Greater Port-
land area rivers, and Portland Observa-
tory guides . Training will be provided. For 
more info, call 775-6503. 
Rock-Off Rellaf Party 
AHer the competition is over (see Con-
certs 5124), a party follows with this year's 
winner plus Aerial Suite, lillie Fish and 
man!, May24 at6 pmatThe Wherehouse, 
29 Forest Ave, Portland. Ti.: $4, $5 (half-
price with aHemoonticket). Formoreinfo, 
cali 874-9002. 
Sillcona Impl.nt. CI_ring Hou .. 
I! you are in need 01 inlo on implants and 
potential hazards, call (606) 331-0058. 
Social Sanlora 
is the Jewish Community Center senior 
aduH program (non· sectarian!) encom-
passing wide-ranging activities, contem-
porary classes and events forwomen and 
men 55+. Scheduled programs on Wed 
begin with a noon-time lunch. On May 27 
meteoroiogistZach Berf<owitz is thegues1 
at 57 Ashmont St, Portland. Cost: $3. 
RSVP by May 26. For more info on this or 
aerobics, study groups or luncheons, call 
772-1959. 
TarotCI .... 
Asi.·weekcoursecovering card symbol· 
ism as well as elemental and astrological 
correlations begins May 26, from 1 0 am-
noon. Cost: $75. A workshop focusing on 
lhe upcoming sum~ solstice is sched-
uled lor May 30, lrom 10 am-12:30 pm. 
Fee: $25. For registration and more info 
on either class, call 799-8648. 
T ... vel to Arch.ngel In Ruul. 
A Yankee delegation will visK Portland's 
sister city for a week starting June 21. 
Very reasonably priced program. For more 
info call 775-1515. 
Und., tha Bun: PI.ntlng the Seed. 
A spring lecture series sponsored by liv-
ing Earth Promolions. Upcoming: "The 
Fruits 01 your Labo".: Natural Concoc-
tions," on flower remedies, May 26. Both 
lectures start at 7 pm and are held in First 
Parish Church, Congress & Temple 
streets, Portland. Admission: $4. Forlur· 
ther info, call 787·3161 . 
Volunteer Cant., 
needs a li .... in manager, Family Crisis 
Center worl<ers, companions for the In-
dependence Association Group Home, 
ma",hals and "technical people" for 
Intown Portland's 1992 Old Port Festival, 
boat builders and carpenter.; , a clothing 
volunteer to sort out infant and maternity 
clothes , and someone to assist teache", 
inthecareofchildren. Drivers. a weekend 
bingo caner, a coffee club volunteer, cleri-
cal help and a typistlhost arealso needed. 
Someone to help supply malemity and 
baby clothing to women experiencing 
untimely pregnancies is wanted, and vol· 
unteers for the Children's Museum are 
needed as well. Can 874-1000 lor info. 
W.tbrookMarchlng Band Fund,."", 
This band hes been selected to represent 
Maine in the 1993 Tournament of Roses 
in CA. Upcoming: Car Wash, 9 am-3 pm, 
at Linda's Flower Gallery, Route 302, N. 
Windham; Papa Gino's donations May 
24, noon-5 pm, Mallside Plaza, S. Port-
land; Memorial Day Breakfast, May 25, 7-
9 am at Wes1brook-Warren Memorial 
Church, 810 Main st, Westbrook; Spa-
ghetti Supper, May 27,5:30-7 pm at Jor-
dan-Smail School, route 85, Raymond. 
For further Inlo, cal 655-4684 . • 
Brunch so tasty you'll 
to lick your plate. 
erving SUffdays 9-3 
_Tony'S Comedbeef Hash ·OmIette.s • Eggs Benedict 
-Fruit Filled Crepes .Salmon & Eggs oCheese Blintzes 
olisa's Baked Be2ns -Greek Soul Food .Almond Crusted 
oServing Bloodies & Ceasats AND MIlJ1W~Al'S 
: The Good Table Restaurant : 
• Rt. ~~ ( apl' lliz.lh"'lh -~~.( .oon \]on rhlJl'~: l for ~l).9S • 
• • • • • • • •• •••••••••••••••••••• 




is ready for you ... 
with SUMMER T's 
awesome selction of 
tie dyes, batiks & screen prints 
Beads, Bajas & Baby Clothes too. 
Get psyched for Mexicali Blues Cruise 
with The BONEHEADS: June 6th. 
••• ·W 
1 
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FREE ENTREE 
before or after a movie at the Nick or whenever you want a good meal 
& a good deal. Buy any entree from Spm til close, any night of 
the week & get an equal or lesser fare entree for FREE! ; 
WITHTH;:~~:~mm?\. ('J WOLFIE'f:.l 
£VfR'I \\181 ~ 7 ~ Restaurant & Dar 
193 Middle st, Old Port - 773-3501 
WESTERLY WINDS 
771 Cumberland St. (River Rd.) Westbrook 
"The Family Fun Center" 
1854-94631 
Open 9-9, Ellery Day. 
Great Country Setting 
with a. cool westerly breeze. 
... Par 3, Pilch & Putt Golf Course, 
newly Remodeled Greens 
... Miniature Golf, 
new Course Opening Soon 
... BasebaUlSoftbaU Batting Cages, , 
state of the Art System -
"We pitch strikes" 
... Golf Driving Range, 
all New Golf Balls 
... Ice Cream! " 
A straight shot !rom Brighton Ave., Portland (make no turns.) 
5 minutes from Maine Turnpike Exit 8. 
.,.. 
.,' ..• -' . . , ." .. ,. . , 
, . 
-, , - • p. 
. ' .. '.' ,,:', 
CONTESTS I a ENTERTAINMENT! FUN I • 
Saturday, May 30th, 12:00-4:30 p.m, at Back Cove, Baxter Boulevard, Portland 
(Rain date: Sunday May 31st, same time) across from Shop 'n Save 
PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES! 
Over 30 great prizes for top fundraisers! 
A $200 travel 
certificatel 
A Cake shaped 
like a petl 
Raise $25 or 
more and get a 
free t-shirtl 
A hand drawn pet 
portrait! 






REGISTRATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL SHOP 'N SAVE STORES 
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• SLEEPING BAGS ,.._~~, 
• DUFFLE BAGS ~';: 
• FOOT LOCKERS 
Save more at ... 
THE SURPLUS S 
28 Monument Square, Portland· Hours: 9 - 5:30 





Golden Fried Chicken 
Barbeque Spareribs 
Chicken on the Charcoal Grill 
open at 5:00 
Come in by 5:30 to get 'em hot! 
also assorted vegetables, biscuits and desserts 
SUMMER TIME-
PERM TIME 
Firm, long lasting curls. 
Healthy, conditioned hair. 
Natural feel you'll love to touch. 
Summertime - the perfect 
Matrix Essentials Perm Time. 




Call for take out 
773-8964 
14 VIlBANDA ST. 
PORTLAND 
IHAIR-EXCHANGE: . 
.. . and Jacial salon 
8 EXCHANGE ST 8:30 - 7:00 M-F 
PORTLAND, ME 775-2555 8:30 - 5:00 SAT 
OPEN SUNDAYS 10 - 4 
personals 
are now 
FREE FOR ALLI 
Use the new coupon on the 
preceding page and receive 
the first 25 words FREEl 
25 WORDS FREEl 
As always, when you place 
your CBW personal ad, you 
get to record your voice 
greeting AND pick up your 
messages FREE. Imagine 
having your very own 
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I fJ'ripp S I '{'iB Quality Bicycle Sales I WE ARE CLOSING OUR STORE I 
I' FAMILY EYEWEAR I ~~~" and Service since 1981 I 10 More days I 
I I -!' ij . 150/0 off I of enormous savings I 
I~~ It I( I I 
II Complete Pair o/Gwsses II 0 ANY REPAIR: ~lotkensniel: 
• s;IIgll ';Sioll pillstic lI11ses WITH THIS COUPON r 
I . framesfrotll I expo 6/15/92 I German Lace I 
I Gold Tag COUeC/iQII I 59 Federal Street I and Gifts I 
expires 6I19ill2. High power may baBXIra. I Portland, ME 04101 Monday·Frlday 10-5:30 I I 
I (207) n4-2933 Saturday 10-5:00 
I 600 Congress St., !'tId· 772·8368 I BEHIND LEVINSKY'S. PLENTY OF FREE PARKING I 56 Front Street, Bath 442-8900, M·Sat 10-5 I 
I~~S~~V~LE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1 __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1= ",", ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
I KNITIING' SPINNING' WEAVING' SUPPLIES • INSTRUCTION I tBavarian I~..... ; 'ij'\"f ~ Famous 
I -CALL FOR ClASS OATES- I I :-'''> 1 1~~~ OLD FASHIONED ~~~e 
120% OFF ~@et ~ I struae{ : ~t ICE CREAM Yogurt Too! Own" 
I 51JD1o wool, 51JD1o cotton . I Harrisville Trillium II 99¢ SPECIAL I TAKE HOME 
I coned yarn (full cones only) _~ 7A I . I a PINT or QUART of your Favorite Flavor 
I Good through May 3D, 1992. ~ ,/} I.-Z I C ~ with thiS coupon I Handpacked Ice Cream 
I ' WU I 25 Pearl SI. Portland I 50¢ off with Coupon, expo 5/28/92 
~
\ . ' I next to TGI Fridays Strudel & sm. coffee ~or ~ I Ii (NT W<1Tad winning fl<1wr "Choco.Main<-ia" 
I.. • \l ClOsing at Noon on 5123. I 772-7511 Bagel & cream cheese & sm. coffee -or~ I '91 & '92"?Vinn<r-Chocolau LO<Ier ', F~", "8 ... Chocola .. D"'er' ....... d· L -...: ~ ___ 74 U~RT1.~carborough.Tues.Sa~O'O.883.295..!.. Lexpir.=:June4, 1992 _____ Muffin ~g~offe~ _ _ _ 1.9i.Fore.l>~ OI'!..!'ort.:..81.8:l~ )00000 
I I 
I I 
I Confused with how to get around In today's I 
I financial world? Consult the Registered I 
I Investment Advisors at I 
I FIDELITY UNION FINANCIAL SERVICES I 
I can 828-1 ~OO to schedule a free, convenient. no I 
1_. obligation, In office appointment. I 
I '~tKieUiy Union Ute ~ 828-1500 I 
11 ____ ...... 
L __________________ _ 
~ FREE Ii;- SPRING 
SAIGON SANDWICH ROLLS 
AUTHENTIC VIETNAMESE CUISINE 
with every entree, with coupon 
945 1/2A Congress St .• Portland ME • 772-6419 
Sun. 12PM-9PM • Mon. Closed. Tues.·Sot. llAM·l0Pm 
DAVE'S AUTO CARE 
552 Commercial St., Portland, Maine 
1. Pickup and Delivery 
2. Wash, Buff and Wax ExUlrior 
3. Shampoo Carpets 
4. Clean DashbOard, 0001$, Door Jams and Wlooows 
5. Clean and Condition Vinyl top and llrls 
6. Recondition Engine and Trunk Arias 
774-4364 For Appointment Anytime 
---------------------------------------
May 21 , 1992 
body & soul 
AFTER MACHISMO. WHAT? Openings 
in therapist·led men's groups, Tues. & 
Weds. evenings. 7:00·9:00. Issues ad· 
dressed include trust, commnment, in· 
timacy, OveIWOr1<& lackofplay. & friend· 
ship. Rick Lynch, 874-0681. 
CHANNELING can be fascinating, em-
powering and healing. Especially effec· 
tive for finishing that unfinished busi· 
ness with departed loved ones. Call Joan 
at 84&-1318. 
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL 
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774·1183. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE· Karen 
Austen. MA. l.M.T .. Licensed Mas· 
sage Therapist Alleviate chronic back· 
aches, headaches, neck and shoulder 
stiffness, sciatica, stress. improve nex· 
ibility, muscle tone, circulation, athletic 
performance. By appointment. 865· 
0672. 
FOOT MASSAGE AND REFLEXOLOGY· 
Enjoy a relaxing, preventive and afford· 
able treatment. Call Elke Rosenbet'g, 
M.Ed., 774~889 in Portland. 
HEAL ING FAC ILiTATOR· Special izing in 
chronic and serious illness. Find out 
what's wrong and how to correct it To 
recieve information call 799-14 I I , leave 
name and address. 
NOONDAY SUN CENTER FOR RADIANT 
WELLNESS· Polarity therapy. cranial· 
sacral, transformational bodywor1<; also 
well ness education classes· yoga, nu· 
trition, breathwork, self·healing· Call 
207·839-LlFE! 
PSYCHIC· ASTROLOGICAL READ· 
INGS!! Predictions, ESP, ·Crystal·Clear· 
views into you r zodiac sig n· and news of 
economic situation, job chang&-move. 
family, marriage, yourtuture! 883·3223. 
SPIRAL ARTS, INC.' A Center of 
Transformation th rough Spi ritual ity, Art, 
and Learning· First Annual Meeting, 
Tuesday. May 26, 1992. 6:30pm, at the 
ArtStudioof Priscilla Dr8'fman. I 7 Chest· 
nut St. Portland (behind City Hall). The 
public Is welcome. 
SPIRITUAL DISCOVERY GROUP for 
those newly awakened to exploring spi rio 
tuality. Meditation, inner journaling, spi rit 
nature walks and creative expression 
will be among the spiritual practices 
introduced. Small, safe group facilitated 
by experienced professional. Portland. 
FMI call Debra 774·9715. 
The art of being yourself. Mark Nakell· 
Psychotherapist, 773-4413. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODY· 
WORK: Celebrate spring' revitalize and 
strengthen your body, mind, and spirit 
with healing touch. Andrea E. Price, 
Licensed Massage Therapist 871-0121. 
categories 
CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A caw CLASSIFIED AD 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired, 
aching, stiff muscles while iJl1)roYing 
circulation and soothing tension. Slid· 
ing scale. Call Pam Richards, A.B. M.P. 
Certified. 775-%36. 
TRANSCENDENTAl. MEDITATION· TM, 
the most scientifically researched. ef· 
fective technique to remove stress and 
to unfold full potential. Classes can be 
offered in your home. Call Don at 865· 
3467 for more information. 
WOMAN·CENTERED HEALTH CARE· 
WOMEN'S CHO ICE· affordable and con· 
fidential annual exams, birth control, 
pregnancy lesting, options counseling, 
STD screening & treatment Respecting 
and protecting your most private deci· 
sions.874·1099. 
,wOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY GROUP to 
explore woman as nurturer, creator, 
goddess. mother/daughtet'Aovet', healet'. 
Tap into the waters longing to be re-
leased through creativeaxpression, rrtual 
and awakened woman spirit. Small, safe 
group facilitated by experienced profes· 




SHIATSUC@ ....... __ .-' 
ACUPRfSSURf 
Gm.te. retAXing, hellt;ng. 
An txperimct tif aup bll/4nct 
""'" ACUPUNCTURE 
W1THOllT NEEDLES 
Ann FOlfu Tabbun, AOITA 
799·9258 
Usa Bussey. M.A., C.E.D.T. 
Individual & Group Therapy 
for Women Focusing on 
• Food 
• Body Image 
• Sexuality 
232 St.John St. 77S· 7927 
rates 
~ 
INNER CHILD TIlERAPY GROUP 
Unlock the experience of your past - Heal yourself by 
releasing stored memory through the touch. movement, 
dialogue, imagination and humor of 
RUBENFElD SYNERGY 
8-week group (orming early June, S20/ session 
871.8163 in Portland 
363.8939 in York CAROL V.JENKINS, M.A., c.R.S. 
roommates 
4 PROGRESSIVE·MINDED friends look· 
i ng for a filth to share 2'story apt • large, 
sunny rooms with hardwood lloors, 
centrally located. $1501mo .• utils. Call 
Scon or Anthony 871·9015. 
.,////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////f. ____ :.....-____ _ 
ADVANCED QECOVEQY QETQEAT ANYONE INTERESTED IN LIVING in new 
Kennebunk home? On·site laundry, 5 
A Safe & Special Weekend of Deep Healing 
& Nurturing for Women & Men ... Enhanced 
by a Stunning Coastal Setting & Whole Foods 
min. 10 turnpike & Sanford, 7 min. to K· 
port. $90/mo. plus utils. Paul 284·9377. 
Leave message. 
ARTIST LOOKING TO SHARE sunny 
For those who have already given themselves the gift Cumbe~andAve.apt.Preferquiet,c l ean, 
of residential treatment for family-of,orlgln Issues responSible, N/S, chem·free person. 
and feel ready for a renewal Skylights. hardwood floor in own large 
BA. Share kitchen & bath. $25O/mo. 
Friday, June 5 - Sunday, June 7 includes utils. Call Cha~es. 775-6301. 
UDID! KAYLOR BURWELL, MW> • WILL THOMWON, ~W BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME needs a 
trained at Caron FOWIdation & with Pia fofe/Jody females touch. If you enjoy water & 
._~ ON.:> .:> woods, come live in the heart of Sebago 
For lIllonnation & registration. call 0'flJ-U700 Lake region. S2oo/mo. includes every· 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// thing. 655·5246. 
l WOM~'~ ThEQAPY GQOUP LEAD BY JUDI'm K. 5UQWELL J C- A-'P:"E -EL- IZA- BE-T-H.- s-u-nn-y,-b-ea-u-tif-UI Tuesdays. 3-5 pm. Starttng late May. Call 846·6700 house nextto beach, MIF, N/S, largeBR, 
..,//////////////////////////////////////.///////////////////////////////. many X-TRAS, no pets. $333/mo. Prime 
~onstone CfIep&s 
Culinary & Medicinal 
Plants· Workshops 
797·3320 
, KIM MATHEWS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
• Sexual HarraeemenVAbu ... 
• Divorce. Custody, Support 
• Wills. Probate 
• Environmental Law 
location. must see. Avail 7/1. 79!HI 17. 
FEMALE NlS TO SHARE LARGE quiet 
sunny 3 BR apt Ocean views, off Boule-
vard, sun porch and storage. $2251mo 
+113 utils. 774·3014. 
GORHAM· NlS, educator seeks MIF 
10 Hardy Rd. Falmouth 
Open Sat. & Sun. 9·3 
';=:=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~= ~ house mate. Large cape, 5 acres, big 
FOOD ADDICTION 
CONSULTANTS 
• Individual & Group 
Counseling 
DruMyers, 
£SAG, NCACl!, NCADC 










ARE ON THE 
MOVE 
Expressive Therapy Center 
..... .,.,.~_ Sbapl"g Our Stories· 
. ~ Movt"g Our Lives 
a two-day Authentic Moooment intensive 
we will gather to journey, 10 sbare ... 
10 celebrate the community we create. 
Two intensives are planned this summer. June 6 & 7 
and tben again August 15 & 16, 9:30 am to 4:00 pm eacb day. 
your ad: 
rooms. 3 baths. wor1<shop, darkroom, 
computers, barn for projects! storage. 
S751wk. total. 839-3653. 
HOUSEMATE· MIF, USM AREA, WID, 
garage, sunporches, private bath. $2751 
mo. + 112 utils. (about $350). Call days, 
7n~903 or nights and leave message. 
HOUSESHARE· Single parent with ac· 
tive 5 y .0. seeksanother single parent or 
person to share house. Baxter Blvd., 
USM area. S3501mo. plus utils, garden, 
4 BA. fireplace. 775·4938. 
M'FTDSHARE large4 BR house in Cape 
Elizabeth. Master BR with private bath 
available. $235/mo. +1/4 utils. 799-
9576. 
OLDORCHARDISACO·MIF,NlStoshare 
clean, beautiful 2nd floor furnished 
condo near beach with quie~ profes· 
sional. straight male, age27. $295/mo., 
283~420. 
PROFESSIONAL F seeks F to share fa bu· 
lous in·town apt. May·September. Spa· 
cious BR, private bath, kitchen 
priviledges, WID. $2901mo. 774·9715. 
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, NIS FEMALE 
roommate wanted to share cart house 
in Deering area, Portland. Quie~ safe 
neighborhood. Large private yard and 
parking. Mustvalue privacy and becom· 
mined to keeping house clean + com· 
fortable. Spacious. sunny living room 
withfireplace, brightworking kitchen wi 
dishwasher. Avail. June I st.$300Jmo. + 
ums. Call 775-0205, leave message. 
Security deposit and refs. 
RESPONSIBLE. PROFESSIONAL N/S 
WOMAN to share charmi ng, spacious, 
West End Victorian. Sunlight, yard, fire-
place,laundry. Furnished. $3201mo. in· 
cludes all but phone. References, secu· 
rity deposit. 772·1831. 
ROOM FOR RENT· Female NlS wanted 
in Portland home with ocean views, 
parking, all utils., minutes from Blvd. & 
USM. S65/wk., references. 774·2288. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE apt. 
with professional GM. Smoking envi· 
ronment. Requisites· discreet (when 
required), easygoing, neat, responsible, 
and financially able. Gender or prefer· 
ences not an issue. Near Eastern Prom, 
$242.50 + elec . 761-4091. eves. 
ROOMMATE WANTED, MIF, share two 
BR apt. Hardwood lloor, non·smoker. 
WID. fireplacel wood stove. no pets. 
Newly renovated, $325/mo. HeaV elec· 
tric included. Walkto MMc/ USM. 874· 
2448. 
SOUTH PORTLAND· CAPE ELIZABETH 
line- Responsible female: spacious, 
sunny, WID.par1<ing. heatincluded. near 
bus line. Smoker O.K., Sec. dep. $200/ 
mo. + 1/3 utils. 767·5817. 
WEST END· Beautiful, unique 3 story 
Victorian townhouse. Seeking thought· 
ful, progressive NIS MlF housemate. 
Large, sunnyBA. hardwood floors, par1<. 
ing. $315/mo. + 112 utils. AvailableJune 
1 st Check it out. it's worth it! 879-1553. 
WESTBROOK· NlS FEMALE seeks same 
to share large 2 BR mobile home. $2801 
mo. heat included. Call 854·1064. 
WESTERN PROM- Female to share 
pleasant sunny 2 BR apt., hardwood 
floors, garden, parking, S285/mo. 
heated. Call Lindsay 774·8734. 
apts/rent 
54 STATE ST.' large I and 2 BRs avail· 
able immediately. Nicely decorated, all 
utils. included. $475to$5251mo.Lease, 
deposit Call 761-0557 or 772·7977. 
ARTI CRAFT STUDIO SPACE available 
to share. Reasonable rent, convenient, 
spacious. Call Nancy at 797·3468. 
Obody&lOul o $112 .tuff lor .... 25 words ... $7 per week 
Oroommat .. o gllrllgefy.rd ..... additional words ... 20¢ each Classified Ot1ice O~nlnt D efts & cr.'" 
o housnlnlnt D gIIrd.n. THE SURE SELU 
D olftc.slrent Dwanted wm be open o~ o atudto./nlnt Dcomputera Now place your classified ad in 
O .... on.Vnlnt Dmuslc Casco Bay Weekly and The Memoria' Day. 
Oraal .. tat. Dwh .. l. Penny$aver for just $2 more! Deadline 6pm. 
Oeuctlon. D theater arts 
115-6601 o child CSnl DIMming Phone It In: 775-6601 (visa/mc) 
o help wanted D publication. FAX it in: 775-1615 (visa/mc) 
o job. wanted Danlmals WalkIMaillt In: Casco Bay Weekly 
o buslne .. services D to.t & Iound (!ree) 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 o buslne .. opportunltl .. o legal notlen 
Attn: Classified D dating services o bulletin board 
D atuff lor •• Ie DrIde board Phone II' Number of words: 
fine print Name: Number of weeks: 
deadlines 25 words or less $7 per week AddreSS: Oanlled ads rruot be paid ror In "",,",ce with cash. peroonaI + add. wOlds 0 20¢ ea.: $ 
dledc., mOll9J Old"'. Visa or Mastert3d. Lost & fol.nd Itans 
Hstod teo. O<ml!ed ads are ...,.""..,dabIe. 0dW shal not be PENNY$AVER $2 per week -LIne ads: Monday at 6PM _ rot V6f1 ~coI erron. omissions. ot cI1a-lgos n the ad 
wtk:h do not lIIfect the value or coot ... or substlWltilily cnange Dvlsa D mc# • add. words 0 20¢ each: $ Display ads: Friday at 5PM the n-*'g 01 the ad. CnIdit wII be 'ssued whm "able error has 
Call 775-6601 for display rates. 
been determined wktin ore week 01 p.Jt:licatIon. T_ sheets 
expo date Total: $ _e for S21COI¥. 
~' 
,-, 
36 Casco Bay Weekly 
apts/rent 
BAXTER BOULEVARD AREA- Sunny, 3 
BR apt, livingroom, diningroom, large 
fully applianced k~chen, hardwood floors 
throughtout, WID, garage, storage. A 
must see. S710/mo. 772-6655. 
DEERING OAKS PARK. Heated 1 and 2 
bedroo m apartments. Hardwood floors. 
Sunny and cheerful. Clean and secure 
building. Newly renoyated. $390 and 
$4!KYmo. 773-7002. 
EAST END 5 SUNNY UNFURNISHED 
ROOMS, 3 bedrooms, eat-in kitchen, 
pantry, spar\(ling hardwood floors, deck 
ocean viaw, laundry, fenced yard, 3rd 
floor. $55(Ymo. heated. 892-5345. 
FOR RENT- ENTIRE 2nd FLOOR in 
Falmouth farmhouse. $62!>'mo. includes 
all utilities. Call 797-4396. 
seasonal/rent. 
CHANDLER'S WHARF- 46' SLIP FOR 
RENT, security, full facilities, great har-




5 acres, nicely wooded, private, close to 
beaches! ferry, paved roal, electricity, 
surveyed, tested & approved. By owner, 
$39,900. (207)637-2216. 
CLIFF ISLAND- YEAR-ROUND HOME, 
shorefront deepwater anchorage, 3 BR, 
1112 baths, custom kitchen, new appli-
ances. Separate heated workshop. 
$235,000.766-2917 or 766-2738. 
HORSE PROPIERTY -Scarborough. 5 flat 
acres, barn, paldocks, riding ring, 3 BR 
Ranch w/attached 2 car garage. 
$110,000. 822-0048, leave message. 
RESPOND TOA PERSOIIAlAD BY CAlUN6 
900-370·2041 
CALLS COST SHU MlNUTf. MUST Be 1. 
OR MR. TOUOI-TOII£ PHONES ONLY. 
CASCO BAY WEEKlY (207) n5-8801 
SCARBOROUGH, HARMON FARMS-
Fantastic fanily neighborhood, close to 
beaches. 3 BRs, 2-112 baths. Nice pri-
vate yard. By owner. $194,500. 883-
1407. 
STANDISH- $89,700 will get you this 
wel~cared for home on 3+- p rivateacres 
near Bonney Eagle High School and 
convenient to Portland. Don't hesitate. 
Carol Mosley, Coldwell Banker Beecher, 
775-6055I83H775. 
WEST END TOWNHOUSE BY OWNER-
J. Calvin Stevens uniquely designed. 7 
BR, 2 baths. Ideal for owner-«cupied 
business (R.fJ). Some owner-financing 
negotiable. No brokers please! 775-
5022. 
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUfIVE 
The- Penny/aver has an opportunity for an energetic, 
self-motivated account executive to join in our growing 
success, 
If you possess a strong advertising sales background 
and can serve our valued customers on a consultant 
level, we would like to hear from you . 
Please send your resume, in confidence to: 
~PENNY$AVER 
• A Division of Maine Publishing 
P,O. Box 1048 
Scarborough, ME 
04070-1048 
Attn: Bill Murphy 
The PennySaver is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
Jobs wanted business serVices 
EAGER SAILOR (without boat) diligently WALLPAPERING: Twenty years experi-
will help scrape, scrub, etc., yo ur vessel ence, neat and precise wor\( (fussy). 
(sail only) in exchange for sailing time Manyhappycustomers, great rates, free 
on same. Anne, 773-5318. estimates. Scheduling now for sum-
ELDERLY HOME CARE AND COMPAN-
mer. Call John at 774.0426. 
ION- 37 y.o. woman, warm, cOrT1las- YARD WORK- Pruning,lawn work, rak-
sionate, enjoys company of seniOrs. lng, fertilizing, mowing, and will take 
Experience and references. Reasonable away. Low price, free estimates. Call 
rates. Call 761-0242 afternoons and George, Rob, 775-5899. 
business services 
EXTRAORDINARY POR1l\AITS 




CHEDIT HEPAlH :\ET\\()l{K 
1 COllllll('l"l'ial St. 
772 SO 10 
PARK ST.- Efficiency, 1 and 2 BR units 
available. Rent includes heat, hot water 
and electricity! Rents $320 - $690/mo. 
Parking available ($3<Vmo.). Laundry 
facilities, full-time site managementand 
maintenance. For showing call 774-
7175. 
PORTLAND, WEST END - 1 bedroom, 
sunny, modern, clean, off-street park-
ing, lots of storage, deck, yard/garden ' 
space. $4OO1mo. plus utilities. Available 
immediately. 666-11457. 
LONG ISLAND- BY OWNER, 2 BR year 
round home. Well insulated, artesian 
Well, new bath with water filter system, 
MonHor heat. Short walk to ferry, store, 
School and beaches. Needs some work. 
$60,000. Call 766-5598 9am-9pm. 
1 Recycle this paper 
I· ;:SlneSSSerVICeS Executive Chef - Tony 
Pastry Chef - Anna 
~~~~~-------------------. 
PORTLANO- PARK AVE., COZY studio. 
Pinefloors, par1<ing,largeyard, attatched 
sundeck, near Maine MedlUSM. Look-
ing for quiet single. S3601mo. includes 
all. 767-2844,780-4642. 
STATE ST. EXCELLENT2 BEDROOM bi-
level apt. Available June 1st; skylights, 
spiral staircase, dishwasher, sun deck 
and more. $675 includes heat. Security, 
references. No pets. 799-0090. 
WEST END- ATIRACTIVE, clean, quiet 
ROOM in chem-freetownhouse. Shared 
REDUCED BY OWNER- NORTH 
DEERING- Oceanwoociscondominium, 
was $115,000, now $81,900 for a quick 
sale. A-l condition, LR with ~ replace, 1-
112 tile baths, 2 BAs, DR with deck to 
wooded lot. Oil heat, basement, low 
fees, many extras. 772-9544. 
$141 
a month 
(1993) Fleetwood 70' 
3 Br, 180 months 
$1,499 down or $14,995 
APR 9.5% 
QUALI1Y 




fan, To see it is to 
love it, or 52' Obi 
wide for $29,995, 
Yes! 3 Br, 2 Bath, 
baths, kitchen and living area. $3101 LUV 
mo., all util ities included. Sec. dep. & 
nN¥b LUV 
'<\lf HOMES references. 775-5022/326-8810. HOMES 
WEST SIDE- FURNISHED or SEM~FUR-
NISHED; 2 BR, livingroom, kitchen, full Rt 26, Oxford; ME • Rt 26, Oxford, ME 
bath; privale oourtyard. Spacious. $4S(Y 207 -539-4759 207 -539-4759 
mo. includes heat. No pets. Call 799-0090. ~Dai=ly=' =1-=7,=s=un=1::1::-5=,C::Iosed=::T::U::es::::::!....!::D=a::ily=1='-=7='S=u=n=,t=-5=, =C\osed==TU=",,=, 
ONE MONTIl'S FREE REN11 
Ponland on the Peninsula 
1, 2 & 3 Bedrooms 
Heated 
$315 to $600 
CHECK US O UT! 
772-1232 
AFFO RD ABLE LU XUR Y I 




• pool & clubhouse 
• security buil!!ing 
• on-site maintenance 
Comer Riverside & Forest Ave. 
878-2257 
M-F 8am-7pm, Sat-Sun lOam -l p m 
Managed by Gamage Enler. 
houses/rent 
BAR HARBOR, ME. AREA-Weekly sum-
mer rental. 470 ft. shore front, COl'! 2 
BR. Newly renovated house, pristine 
coye, 2 acres, great location. $47&Wk,-
monthly discount 207-565-2019. 
SUMMER RENTAL- PINE POINT, 2BR 
cottage, close to beach, many ameni-
ties, $5O<VWk. Please call, 772-0464. 
onlces/rent 
PART-TIME PROFESSIONAL SPACE 
available for therapist, holistic health 
practitioner. Bodywor\(er preferred, F18II-
ible hours, payment negotiable, Good 
opportunity for beginning practice. Ex-
cellent location w/parking. 772-1896, 
775-5022, 
PORTLAND- 311 CumberlandAve" cor-
ner of Elm St, Heavy lraffic, Excellent 
visibility. 1,600 sq.ft. store/office, heat 
induded, parking available. 772.fJ527. 
studios/rent 
ART & CRAFT PlEOPLE - Get a new 
studio for spring at 317 Cumberland 
Ave. 150-1200 sq. ft. lights, heal incl. 
Parking available. No lease reqLired, 
Call 772.fJ527. 
STUDIO SUBLET , JULY-AUGUST, 
Munjoy Hill area. $1!KYmo. Call 773-
5874 or 772-3162. 
ALWAYS the CHEAPEST 
"1993" 3 Br for $15,995 or $1,599 down, 
180 months at $149 APR 9,5%, 80' 4Br 
for $19,995, Obi wide 3Br, 2 Bath $24,995, 
16' wide Norris $29,995, 




MOTHER OF ONE, experienced daycare 
worker, limited part-time openings in 
my South Portland home, fenced-in yard, 
separate playroom, lots of TLC. Call 
767-0721 . 
help wanted 
$40,OOOIYR.! READ BOOKS and TV 
scripts. Fill out simple "likaldon1Iike" 
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, 
beaCh, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. 
FREE 24 hour recording 801 -37~2925 
copyright IME114EB 
$5OOWEEKL Y,NEW!EASY!Stayhome, 
any hours. Easy assembly ... $21 ,000; 
Easy sewing ... $36,600; Easy wood as-
sembly... $98 ,755; Easy 
crafts. .. $76,45O; Easy jeWelry ... $19,5OIl; 
Easy electronics... $26,200; 
Matchmaking ... S62,500; Investigating ... 
574,450; T.V. talent agent ... $40,900; 
Romance agent ... $62,500. No seiling. 
Fully guaranteed. FREE 24 hour record-
ing revealsde1ails. 801 -379-2900 copy-
right#ME114YH 
BE ON T.V. - Many needed for commer-
cials. Now hiring all ages. For casting 
info calI615-77~7111 , Ext T-1265. 
COLLEGE STUDENTS- $7.35 - $13.20. 
Vector, an international firm has full-
time entry level positions. Gai n val uable 
resumeexperience. Will train all majors. 
For details! interview call 878-27" . 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSIS-
TANCE regarding the investigation of 
financing, business opportunities and 
work at home opportunities, Casco Bay 
Weekly urges it's readers to contact the 
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Di-
vision, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME 
04103-2648. 
Rt 1A, Holden, ME 
207 -898-7644 
Daily 9-7, Sun 10-5 
help wanted 
COSMETOLOGISTS- Would you like to 
slow down and enjoy what you do? Are 
you hardwor\(ing, enthusiastic, imagi-
native, and caring? Are you ready to 
make a commitment to true client satis-
faction? We are looking for a hair stylist 
and skin care specialist with make-up 
experience fora busy, intimate, Old Port 
salon. Will provide specialized training. 
Guaranteed salary. Flexible hours. Send 
resume 10 P.O. Box 11272, Portland, 
ME 04104. 
HAIRSTYLIST/ NAIL TECH- Immediate 
opening. Booth rental, well established 
w/par\(ing. 3 weeks free renl 773-4633 
or 642-2537. 
LADIES- EVER WANTED TO WORK on a 
phone fantasy line? Work from home, 
have fun . $ Great Pay $. 708-654-3813. 
TELEMARKETERS- Casco Bay Weri1.ly 
is looki ng for an experi enced 
teiemar\(eter to help sell classified line 
and classi~ed dispiay advertising. You 
are a gregarious self-starter ready and 
willing to pick up the phone and call, 
Gall, call when you aren't too busy han-
dling the incoming calls. Your typing 
and proof-reading skills are meticulous, 
and you can easily figure simple math in 
your head. If you can close quickly and 
would enjoy being an ambassador for 
the fastest growing newspaper In New 
England, then your phone is ready. Pay 
is commensurate with experience, with 
a base to start, mOYing to comnission. 
Send a leiter and/or resume to: Casco 
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Port-
land, ME, 04101 , attn: telemarketer, or 
call Michael at 775.fJ601. 
WOMAN, 45, in wheelchair, seeks live-
in homew~h single, student, or couple. 
Easy care. Pay is SSOOlmo. References. 
Call Connie at 892-7141. 
ATIENTION LANDLORDS: We will give 
you the competitive edge! Provide your 
units with a seiling look. Great space = 
Good tenants. True North Interiors, 871 -
0473 or 774-2711 . 
BUILT-IN CABINETS, KITCHENS, cus-
tom details and trim. Free visit and esti-
mate discussing your plans and options 
tor Spring carpentry proiects. Call Paul 
Keati ng 846-5802. 
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY stuffing . 
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to: 
Country Living Shoppers, Depl Y3, P.O. 
Box 1779, Denham Spri ngs, LA 70727-
1779. 
HANDYMAN Window washing, cellars 
& attics cleaned, house painting, car-
pentry. Call 767-3104. Insured. 
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE 
to do odd jobs and mOYing.1'1i move you 
locally or long distance. Experienced & 
dependable with references. Call for my 
low rates, 774-2159 anytime. 
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTlNG-
Quality wor\(. 15 years experience, low 
price, free estlmales. Call George, Rob, 
775-5899. 
LANDSCAPES FOR lESS- Let us beau-
tify your outdoor living space. We'll de-
sign, plant, mUlch, prune, maintain your 
yard. Professional results, reasonable 
rates, free estimates. 87~1352. 
LEE MASONRY Brick & Block. Small 
jobs preferred. Free estimates. Refer-
ences. 883-3200. 
MATSON PAINTlNG- Eight years expe-
rience in top quality interior and exterior 
painting at reasonable rates. Give us a 
call for a free estimate. 883-8944. 
ODDS & ENDS- Painting, interior & ex-
terior, handyman services of all kinds 
and sizes. Call John Saccone at 761 -
2508. Insured. 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY AlAN JOHNSTON-
Qual~ photos for your special event 
Weddings, graduations, team photos. 
No risk guarantee. Reasonable rates. 
Call 761-0833. 
PIANO SERVICE by professional, regis-
teredtechnician. Reasonable ratesfortun-
ing, repair, action regulation and rebuild-
ing. JOSEPH'SPIANOSERVlCE,883-001 O. 
Member Piano Technicians Guild. 
PLAN FORA BEAUTIFUL & FUNCTIONAL 
outdoors with a landscape consu ltation 
and design by an experienced profes-
sional. Reasonable rates. McCain Gar-
den Design, 772-5873. 
PRINTING.'GRAPHICDESIGNSERVICE: 
Resumes, newsletters, forms, invita-
tions, flyers, announcements and more. 
Reasonable rates. Need help writi ng a 
power resume? Call 883-4781 . 
SAVE MONEY! Add a second oil tank, 
upgradttqld heating system or install a 
water-saver toilet. Quality work at rea-
sonable rates. Fully insured, liscensed. 
Free estimates Conolly's Plumbing & 
Heating, 883-2213. 
SPRING PAINTING- I can make your 
house beautiful inside and out Also, 
affordable decorative finishes. Neat, 
experienced, and referenced. Call Betsy 
at Portland Paintworks, 87Hl087. 
THOMAS THYNG PAVING- Asphall, 
sealcoating, gravel & stone. Call nowfor 
compet~ive price!; and guaranteed work. 
Free estimates. Commercial & residen-
tial. 1-800-499-8111 or 282-1119. 
• Restaurant Design 
• Menu Planning 
• Food Preparation 
• Food Presentation 
' . International Cuisine 
• Pastries 
470 White's Bridge Road 
Standish, ME 04084 
207-892-6906 
. .. and . other life support services 
If you've ever cleaned up for the cleaning people .. , 
or worse, cleaned up after them .. . 




Chai r Seat Weaving 
CANE / SPLINT / RUSH 
Annetle Hulst, Portland, ME 
871-0739 
business opps 
RESTAURANT BUSINESS FOR SALE! 
LEASE; Excellenllurn-key facllity, patio, 
low start cost, good lease. Downtown 
location with DPC loan money available. 
871 -7232 or 799-0090. 
dating services 
MEET BEAUTIFUL , FAITHFUL, Marriage-
minded ladies from ASia, Russia, Eu-
rope, North & Soulh America. For FREE 
photo brochure and complete details 







You feel ready to meet 
someone new, but how 
do you start? We can 
make that first step 
easier, Call us. We may 





stun lor sale 
REGINALD WOODSTOVE (IRISH 
JOTEL)- CorT1lletewith stovepipe, plat-
form and waH shield. $92. m -1831 . 
CAPRICORN ALARM- used only 6 SEARTOP-LOADINGVCRfor$92. 625-
months. Paid $400. B.O. 797-7341, aI- 86760r R. Sprague, Box4, West Baldwin, 
ter lOam ME 04091 . 
-------
CHEVY MAliBU, '74- Peaks Island spe-
cial. Reliable year round, low mainte-
nance, somewhat attractive. $200. 828-
4849. 
learning ' 
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bulletin board 
DODGE CORONET, CLASSIC 1965- 4 ,----------------------, HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUM-
dr., slant siX, runs great, good shape, MER? Jet there anytime for only $169 
CAST IRON TUB, camode, sink with 
cabinet, & mediCine chest with lights. 
839-3391 or 883-4719. 
current sticker, needs TLC,nileage un- ~ ~ 11 ~ ~ ~ f with AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000. 
SUPREME 12 ROYCE UNION boys bike, der 100,000. $500 or BlO. 775-0356. TELL CONGRESS WHAT YOU THINK! 
excellent cond ition, $92, price nego-
CONVENIENT DEERING HIGH LOCA-
TION- Dversi2ed 3 BR Ranch wlfire-
place, sunporch, garage, oil heat. walk 
to schools. Below city assesment 
$95,000. 773-6081 . By owner, no bro-
kers. 
CORVETTE $400, BRONCO $50; '89 
Mercedes $200; '87 BMW 5100; '65 
Mustang $50. U.S. public auction, 
Druglord properties. Choosefromthou-
sands starting $25. mEE 24 recording 
reveals giveaway prices. 801 -379-2930. 
Copyright IMEI14RC. 
FENDER STRATOCASTER (Japanese) 
w/hardshell case, $250; kid's guitars 
(2), one w/case, $50 each; Yamaha 
acoustic guitar, $200; 15" truck tires, 
$20 each; guitar lessons and repairs. 
773-7701 . 
IBM COMPUTER- Perfect oondition and 
Ioaled with many extras. VGA color 
monHor and modem included. Original 
owner asking $2,450. Day, 770-9449, 
eve., 839-5572. 
KENMORE CLOTHESDRYER-like bran~ 
naw! Used only 18 months! Extra large 
capacity- aski ng $200; GUll AR-like naw 
with case, $50. Call 773-4334. 
LIKE NEW TREK 1400- 1991 model, all 
aluminum road racer,Shimano 105 com-
ponent group. No spills, scratches. Ask-
ing $640. Call 77H210 day or 767-
7078 eves. 
LYNDA BARRY AND ERNIE POOK 
COMEEK FANS: Get our free catalog of 
T -shirts and books featuring her newest 
book ti~e "My Perfect We" and the 
classic T-shirt "Poodle with a Mohawk". 
Also 30 other hard to fi nd items. To 
recieve call (206)781 -3684 or send a 
postcard 10: GREYLAG, Box 99093-CB, 
SeatUe, WA, 98199. 
MATIRESSES & BOXSPRINGS & 
FRAMES- New and used. Also washers 
and dryers and appliances. We also buy 
unwanted items. CredH available 772-
5737. 
MONITOR VENTED HEATING & HOT 
WATER HEATING-SPRING SALE! 725-
4451 . 
VINYL REPLACEMENT WINDOWS, 





'74 HUMMEL ANNUAl GOOSE GIRL 
plate, $92. 865-1908. 
10 SPEED BICYCLE- Black Columbia, 21" 
frame, good oondition. $92. 761-2429. 
1960sSINGER SEWING MACHINE! cabi-
net, good oondition, $50; Apt sized 
dryer, regular ou~et , $42. 774-9715. 
ACCORDIAN: 25-key, 6 bass & 6 chord 
buttons. Case, strap, book. 592. 828-
1554. 
AUTUMN HAZE MINK look a like jacket, 
simlarge. Excellent oondition, $92. 846-
0549. 
DOUBLE BED & FRAME-used asaguest 
bed for a year. Asking $92. 773-4334. 
DRESSER, BOOKCASE, stainless steel 
utility cart, VCR, odd table, typewriter, 
etc. $92 or less. 774-9484. 
liable. call 772.fJI62, ask for Becky. VWVANAGAN, 1984-Looks great, runs Call 1-900-835-0158 and answer ten 
important questions! 0 nly $3.00 total to 
TALL (6'2") MEN'S X C SKI $2 great must be seen. $2,500 or B.D.; call! M t b 18 h . . . . .. - IS, 0; 2 Honda Civic, 1984, in great shape, no us e or ave permiSSion. 
ultrasoOic humidifiers, $20 each; large rust, only 50,000 niles. $3,500 or B.O. 
~~.en easel, $32. All for $92. 871- I Moving, must seil. 828-1618!846-4796. .\ ~ T ~.: It c. adult services 
WILSON GOLF CLUBS- used irons, 2 
thru 9; woods, 1 thru 4. Bag also. $92. 
773-7120. 
boats lor sale CELEBRATE NATIONAL TAP DAY 
SATURDAY, MAY 30TH 
15' AlPlEX- 33 hp. Johnson elec. start, 
WOOD TWIN BED- Canopy style, white full canopy, galvanized tilt trailer with 
Ages 4 to 7, 9-9:45am, Ages 8 to 11 10-10:45am 
TEEN/ ADULT CLASSES: 
Beginner 11-12:30, Advanced Beginner 1-2:30 
Intermediate 3-4 :30pm, Advanced 5-6:30pm 
CLASS SIZE IS LIMITED - CALL TO REGISTER. 
Works in progress 7pm followed by reception . 
I'M NAUGHTY BY NATURE, call me at 
home. ASHLEY, 515-270-9465. MCN 
phone billing. Adults only. 
&goidwilhout mattross.$92. 865.fJ819. power winch. 51 ,500. 883-3735. 
FREE Ibtkins--Full-Color, Mail Order Catalog 
Those FAMOUS Watkins 
products you remember: Vanilla, 
Cinnamon, Pepper, Linim...,t, & 
Salves, plus100'e of wonderful 
NEW products are now available 
from a convenient shop-at-home 
mail order calalog! lots of 
moneY-SIIv;ng products. loo! Al l 
delivered rig,t to your doorl 
Please send $1 for handling. 
w.tkJn.~. 
p.o. 80.12 
CUmtMNt.nd, MIIIn. 04021 
arts & crafts 
SPRING POTIERY SALE "thrown" by 
Robyn Langhorst allhe Center For Naw 
Age Studies Bookstore May 22nd & 
23rd during store hours. Sale prices and 
some seconds. Call 775-7135 for more 
info. 
yard sales 
A mc TREASURES, household goods. 
Alger & cookbooks. Turtle collection. 
Friday22nd, Sat. 23rd. 9am-4prn Bow-
ery Beach Rd., fit . 77, next to Inn By The 
Sea. 
LARGE YARD SAlE-277 Broadtu rn Rd., 
Scarborough. 9:30-4:00, May 23 & 24. 
Bicycle, recliner, VCR, chairs. patiotable, 
pots & pans, records, books & much 
more. 
MOVING GARAGE SALE-Furn Hure, toys, 
clothes & appliances. Saturday, May 
23rd, 8am-lpm. 9 Jamestown Circle, 
Scarborough. 
MULTHAMIL YVARO SALE- May 30th, 
8am-2pm. (Rain date May 31st). Rocky 
Hill Rd., Scarborough. Furniture, bi-
cycles, household items, childrens 
clothes and Ioys. 
YARD SAlE: 20 YEARS OFTREASURES 
GALORE! Sat" Sun., Mon. 9amt04pm. 
109 Garrison St. off Congress, near 
Stroudwater. 
gardens 
CULTIVATE YOUR GARDEN with ma-
hogany benches, tables and chairs, 
handcrafted byYarmouth'sRoyall River 
Garden Collection. Sturdy and graceful 
for a generation's enjoyment For cata-
logue call 846-5802. 
wanted 
WANTED: OLD STEPHEN KING hard-
cover books. No Book-of-the-Monlh 
Club, please. Price dependS upon con-
dition. Cash paid. Call 883-0301 , leave 
message if no answer. 
music 
animals SPECIAL GUESTS: 
Portland Rhythm Tap, Drika Overton 
1111 I II I I I I II II II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I .. I I .. I I I III I .. I I I I ... I I I I •• I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
's Largest Adult 
Entertainment 
Center! 
Offering a huge 
selection of videos, 
magazines and toys for 
the discriminating 
adult. .. 
Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded! 
PORTLAND 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
666 Congress St • 7 
Open M-Sat. 10-10 • 
TIME TO TRY 
Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
Route 236 • 439-6285 
Open M-Sat_ 10-10 • Sun. 12-7 
THE SURE SELL! 
FOR SALE: MOUNTAIN BIKE, Diamond VOICE LESSONS: Jazz, Pop & Folk. 
Cruiser. excellent condition, contact Loosen up! "Free your voice inside". 
Now you can double the effectiveness of your 
25-word classified ad by placing it in both 
Casco Bay Weekly & The Penny$aver. 
Rebecca at 772.fJ162 (leave message). Jazz irT1lrovisation and classicallech-
KELVINATOR ELECTRIC RANGE, 40 in. nique applied. Call Diana, 846-5712. 
continuous clean oven. Good condition. 
$92. Call 854-0179. wheels 
KIDS' ACOUSTIC GUITARS (2), S1IIeI 
strings, U.S. made, $92. Set of four 
PI9!¥75R14 $92. 773-7701 . 
MID-SIZE REFRIGERATOR: General 
Electric, 33" tall. Great for camp, dorm, 
or office. $92. 871-1022. 
------$$ CASH CASH CASH $S- WE HAUL 
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any 
condition, seven days a week, 9-9. 773-
6878 
ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S 
WHEELS DEAL! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY 
NEW 5O-MONTH AUTO SAmRY, $35, $16! 775.fJ601. 
2OOflrst~lassslamp$, $42, bike(shel- ----- - ----
met $15. 775-0405. 
NINTENDO GAME DECK- 5 controllers, 
Zapper gun, 4 games, $92. Mike, 775-
3016,eves. 
ONE PAIR SIZE 6 MEN'S original Dr. 
Martens shoes, worn three times. $92. 
773-7213. 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED- '89 
Mercedes ... $200; '86 VW ... $50; '87 
Mercedes ... $100; '65 Mustang ... $50; 
Choose from thousands starting at $25. 
FREE 24 hour recordi ng reveals details, 
801-379-2929 copyright IMEII4JC 
[ Recycle this paper 
FOR ONE LOW PRICE! 
and ~PENNY$AVER /oronly $9 
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Calls cost 1.49/min. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-6601) 
women,.. men 
MUSIC-MAD SF. 31 . reasonable table ARE YOU HEALTHY. and romantic?Why 
manners; can hold books rlghtside up. do you keep yourself frustrated? De-
Seeks caring. thoughtful SM. 25-35. to cide!! And meet me-l'm25. SBM.llike 
explain why I'm placing a personals romance. movies, music. Write P.O. Box 
BI-CURIOLIS F. 26. still looking to fulfill advert v5351 (&102) 11432. Portiand.ME.04104.Photovery 
DWM. 39. NlS. MONOG. HONEST. sin-
cere. caring. educated. debt tree. NOT 
rich but working on it Enjoys: children. 
music. dance. movies. books. cooking. 
long walks on the beach. frisbee. and 
laughter. Seeksfriendshipand romance. 
LOVING AND TENDER-I'm looking for a 
monogamous relationship to put mean-
ing into my life. I'm 46. tall . and wantlo 
quit smoking and lose weight . .. 5379 
(6109) 
fantasy. Last ad made no connections. appreciated. 
Wonl you be my first? v5391 (&109) SF. 38. SELF-ASSURED. affectionate, -'-'---------- f 
DAMSEL IN DISTRESS seeks u northo-
dox white knight for festivals. pilgrim-
ages. oceanside walks. sunsets. mid-
night picnics. adventure. romance and-
alas- some dragon feeding and casHe 
maintenance. Damsel is ear1y 405. tall. 
medium build. NlS. ac~ve and enjoys 
life. Knights- tarnish and dents are fine. 
CBW Box 066. 115386 (&109) 
DWf. 37. ATIRACTIVE. 5'5·. phym. 2 
children. indep .• responsible. depend-
able. heanhy. very open mind. funny. 
dancing. romance. companionship. 
sports. picnics. sensual. seek similar 
DWM. "5345 (6102) 
DWf. 41. 5'6·. honest caring. affection-
ate, professional. My interests include 
theater. movies. camping. quiet mo-
ments and adventure. Seeking SJDWM 
who is honest and reliable. to share and 
enjoy good times. ,.5361 (&102) 
DWf. 44. NlS. Brown hair. brown eyes. 
professional. sensitive. romantic. lov-
Ing. enjoys movies, walks on the beach. 
quiet times at home. Looking for 51 
DWM.5·g' +.42-52. to share good times. 
Honesty a must. "5362 (6102) 
DWF. 49. looking tor a genUeman to 
share good times. Prefer a heavier man. 
honest caring. SOH. Have many inter-
ests. Take a chance! .. 5355 (&102) 
FIND ME- NlS DWF. SOish. seeks Of 
S(W/B)M I like animals. walking. pho-
tography. R&B. dancing. I'd like to meet 
someone with similar interests. "5357' 
(6/02) 
FOUR THEY'REJOLL Y GOOD FELL OWS 
who realize this processisa by-product 
of somewhat toug h ti mas and when the 
going gets tough. the tough go shop-
ping ... and today is double coupon day 
x 2! We are four very different women 
who are interesting. kind. curious & 
hopeful. You are decent. thoughtful 
gentlemen of generous spirits. We are 
29. 32. 35 & 37. Redeem this coupon 
today by calling "5393 (&109) 
LOOKING FOR SWM. 35-45. NlS. sense 
ot humor. professional. knows there's 
life outside the office. can treat a woman 
like a lady. Understands the tine art ot 
romance. I'm a SWf. mid 305. slim. 
blond. attractive. fun professional. H 
you don't answer. it's your loss. CBW 
Box 063. 
RESl'ONO 10 lilY PIORSONAI. AD BY CAlLING 
900·370·2041 
CALLS COST S1.4Q A MINUTE. 
CBW Box 061. 
NlS.Rubenesquemotherof2wholoves ARE YOU TIRED of being alone? I am. Charge Classi ied 
horses. camping. antiques. gardening. I'm SWM. 35. tall . attractive. romantic. I I bv Phone: 
champagne & adventure. seeks sea- enjoybeach.dancing.diningout.sports. J 
soned cowboy with a sense of humor _ Let'sstartsomething beautiful together. WE MAKE NEWS MAnER . 775-6601 . 
who is genUe & self-sufficient to share v5349 (&102) 
fun times & romance. CBW Box 065. r------------===========~=========~ 
SHARE A JOURNEY toward a healthy 
body. mind and spirit. caring. warm. 
humorous DWfwith flair. 41 . N1S. lntel-
lectually stimulating conversation a de-
light No party animals ... 5364 (6102) 
SUMMER TIME FUN- DWf. 40. 5'10". 
140 Ibs .• blonde hair. blue eyes. seeks 
companion. 38-50. forfriendship. etc. I 
enjoy sports. movies. walks on the beach. 
Will answer all. "5359 (6102) 
SWF. 27. BA. BL. ENJOYS bowling. 
walking. cookouts with friends. travel-
ling and rollerskating. If anything here 
interests you and you are SWM. 25-35. 
and might beinterested in possi ble long-
term relationship. give mea ring. "5373 
(6/09) 
SWF. 30. ATTRACTIVE. single. happy. 
adventurous and spirited working 
woman whimsically seeks a malefriend 
for frolic. fortitude. and tender moments. 
Sincerity. sense of humor. intellect and 
fitness are valued treasures ... 5389 (&I 
09) 
SWf. 30. TRIM. sporty. professional 
seeks educated NlS SWM. 28-40 with a 
healthy lifestyle and positive attitude. 
Shared interests might include hiking. 
movies. antiques. travel and quiet eve-
nings. If you are open. honest and still 
searching for your closest friend. please 
write! CBW Box 064. 
men,.. women 
ADVENTUROUSSWM. professional art-
ist. seeking NlS pla~matel soulmate. 
Does mountain biking in Acadia, treking 
Whne Mountainsand cruisingthe Maine 
coast by boat interest you? Must enjoy 
outdoor activities and the arts. "5350 
(6/02) 
ARE YOU EASILY BORED with stability. 
consistency and 30ish single dads? 
Move on. Still with me? Be forwarned: 
relations are fun. relationships are bet-
ter. The choice is yours. v5376 (&109) 
TRY OUR 
WHEELS DEAL! 
person 01 the week 
MUSIC-MAD SF, 31, reasonable table manners; 
can hold books rightside up. Seeks caring, 
thoughtful SM, 25-35, to explain why 11m plac-
ing a personals advert. 'B' 5351 (8/02). 
Each week. a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's 'Person of the Week" and is 
awarded two free movie rentals. compliments of Videoport. Ali personal ads are entered in the 
drawing. 
ATTRACTIVE. ENERGETIC. young 39 
loves travelling, hiking. art. and the joy 
of discovery. Exploring new places and 
challenging ideas make life exciting for 
me. as well as cinema. books. music 
and the coast of Maine. Trip to Germany 
planned for October, maybe you'd like 
toshare in some interesting and memo-
rable times this summer. and poSSibly 
visitthe new Germany wrth fluentscholar 
of German language and culture? DWM 
hopes to meet 25-40 D/SF for these 
activities and more. .. 5297 (5126) 
DIVORCED DAD. 36. professioanl. ath-
letic. NlS, social drinker. values family & 
friends. enjoys dancing. bike rides. 
walks. working out seeks female. 28-
38. withsimilarinterests. "5380 (6109) 
00 YOU A DESIRE a monogamous. 
romantic relationship with a malewho's 
emotionallyavailableandsecureenough 
within himself to respect you as an 
equal? I'm a 55 y.o. DBM. NlS. NID. 
professional. I lift weights regularly so 
am muscular. shy yet passionate. I love 
to laugh and not afraid to cry. I like 
weight lifting. watching movies. quiet 
dinners. walking hand in hand. Looking 
for a SF. any race. 40-50. N1S. NID. in 
Portland area. "5293 (5126) 
DWM. 39. NlS. MONOG. HONEST. sin-
cere. caring. educated. debt free. NOT 
rich but working on it Enioys: children. 
music. dance. movies. books. cooking. 
long walks on the beach. frisbee, and 
laughter. Seeks friendship and romance. 
CBW Box06t . 
FOUR SEASON FUN with 39y.o. DWM. 
childless. NIS. unusual blend of outdoor 
intelests and city culture seeks mar-
riage-minded female without kids. neu-
rosis. or celluloid. "5378 (&109) 
I AM A VERY HANDSOME SWM with 
substance. 29. 6'1·. 185lbs .• NlS. col-
lege educated. muscular well-defined 
body. I am honest. caring. thoughtful. 
faithful. easYiloing. sincere. a liltie shy 
at first but given a chance am fun and 
communicative. I am a business owner 
who also works for a modeling agency. 
I enjoy being outside. exercising. eating 
righL keeping active. music. sun. travel. 
all fitness-type activities. Seeking SWF. 
20s to 3t with similar interests who is 
very attractive and considerate to oth-
ers. Your response gets my picture and 
more information. Please write or call: 
P.O. Box 451 , Saco. ME. 04072; "5360 
MYSTERY WOMAN- You called me 
(SWM, 33. FIRMHAND) 5110). Your 
voice also was wonderful. it betrays 
your passion. I can help you feel those 
feelings again. I don·t want your name. 
just you r submission. Leave a P.O. Box. 
I'll send my soul. "5374 (&109) 
OUTDOORSY MAN, young. active. fit 
43.5'7".145#. an unconventional. com-
paSsionate & sensitiveromantic. Wicked 
adventuresome. a little musical. appre-
ciates culture. likes to build and grow 
things- can fix almost anything. Seeks 
slim woman. 30s. who might jump at a 
chance to sled across the Arctic or sail 
to Labrador. or ... maybe canoe the 
Allagash .... hike Katadhifl- need a hand 
putting in a garden? CBW Box 062. 
"5346 (&102) 
ROMANTIC. intelligenL energetic. at-
tractive WM would like to meet open-
minded. pretty. sexy. trim. WF. 35-45. 
for movies. music. dancing. dinners oul 
or in (I love to cook). and special times. 
Good sense of humor a must. Hope you 
like the beach! "5353 (&102) 
The Sure Sell: Classifieds - 775-6601 
SEAFARING VAGABOND. 38. slighUy 
rumpled. occassionally offbeat. LIS. NI 
D. NlD. energetiC. spontaneous. artistiC. 
enthusiastic. reliable. seeks happy. cre-
ative. intelligent. curious. active. sensu-
ous. bold. spirited vagabondress with 
wanderlust for lifelong Intimacy. Talent 
with I~e. bluewater sailing. fun. winter 
camping. books. conversation. differ-
ent cultures. foriegn officialdom. crib-
bage. mid-ocean sunrises are distinct 
plus·s. P.O. Box 300. South Harpswell. 
04079 or .. 5273 (6102) 
SHAKTI FOR SHIVA- Double Aquarius. 
41. 5'11·. looks 30. Enjoys & needs 
good feminine company. I enjoy foreign 
films. natural food. outdoors in all sea-
sons. variety of music. "5354 (6102) 
SHY ATFIRST. caring. intelligent.clean. 
handsome bodybuilder looking for spe-
cial woman for love. sensuality. fun 
times. possible marriage and children. 
"5344 (&102) 
SWM. RECENTLY BROKEN relatKlnship. 
and still putting Humpty Dumpty to-
gether again. Attractive. healthy. early 
30s. professional seeking like-minded 
female for purely no-strings attached 
rendezvous. Details? call "5385 (6/09) 
THE OFFICIAL SWM of the 1992 Sum-
mer Olympics! Caring. tall. interesting. 
handsome. funny. easy to be with. seek-
ing SF. 18-29. Let's go tor the gold! 
..5365 (6102) 
THE TAO OF BACKPACKING and hiking. 
the Zen of rollerblading and biking. 
Peaceful man. 396 new moons young. 
balancing. breathing.laughingandsmil-
ing. Seeks compassionate woman of 
similar age and vision to share this 
precious path . .. 5343 (6102) 
TREASURE HUNT: SWF. 301under,Inshi 
English, NlS. feminine. curvaceous, 
water sign. By: 28 SWM. 6'. 175#. pro-
fessional, adventurous. attractive. ar-
ticulate. romantic and presentable. 
"5358 (&102) 
WICKED DECENT SWM. 25. 5'10". seek-
ing attractive and mature NlS SWF. 18-
27. I enjoy vanous sports. the outdoors. 
and going for long ri des far away some-
where! What about you? .. 5390 (6109) 
FAX FREE 
THURSDAY! 
45 words & 
Personal Call® 
FREE BY FAX 
THURSDAY ONLY 
775-1615 
First 25 words free! Place our Personal Ad now! First 25 words free! 
HOW to respond to a personal ad: Free Headline: (15-character limit) 
Just call 1-900-370-2041 anytime. 24 houfsaday. from any touch- 00000 DOD 0 0 0 0 DOD 
tone phone! Enter the four-cigit 1t number of the ad you wish to respond , 
to. listen to the greeting. then leave a response. (An advertiser may not 
have recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may stil leave a Free 25-WOrd Personal Ad: 
message on thai person's line.) The date aI the end of the ad is the last 
day to reply to that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads 
in aspecific category (cornpa!lionaand othera not available to "browsej. 
Calls cost SI .49/min. You roost be 18 or over. 
To respond to a CBW Box '. address mail to Casco Bay Weelcly. 551 A 
Congress St.. Portland. ME 04101, making sure to print the three-digit 
CBW Box • clearly in the lower left -hand comer of the envelope. 
Ho. to place yoar personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with Personal Call~. fill out the coupon and mail 
or FAX it (775-1615) to us. (H faxing. please photocopy the coupon lim! 
and then fax it. The newsprint doesn~ reproduce wei.) The deadine for 
receiving personal ads is Monday at noon. FREE ads are 25 words or less 
and run for two weeks. Nolree ads will beaocepted over the phone. Ads 
with more than 25 words cost ~ per additional word. We'lI send you a 
four-dign ". number (to be printed in your ad) and a six-digit security code 
for exdusive access to your responses throl.gh an 8OO-line at no cost to 
you. 
CBW Box Is and P.O. Box '5 cost S20 per two-week ad. Ads may be 
paid for with Visa or MasterCard. or local check or cash. 
HOW to use your Personal call® mallbo!: 
After you receive yOU" 1t number and private security code. you may 
record your personal intrcxl.iction. Use your Introduction to tell more 
about yourself than yOU" ad does. Give yOU" first name. but DON'T give 
you-last name. phone numberoradd"ess. M ake sure you ask your caller.! 
to leave their names. phone numbers and the best times to call them. All 
introductions are reviewed by CBW and go on line within 24 hours. 
Guidelines: 
P...",ol ada are available for singl. peopl ..... king _~ohi~. Ada _nglO buy or 1811 ... ual 
oervicee will be reNoed. No full ~. street addr_ or phone numbers will be published . ...,. 
containing explici1 ... uaI or anatomical language will nol be published. We reserve the right 10 edit, 
refuee or r_Iagonze any ed. Advertisers muat be QV8f 18 years of ag •. 
o Yes, I agree 'to record my voice greeting 
upon recieving my Personal Cali Code. 
category: 
o women ... men 
Omen ... women 
o women ... women 




rNe cannot print your ad without it.) 
phone: _ ____________ _ 
n~e: ____________________________ _ 
address: ______________ _ 
c~: ---------------------------
state: _________ zip: ______ _ 
First 25 words & headline: _ --'.FIH......,"--__ 
add'i words @ .50 each: _ ___ __ 
Personal Call~: __ .-:..:FII:..:&=-_ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): ---------
Total: ____ __ 
women,.. women 
GWF. 30s, seeks fUlfilment in the com-
pany of an honest. caring woman with a 
well-developed sense of humor who 
believes in romance and values inti-
macy. "5347 (&102) 
GWF • . mid-20s. seeks out-<Joing. ath-
!eti.c With a side that enjoys quiet times. 
Intimate times. dancing. etc. Would like 
to meet other GWFs with same qualities. 
"5383 (&109) 
TRANsPlANTED COUNTRY WOMAN 
45ish. 5'5-. fun. caring. honest. attrac: 
tive NlS. NlD. NlD. seeking akin 
ladyfriend+. unafraid of closeness non-
judgemental & discreet. "5392 (&09) 
men,.. men 
GWM. 30. 5'7· MASCULINE. profes-
Sional. somewhat shy. handsome and in 
gOOd shape. Not info bar/gay, scene. 
Looking to meetotherin-shapeBilGWM 
26-35 for .friendship and (?) long-term 
relationship IS my unimate goal. Discre-
tion isassured and expected. v5160 (51 
19) 
GWM. 38. NEEDS LOVE. looking to ap-
preciate. respect and love another man 
who is looking for same. Into music 
education. and building a future. "5375 
(6/09) 
WM, 26. ATIRACTIVE. masculine 
straight acting. professional. many in: 
terests. lOOking to meet other mascu-
line. good looking. BilGWM. 18-26. not 
into gay SCene. Discretion assured. 
v5363 (&102) 
others 
4126192 C ZOOlZ after much hesrta-
tion.1 asked you fo dance. We danced & 
talked. Then you shook my hand and 
took off. before I could say a single 
word ... can we meet again? (I still hear 
your black cowboy boots.) "5366 (61 
02) 
ADVENTUROUS MWC seeks similar 
coupiesforfun. friendship. fantasy. Must 
be 25-35. open-minded. down fo earth. 
clean & d!screet. Weenjoydining.danc-
Ing. movies. light drink & good smoke. 
.. 5387 (6109) 
CURIOLIS WM seeks BiWF (or 2) 35-
45. for conversation and fantasy' fun. 
I'm healthy. fit, attractive & discreet 
Interesting times will follow your re-
sponse. "5352 (&102) 
LADIES- Have you read Vox? Interested 
inasimilarsituation?No meeting. phone 
only. "5348 (&102) 
MWC SEEKING OPEN-MINDED single. 
straight males for exCiting late nightfun 
times. Let's enjoy the sum mer together. 
v5381 (&109) 
SEEKI NG BiWF- We a re a couple looking 
for an attractive woman. around 20-30. 
to fulfiU our fantasy. All messages will 
be answered. Please call"5384 (6/09) 
SEXY BiWM TRANSVESTITE seeks 
male. female. or couples for fun and 
games. "5377 (&109) 
companions 
ARE YOU FOR REAL? GenUe. introspec-
tive. interactive. intelligent. 
unpretentious male. 24. seeking com-
pasSionate people of similar ageltem-
perament for simple pleasures- coffee 
conversation. a mOYie. SWim or run: 
Non-sexual. "5382 (&109) 
EXTEND A HELPING CAR! Sing Ie parent 
father of autis~c child seeks friend&, 
samaritans for transportation to laun-
dry. shopping. non-Medicaid appoint-
ments. possibly other events. Live 302 
near Westbrook/Windham line. 
THANKS!! 
FRIENDS WANTED- Finding rt hard as an 
adun to meet good people for friendship 
onlY: I'm a GWM. 23. worldng 2nd shift, 
looking to meet decent people. My likes-
computers, plants. animals. the beach. 
swimming, hiking. racquetball. working 
out, cooking. movies. You can be gay or 
straight maleorfemale.lonlyaskthatyou 
be very honest and sincere (prefer Bath-






Each of the star groups at the bottom 
of this week's puzzle appears some-
where in the sky at the top. Connect 
them all as shown. 
... 
It 
... ., * • ..... ... 
It • • • ... 
• * .. ... 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There 
is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for 
the first-prize winner. The serond-prize 
winner receives two free passes to The 
Movies at Exchange Street. Winners will 
receive their prizes in the mail. Draw-
ings are done at random. Contestants 
~re ineligible to win more than one prize 
In a four-week span_ Only one entry is 
allowed per person per week. 
I * .. JI. •. •• • / .. ... • • It • 
All entries for this week's puzzle 
must be receivEd by Wednesday, May 
27_ The solution to this week's puzzle 
will appear in the June 4 issue of Casco 
Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to: 
* • • .... It 




• . .. 
• It • • 
• • .. ., • .. • • ,. • 
... • • • • • • ... • • 
• ... * •• .. 
Real Puzzle #123 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, Maine 04101 
.-.,-,. 
----. ~. / •.. 
• J -.,/ ·1 
. /" . . " '\ // ;-l I • * . . 
Solution to Real , 
Puzzle #121 
(Diagrammer) 
3 Men who look for trouble often find it. 
4 Around the comer stood an old casino. 
9 The dealer asked us to pick a card. 
6 He said that he had shuffled the deck_ 
8 That he had marked the cards was obvious. 
• 1992 United Feature Syndicate. 
2 Can we play if our credit is good? 
1 His "luck" changed and his money ran out. 
7 We left the jOint before he understood. 
5 Running a crooked poker game is 
remarkable work. 
~is week, Susan Calhoun·and a friend will dine at Alberta's. Karen Lewis and a friend will tak . 
mOVie at The Movies at Exchange Street. e In a 
(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was r"ecently published by Harper and Row.) 
6~ L:1t10'" All!> S t L LOOTERS ... 1\ L K FP..E E ! ~I "0 Sh Vt R/loo!. 
MR . GArES IS" DIRTy SON OF A· 
SITC\-'. ASK AN,(ONE AT OUR SCHOOL AND 
THEY WILL SA'( T~E SAME THING Sur WITI-{ 
MORE SWEAR-ING. IT srARIEO ¥lI-IEN fiE 
PVNCflED JEff HILL IN nlE FAC.E AND HIHI 
TOLD JEFF HE COUI..D BECAVSE :n:fF wAS 
ONLY JEff INr MR. GATES WAS TKE" P. E. 
TEA''''''\<. W lrt\ OVER 20 '(EARS EXPERlt=NCc. 
~ 
I 
JEFF ,OLD. 2 GVYS WITNESSED, n'ER~ 
WER.E MEETINGS IN THE PRINCIPALS OFFICE 
WITtI Mjl. . GATes COM1NG OVT MAD_ SAYING 
HoW IN TI-\E HELL WAS HE" SuPPOSED To 
f-I"N DLE THE (OLO!'.E D K I OS WI-\o IN HIS 
OP I ~ION ARE tlIFFE!'.ENT_ THE MAIN Olf~ · 
FiOP-ENCE I~ HOW MUCH \-IE HATES II-\EM. 
151'4'\ \I HA.RO"[o BE-LtE-IiE 11-{AT A T\:F\(flER 
DoeSN ' T DIG ON EQvALIT't''? WOVLDN'T YOU 
TI-\INK Ti\ATS HIE IMPORTANT PART Of 
THEIR SWORN J"oa? THE PRINCIPAL JI"I51 
To\.o MR . GATES NO MoRE PUNCr\IN6 KIDS 
IN THE FF\(E . JUST SEND TflEM 10 TI-\E OFFicE 
WIIEf',E THE lllTTrNG WAS LEGAl. If You USE 
A BoAR.D WIT\"'! HOLE5_~R~LL~~.lN· IT._ .. =fIJ 
~~-::--:-~~-- . o _ ..... . _ ._ :--_ .. 
ON FRtDA,!, AFTER SCHOOL TI1ERE WAS nlE 
USVAL fiGHT. PEOPLE FIGHT HERf ALL THE 
TIME. Al.L COLORS TRYING TO BASH EACfI 
OTflE1l$ I-It'AOS IN . TI1E CLoSEST TEACHfR 
WAS MR . GATES AND IT WAS ME WHO R.AN 
fo GET HIM. AND II WAS ME WHO SAW 
\-11M NOD "OK" WI-\EN I BEGGED HIM To 
f"\URR'{ 8£CAU$E' TWO GuyS HAD BATS 
AND IT WAS ME TI-\AT WATCHfD HtM 1VRN 
\-\1$ BACK ON EVE!<-YTI-\ING So fiE COUL-D 
WA\.\< SloW 10 HI5 CAR AND GfT 1-\1$ 
CI6AREiTf"5 FI~SI. I GVESS KE .sHowe:D 
VS ALL, DIDN'T kf? 
Mily 21, 1992 39 
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Thurs., May 21st to Mon., May 25th 
" Maine's . 
Best! 
I 
sHARD. BENNINGTON PoTTERS MONROE SALT WORKS 
MAeV's MEXICAN GLASSWARE ' 
FRIENDSHIP POTfERY 
"Truckloads of beautiful merchandise at 50% to 90%"OFF retail" , 
POTTERY OUTLET 
49 MAIN STREET, FREEPORT , 
(in between L.L. Bean and The Gap) 
OPEN 9-9 VisaiMC/AMEXIDiscover.Checks Welcome 865-1144 
